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“I wish my teacher knew...”
ose interested in knowing more about the internal worlds of young people during the pandemic from
their own points of view will want to head to Lewiston Public Library, where the digital art show “I wish
my teacher knew…” is on display until August 15. e show is the result of a collaboration between two
educators at Lewiston High School, Deanna Ehrhardt and Sarah Greaney, and students. e work is raw
and powerful. 65 students responded to their call to artists. Artwork featured above is by Gavin Adams.

Hopeful Links is resource
for solo minors
By Stephanie Harp

Burundi’s former president nominated
as ‘Supreme Guide for Patriotism’
By EddyClaude
Nininahazwe

P

Editor’s note: is article contains general descriptions of youth escaping danger in their home
countries and ﬁnding themselves alone in Maine.

O

ne day in March 2013, retired child and family advocate Lucky Hollander received an
email from a Portland high school social worker. “She was sending it to everyone she
could think of because she had this young woman who was here alone and was losing
her housing,” Hollander said. “We raised three daughters and we’ve had teens in and out of
our house all the time, so the idea of possibly housing somebody was not that big of a deal for
Continued on page 31

resident
Evariste
Ndayishimiye of Burundi
has
elevated his
pre de cess or,
the late Pierre
N kur unziza,
with the title of
“Supreme
Guide for Patriotism.” e
opposition and
President Evariste Ndayishimiye
much of civil
society is outraged. ey consider Nkurunziza a “traitor president” and strongly reject the gloriﬁcation of
his administration.
Ndayishimiye bestowed the new title in tandem with legally establishing a new federal holiday
dedicated to patriotism, which now will be celebrated every June 8. e law establishing the
holiday was enacted on the eve of the one-year commemoration of Nkurunziza’s unexpected
death. He died June 8, 2020, in Karusi, denying to the end the existence of the COVID-19 panContinued on page 4
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Juneteenth celebrated
in Portland with vision
of future | By Lillian Lema

Athena Lynch | Photo Joseph Shaw
When artist and activist Athena Lynch organized a celebration in Portland last year to commemorate Juneteenth, she
quickly discovered that many people had never heard of the
holiday. But the celebration was a success, and those who
participated gave her much positive feedback.
So Lynch decided to stage an even larger celebration this
year – one that would combine art, celebration, and education – and she teamed up with a variety of other organizations on a two-day celebration. Maine Inside Out (MIO),
Maine Youth Justice, Friends of Congress Square Park, Little
Chair Printing, and Love Lab Studios all participated.
e Juneteenth celebrations kicked oﬀ on ursday
evening, June 17, with an online virtual open mic where
MIO members gave spoken word performances about Juneteenth. e next evening, June 18, MIO and Maine Youth
Justice performed the theater piece e Weeping City in
Congress Square Park.
e origins of e Weeping City date back 10 years to
when Nancy Valmond-Bell, an MIO volunteer, came up

All ages enjoyed the Juneteenth celebration | Steven Bridges

with the idea of creating a work of art expressing
the concerns of the Black community in Portland concerning police brutality. MIO facilitated
an aerschool project that brought together a
group of young people to create the play through
storytelling and “theater of the oppressed” exercises, a method of dramatizing and discussing
forms of oppression.
“We decided to make the play e Weeping
City. And 10 years later we are still ﬁghting for
justice and peace for Black and brown lives all
over the world,” said Valmond-Bell.
Bruce King, Maine Inside Out’s co-executive
director, recognizes the importance of people
coming together, especially when it comes to
moving the community forward.
“Part of the reason MIO utilizes theater is because it’s a collective eﬀort that brings people together,” King said. “Congregating in itself is a
political act, a social act. It’s the core of humanity… to have us learning about Juneteenth, and
working through what it means together is an incredibly powerful experience.”
Aer last year’s Juneteenth celebration, Lynch realized it
wasn’t just the adults who beneﬁted from the events – young
children did, too. So one of Lynch’s goals this year was to incorporate activities that were geared toward young children.
“e kids are deﬁnitely paying attention .... How crazy is
it to have a 4-year-old roll up and ask, ‘Do you know what
Juneteenth is? [Even] 4-year-olds are starting these diﬃcult
conversations with adults about Juneteenth and liberation,”
Lynch explained.

“My work is about communicating
Black life, whether it’s from the past,
in the present, or what it will look like
— Athena Lynch
in the future.”
Artist Titi de Baccarat launched the events on Saturday,
June 19, by regaling the audience with stories from his native
Gabon. roughout the day, there was a chalking area,
printmaking station, and bracelet-making booth, all designed to engage the young and the young-at-heart. Maine
Youth Justice had a booth, and so did performing artists Signature Soul.
To feed attendants, Yardie Ting was on hand, serving up
authentic Jamaican dishes with a modern twist. And toward
the end of the celebrations, Portland City Councilor Pious
Ali read the city’s oﬃcial proclamation for Juneteenth and
presented it to Lynch.
Lynch’s ultimate goal is for the city of Portland to create a
citywide, oﬃcial Juneteenth Day celebration. “Juneteenth is
the perfect vehicle for combining art, community, action,
celebration, dialogue, and education,” she said. “You don’t
have to just learn in a classroom. Learning is a continuous
thing in life.”
“My artistic practice is to be an artist that is in a community and actively creating as a part of a community … creating art that not only the community appreciates, but
represents them,” she said.
Lynch moved to Maine in 2014 and attended Maine College of Art in Portland, drawn by MECA’s public engagement minor, which aligned with her artistic practice. She

Titi de Baccarat tells stories of Gabon | Photo Steven Bridges
graduated in 2020 with a major in sculptin
Although the past year has been diﬃcult and treacherous,
she believes it also caused an awakening. Prior to the pandemic, she said, “Everyone was too busy and kept in their
own worlds. But the pandemic caused people to reﬂect, react
to the murder of George Floyd, and realize the systemic injustice that has hurt the Black community, not just nationally, but internationally as well.
“e pandemic caused everyone to shi their focus… that
was monumental,” Lynch said. And the more people educate
themselves, and continue to support one another, the better
the future will be, she believes.
“We are like a hand, where individually we aren’t doing
too much, but when we come together we make a mighty
ﬁst,” she explained. “at is how I see our community, and
society as a whole. We are becoming a mighty ﬁst. And the
stronger we become, we will bring up the other ﬁst, too. And
these ﬁsts are creating action.”

Namory Keita | Joseph Shaw
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Black is Beautiful
by Kirsten Cappy
“Black is beautiful” is both the repeated phrase in
Ashley Bryan’s children’s book Beautiful Blackbird and the
message Black and brown children need to hear (repeatedly). Indigo Arts Alliance has once again committed to liing the beauty of Blackness in
the second annual Beautiful Blackbird Children’s Book Festival.
e festival was created to honor Maine’s legendary children’s book creator and visionary
artist Ashley Bryan. e festival’s mission is to celebrate children’s book authors and illustrators from across the African diaspora. In doing so, the festival and the books it features
oﬀer children of color an opportunity to see themselves reﬂected in literature and to interact
with the creators as role models and storytellers.
ough the 2020 event was designed as a street festival, Indigo Arts Alliance and their
partners I’m Your Neighbor Books and Diverse BookFinder had to take it oﬀ the streets
and into quarantine spaces, so they brought the stage to our devices. Instead of authors
handing free books to kids in person, the organizers facilitated masked, door-to-door book
delivery. In the end, over 100,000 people engaged with the videos and 1,700 books were
given away to families. Every communication declared, “Black is beautiful.”

When the festival returns this August, the roots, identity, and resilience of Black and brown
people will again be on our screens and in the pages of delivered books. Each book will be
shared through a read aloud, a creator interview, an art activity, and more. e festival will
kick oﬀ with the artistry of Ashley Bryan as community members voice the stanzas of his ABC’s
of African American Poetry. Look for an online teaser this month at BeautifulBlackbird.com.
“I love poetry. It’s at the heart of everything I do,” Bryan says. “Poetry transforms what we
call language, and uses language as the stuﬀ to become something else. I get spun around by
what happens in words. When that occurs, it inspires images that seem so original to me as an
artist, even though I’m following what the poem has oﬀered.”
Here’s to a summer of being “spun around by what happens in words” and images with the
Beautiful Blackbird Children’s Book Festival.
Kirsten Cappy is the executive director of I’m Your Neighbor Books, a nonproﬁt that celebrates
the lives of New Americans using the anti-racist power of children’s literature. She will be writing
a regular book column for Amjambo Africa.
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e festival was created to honor Maine’s legendary children’s book creator and
visionary artist Ashley Bryan.
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demic in Burundi, more than two months aer Burundi’s
health minister conﬁrmed the country’s ﬁrst two cases of
the deadly virus.
e new law describes the late president’s “exceptional
dedication to the defense of national sovereignty, to his
awakening of the conscience of Burundi to the primacy of
God, the value of the Burundian people, and love of the Fatherland.”

We consider it shameful to
nominate a controversial
ﬁgure to the rank of a hero
while some Burundians are
still suﬀering from his selfishness and his inability to
serve people with dignity,
– Bigirimana

National Patriotism Day commemoration
As Ndayishimiye presided over the festivities of the new
national day of patriotism, his clothing was festooned with
an image of his predecessor. e festivities took place in
Gitega, the political capital of Burundi, where Nkurunziza
was laid to rest. In a speech, Ndayishimiye called on Burundians to tackle the challenges of the nation by ﬁghting

Traître plutôt que Guide
Suprême, Élévation au
Titre controversé de
feu Président
Pierre Nkurunziza

Le président de la République a promulgué une loi instaurant
une journée nationale dédiée au Patriotisme, une journée qui
sera célébrée tous les 8 Juin de chaque année. Cette date n’est
pas un fait de hasard car elle coïncide avec la mort du Président Pierre NKURUNZIZA le 8 juin 2020.
Dans cette loi, le défunt président est élevé à titre Posthume
au rang de Guide Suprême du Patriotisme. Une élévation
controversée au sein de la classe socio politique burundaise.
L’opposition s’indigne, la société civile quant à elle parle d’un
président Traître plutôt qu’un Guide Suprême.
Une loi promulguée à la veille de la commémoration d’une
année ferme de la disparition inopinée du Président en exercice Pierre Nkurunziza.
Dans son article 3, la loi qui octroi le titre de Guide
Suprême dispose que le Président Pierre NKURUNZIZA est
élevé au rang de Guide Suprême du patriotisme en guise de
reconnaissance de son engagement, de son dévouement exceptionnel à la défense de la souveraineté nationale, à l’éveil
de la conscience des burundais en se basant sur la primauté
de Dieu, valeur ancestrale du Peuple burundais et à l’amour
de la Patrie.
Commémoration de la journée nationale du Patriotisme
Habillé en pagne portant l’eﬃgie du défunt président,
Evariste Ndayishimiye a présidé les festivités marquant la
journée nationale du patriotisme comme le dispose la loi instituant cette journée et premier anniversaire de la mort du
président en exercice Pierre Nkurunziza.
Les festivités ont eu lieu à Gitega dans la capitale politique
au centre du pays sur la tombe de Feu Président NKurunziza
érigé dans le quartier Musinzira.
Dans son discours, le président Ndayishimiye a appelé les
Burundais à s’atteler aux travaux de développement pour lutter contre la pauvreté, une approche pour consolider le patriotisme selon lui.
Il a aussi demandé à la population de consolider la paix, la
sécurité et la cohésion sociale entre les diﬀérentes composantes du peuple burundais.
Le président Evariste Ndayishimiye a promis la construc-
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poverty, consolidating
peace and security,
and
working for
social cohesion between
the diﬀerent
sectors of the
Burundian
citizenry. He
pledged
to
construct a
center for paFrédéric Bamvuginyumvira,
triotism on the
president of Cfor Arusha)
grounds that
house the tomb of the late president.
Supreme Guide, a controversial honorary title
e opposition in parliament registered dismay at singling
out Nkurunziza to receive the superlative title. Agathon
Rwasa, president of the National Congress for Freedom
CNL party, which came in second in the most recent elections in May 2020, said, “Everyone at home loves their country, but some politicians want to make it seem that there are
citizens who are more patriotic than others. Patriotism Day
is not diﬀerent from July 1, when the Burundians won independence at a dear cost. ose who helped achieve independence in 1962 deserve to be [called] patriots.”
e opposition accuses Nkurunziza of grave human rights
violations during his administration against those he believed to be opposed to his party, the Conseil National Pour
la Défense de la Démocratie – Forces pour la Défense de la
Démocratie. Tools of control are widely said to have included extrajudicial executions, enforced disappearances,
arbitrary arrests and detention, and torture.

tion d’un centre de formation en patriotisme dans les enceintes de la parcelle qui abrite la tombe du Président défunt.
Guide Suprême, un titre honoriﬁque controversé
L’opposition parlementaire ne digère pas l’octroi du titre
de Guide suprême à une personne qui est morte. Agathon
Rwasa, Président du parti du Congrès National pour la Liberté CNL (le deuxième dans les élections de mai 2020) n’a
pas voté le projet de loi portant octroi le titre de Guide
Suprême à feu Président Pierre Nkurunziza. Comme ses collègues parlementaires issus de son parti CNL, Agathon
RWASA explique que la date du huit juin devrait rappeler
aux burundais qu’il ya un président qui s’est terré sur le fauteuil présidentiel pendant de longues années plus que les
autres et en violation de la Constitution issue de l’Accord
d’Arusha pour la paix et la réconciliation entre les burundais.
Pour Agathon Rwasa, personne n’aime plus que l’autre sa
patrie. « Chacun dans son intérieur aime son pays, mais des
politiques veulent montrer qu’il y a des citoyens plus patriotes que les autres. La journée du Patriotisme ne diﬀère pas
de la journée du 1er juillet date à laquelle les burundais ont
chèrement acquis l’indépendance ». « Ceux qui ont contribué
à l’acquisition de l’indépendance en 1962 méritent d’être des
patriotes.» insiste Agathon RWASA, chef de l’opposition parlementaire.

“Granting this honorary title to the late president is further proof that the party in power in Burundi is aligning itself with crime, impunity, and tyranny,” said Frédéric
Bamvuginyumvira, president of the Coalition of Burundian
Political Opposition Forces for the Restoration of the
Arusha Accord. e group says the title is a shameless maneuver to exonerate the late president from guilt.
Administration of Nkurunziza as ﬁeen years of tragedy
Pierre Nkurunziza’s administration was marked by the
elimination of political opponents, according to many in
civil society. Paciﬁque Nininahazwe, president of the Forum
for Consciousness and Development, said June 8 will serve
as a day of remembrance and an annual occasion for victims
of the Nkurunziza regime to seek justice. “e regime of
Pierre Nkurunziza was characterized by tragedies in the
years 2005 to 2015,” said Nininahazwe.
Attorney Janvier Bigirimana of the organization Tournons
la Page recalled that Nkurunziza and a small circle of army
generals made major decisions, including those that led to
serious human rights violations. He said this unoﬃcial, parallel governance structure led to disasters in all sectors of
national life.

Eddy-Claude
Nininahazwe is a
journalist based in
Burundi.
He writes in French.

nombreux et graves crimes de sang et économiques dont il
s’est rendu coupable tout au long de son règne.
Le règne de Pierre Nkurunziza, quinze ans de tragédie
Pour la société civile, le règne de Pierre Nkurunziza a été
marqué par des éliminations des opposants politiques
ciblées. Paciﬁque Nininahazwe, président du Forum pour la
conscience et le développement, cite la date du 8 juin comme
une date de recueillement pour de nombreuses victimes sous
le règne de Pierre Nkurunziza. Une occasion de demander
justice pour des victimes du régime Nkurunziza. « Le
Régime de Pierre Nkurunziza a été caractérisé par des
tragédies depuis 2005 à 2015 bien que durant les régimes
précédents, il y ait eu aussi des tragédies » nuance Paciﬁque
Nininahazwe .

Paciﬁque Nininahazwe

Agathon Rwasa
L’opposition radicale quant à elle , trouve que la promulgation de la loi portant octroi du titre honoriﬁque à Feu
Président Pierre Nkurunziza est une preuve de plus que le
parti CNDD FDD s’inscrit une fois de plus dans la logique
de l’apologie du crime, de la consécration du règne de l’impunité et de la sacralisation de l’arbitraire et de la tyrannie.
Pour Frédéric BAMVUGINYUMVIRA, président de la
Coalition des Forces de l’opposition politique burundaise
pour le Rétablissement de l’Accord d’Arusha (CFORARUSHA), c’est également une manœuvre fallacieuse et
éhontée de vouloir exonérer Feu Pierre Nkurunziza des

Maitre Janvier Bigirimana de l’organisation « Tournons la
Page », lui rappelle que de grandes décisions, y compris
celles qui ont débouché sur des violations graves des droits
de l’homme, n’étaient pas prises par le Gouvernement, mais
plutôt par Pierre Nkurunziza entouré d’un cercle restreint
de «généraux» et cette gouvernance parallèle a débouché sur
des catastrophes dans tous les secteurs de la vie nationale. «
Nous considérons que c’est à la fois honteux et osé que le
pouvoir en place entreprend des sales méandres visant à
ériger une personnalité controversée au rang d’un héros.
C’est plutôt un traître eu égard aux malheurs que continue à
subir le peuple burundais à la suite de ses boulimies, son
égoïsme et son incapacité à servir dignement le peuple burundais.» Conclut Maître Janvier Bigirimana.
Rappelons que Feu Président Pierre Nkurunziza s’est
éteint le 8 juin 2020 à Karusi, au centre Est du Pays, dans un
déni total de l’existence de la pandémie du Covid 19 dans le
pays.
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Diplomatic low follows
killing of Chadian soldiers in the Central
African Republic
By Vincent Kende Niebede
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Des soldats tchadiens
tués en Centrafrique,
provoque une crise
diplomatique

Vincent Kende Niebede
Dimanche 30 mai 2021: Des assaillants venus de
la Centrafrique, attaquent un poste sécuritaire tenu
par des soldats tchadiens. Le bilan est lourd. Un soldat tué sur place, cinq autres capturés avant d’être
sommairement exécutés à Mbang à l’intérieur de la
Centrafrique, 5 blessés. L'attaque s'est produite à
Sourou, localité située à la frontière entre le Tchad
et la République Centrafricaine.
La tension monte d’un cran. Très vite, le gouvernement tchadien, rend public un communiqué, par
la voix de son ministre des aﬀaires étrangères, dans
lequel il indique que ce crime de guerre d’une
gravité extrême et cette attaque meurtrière
préméditée, planiﬁée et opérée à l’intérieur du
Tchad, dont le seul gouvernement centrafricain en
connaît les raisons, ne sauraient restés impunis, a
expliqué l’Ambassadeur Chérif Mahamat Zen, chef
Général Mahamat Idriss Deby president of Conseil Militaire de Transition de la diplomatie tchadienne, avant de poursuivre
and Central African Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs Sylvie Baipo Temon
que « le gouvernement centrafricain est responsable
des conséquences de cette agression ». Les autorités
centrafricaines qui ont regretté l’attaque de leur
côté, ont déclaré que c’est à la suite de la poursuite contre les
May 30, 2021: Tensions between the Central African Republic
rebelles centrafricains, en fuite vers le Tchad que les forces
(CAR) and Chad escalated when armed men from CAR atarmées centrafricains ont confondus les soldats tchadiens
tacked a security post in Sourou, on the border between Chad
and the Central African Republic. e post was held by Chadian soldiers, ﬁve of whom were wounded, one killed on the
spot, and ﬁve others captured before being summarily executed in Mbang, inside the CAR.

avec les rebelles. C’est en usant du droit de poursuite que cet
accrochage est survenu.
Dans l’immédiat, plusieurs dizaines de véhicules portant des
soldats tchadiens équipés de l’armement léger et lourd sont
déployés le long de la frontière avec la Centrafrique.
Plusieurs hauts gradés de l’armée tchadienne ont conﬁrmé
à Amjambo Africa d'un échange de tirs à la frontière avec la
Centrafrique. Ils n’ont pas donné plus de précisions. Des voix
au Tchad et en Centrafrique se sont élevées pour appeler les
deux pays à la retenue et à plus de sagesse pour trouver des
solutions adéquates entre les deux pays, liés par l’histoire et
la culture.
01 juin 2021: Une délégation conduite par la ministre centrafricaine des aﬀaires étrangères, Mme Sylvie Baipo TEMON,
est immédiatement dépêchée à N’Djamena. La ministre de la
Défense et le ministre de l’Intérieur font partie de cette délégation centrafricaine qui a rencontré le général Mahamat
Idriss Deby, président tchadien du Conseil militaire de transition au pouvoir depuis le 20 avril dernier après la mort de
Deby père. Cette délégation a rencontré l’Ambassadeur Chérif
Mahamat Zen, le chef de la diplomatie tchadienne pour une
séance de travail, sanctionnée par un communiqué conjoint
qu’ils ont rendu public.
Les deux parties ont reconnu la gravité de la situation et
ont souligné l’urgence de faire la lumière sur les circonstances de l’attaque. Gouvernement centrafricains et tchadien ont décidé de la mise en place d’une commission
d’enquête internationale indépendante et impartiale, composée de l’ONU, l’Union Africaine, la Communauté
Economique des Etats d’Afrique Centrale. Des experts de
ces organisations seront déployés aﬁn d’établir les faits et
produire un rapport pour situer les responsabilités. Les deux
pays tiennent à renforcer leur coopération. Ils ont réitéré
l’engagement des deux chefs d’Etats centrafricain et tchadien
à privilégier le dialogue pour préserver la paix et la stabilité
dans les deux pays.

Ambassador Chérif Mahamat Zen, Chad’s top diplomat,
asserted that the Central African government was responsible for the consequences of the aggression. Chad’s minister
of foreign aﬀairs agreed, calling the attacks a war crime of
extreme gravity. He said that because the attacks were premeditated, planned, and carried out inside the country, they
would not go unpunished.
CAR authorities said the attacks were a mistake. ey said
their soldiers were chasing rebel groups who had crossed
into Chad, and accidentally mistook Chadian soldiers for
the rebels. ey expressed regret at the incident.
In the wake of the attack, dozens of vehicles carrying Chadian soldiers equipped with both light and heavy weapons
were deployed along the border with the Central African
Republic. Many senior Chadian army oﬃcers conﬁrmed to
Amjambo Africa an exchange of ﬁre on the border of the
two countries, but would not give more details. Voices in
Chad and the CAR have been calling for restraint and wisdom in the handling of this crisis, since the two countries
are historically and culturally related.
June 1, 2021: A delegation led by the Central African Minister
of Foreign Aﬀairs Sylvie Baipo Temon arrived in N’Djamena,
Chad’s capital. e minister of defense and the minister of the
interior were part of this Central African delegation which
met General Mahamat Idriss Deby, president of the Military
Transitional Council that has been leading Chad since the
April 20 death of his father, President Idriss Deby. e Central
African delegation also met with Ambassador Chérif Mahamat Zen, head of Chadian diplomacy, for a work session.
Aer the session, they issued a joint communiqué.
Both sides reiterated the commitment of the two heads of
states toward preserving peace and stability in the two countries. ey issued statements recognizing the gravity of the
situation, and stressed the urgency of shedding light on the
circumstances of the attacks. e governments have agreed
to set up an independent and impartial international commission of inquiry, comprised of experts from the United
Nations, African Union, and Economic Community of Central African States. Experts from these organizations will es-
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Nobody knew what 2020
was going to bring
by Georges Budagu Makoko, Amjambo Africa Publisher

“e skies and the future both bring rain and
sun, and sometimes it is hard to predict what
— a Kinyarwanda saying
they hold for us.”
“ Ikirere Kibyara izuba n’invura , ntawamenya ikiri buvuke “
— a Kinyarwanda saying

Finally, aer one year and four months marked by fear and social distancing, we are ﬁnally seeing
the light at the end of a very dark tunnel – at least here in Maine. anks to the focused, collective eﬀorts
of our government, and of scientiﬁc organizations around the world, our environment is now so much
safer because of the vaccines that were developed.
Children in Maine have suﬀered a great deal because of the COVID-19 pandemic. eir social options
were extremely limited, and they had to rely almost exclusively on support from their parents at home
for activities. is was destabilizing for them.
I remember the hard conversations I had with my kids right at the beginning of the pandemic. It was
so diﬃcult to explain to them why they could not go back to school, run around freely outdoors, and
enjoy the company of their friends in their classes, in the neighborhood, and on the playground.
Now businesses are reopening, including diﬀerent recreational areas that have been closed for months.
We really owe it to our children to get them outdoors.
It’s the gi they have been looking forward to, the best of all gis – playing and having fun outside.
And although in general immigrant parents work extremely hard – usually holding two or three jobs –
and it can be very hard for parents to ﬁnd quality time to spend outside together with their children, I
encourage everyone to do their best. Try and ﬁnd some time to enjoy at least some of what our beautiful
state of Maine has to oﬀer during the beautiful, long days of summer.
Meanwhile, my heart goes out to the millions of children around the world whose lives are in danger,
and who cannot enjoy the peace
and security we are privileged to
experience here every day.
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West African Boko Haram leader
Shekau is dead
By Vincent Kende Niebede
Translated from the French by Damascene Hakuzimana
Abu Musab Albarnawi, leader of the Islamic State in West Africa Province (ISWAP), has
conﬁrmed the death of sister terrorist group leader Abubakar Shekau, who was killed aer
detonating his explosive belt in Sambisa forest, where he was based with his men. Sambisa
is a dense forest located at the southwest of Lake Chad Basin National Park in northeast
Nigeria. e rival groups had been battling each other.
According to reports by followers of Abu Musab Albarnawi, Shekau refused to surrender
to the ISWAP men and triggered his explosive belt to avoid being caught, said Dr. Remadji
Hoinathy, a senior researcher from the regional oﬃce for West Africa, the Sahel, and Lake
Chad at the Institute of Security Studies. Hoinathy, along with other experts on terrorism

Bassin du Lac Tchad : Aboubakar
Shekau, le leader du groupe
terroriste Boko Haram est mort
By Vincent Kende Niebede
L’information est conﬁrmée par le groupe terroriste, la province de l’État Islamique
d’Afrique de l’Ouest (ISWAP). Abubakar Shekau s’est tué après avoir fait sauter sa ceinture
explosive le 19 mai 2021 après s’être retranché avec ses hommes dans la forêt de Sambisa.
Une forêt dense, située dans le nord-est du Nigeria, plus précisément au sud-ouest du parc
national du Bassin du Lac Tchad.
Les hommes d’Abu Musab Albarnawi, leader de l’État islamique en Afrique de l’Ouest
(ISWAP), ont investi la forêt de Sambisa à la recherche d’Abubakar Shekau, qu’ils qualiﬁent
de désobéissant. « Shekau a opposé un refus de se rendre aux hommes de l’ISWAP, déclenchant sa ceinture explosive pour ne pas se faire prendre », explique Dr Remadji Hoinathy,
chercheur principal au Bureau régional pour l’Afrique de l’Ouest, le Sahel et le bassin du
Lac Tchad, de l’Institut d’Études de sécurité en Afrique. Il persiste et signe que le numéro
un de Boko Haram est mort, parce que selon lui, « Bako Gorgor, l’un des commandants de
l’État Islamique qui dirigeait les opérations contre le leader de la secte Boko Haram, est
mort dans l’explosion », a-t-il expliqué.

Investigations ﬁnd France
had role in genocide
By Olive Mukahirwa

France’s Duclert Commission and Rwanda’s Muse
Investigation have concluded that France had a role, but
not complicity, in the genocide against the Tutsi in Rwanda

F

rench President Emmanuel Macron has visited Rwanda and formally recognized the
role of France in the genocide against the Tutsi. In doing so, he has broken with his
predecessors. e genocide claimed an estimated 800 thousand to one million lives.
Former President François Mitterrand was in power in France at the time of the genocide.
While in Rwanda, Macron visited Kigali Genocide Memorial, where more than 250 thousand people are buried in mass graves. ere, he and the president of the Women’s Association of Genocide Survivors embraced, which was seen by many as a sign of
reconciliation.
Jean Damascene Bizimana, executive secretary of the National Commission for the Fight
against Genocide, said the visit reﬂects hope for the future. “It’s the symbol of new relations
and respect for historic facts of the 1994 genocide against Tutsi. In the right place, and in
a televised speech at the memorial, President Macron recognized the role of France in the
genocide against Tutsi.
In his televised address, Macron said,“France has a role, a history, and a political responsibility in Rwanda. And she has a duty: to face history and recognize the amount of suﬀering
it has inﬂicted on the Rwandan people by making silence prevail over the examination of
the truth for too long.” Macron added that by wanting to prevent a regional conﬂict or a
civil war, it was in fact standing alongside a genocidal regime. “By ignoring the warnings
of the most lucid observers, France took on an overwhelming responsibility
in a spiral that ended in the worst, even as it sought precisely to avoid it,” he
said.
Rwandans and many international analysts had expected an apology from
Macron, and a request for forgiveness. Instead, he said, “As I stand with humility and respect by your side today, I come to recognize the extent of our
responsibilities […] is journey of recognition, through our debts, our donations, oﬀers us hope to come out of this night and walk together again.
On this path, only those who have been through the night can perhaps forgive, give us the gi of forgiving ourselves.”
Egide Nkuranga, the representative of IBUKA, an umbrella organization
of survivors of the genocide, judged Macron’s speech as inadequate, “without
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in the region, is convinced that Shekau is dead, and that Bako Gorgor, a commander of ISWAP
who was leading the attack, also died in the explosion.
Isaac Dimanche, a terrorism researcher and journalist based in Chad, said, “ISWAP does
not approve of the way Boko Haram conducts itself and exercises violence. It is in this context
that the Islamic State in West Africa Province, ISWAP, was feuding with Boko Haram because
their leader did not obey the orders of the head of the Islamic State based in Iraq.”
e death of the leader of Boko Haram is welcomed as good news by many, and is a blow
to Boko Haram. Expectations are that his disappearance will weaken the group’s ability to reorganize and strike out.
However, Hoinathy warned that the death of Shekau could lead to further violence from
another area in the countries of the Lake Chad basin. “Sambisa Forest, in which the Boko
Haram leader was killed, was a hiding base for Shekau, his men and their weaponry, which
could be recuperated by the Islamic State of West Africa Province,” Hoinathy said.
Experts say the Islamic State has lost ground in Syria and Libya, and now wants to settle in
the Lake Chad basin. ey fear that the death of Boko Haram leader Abubakar Shekau will
not bring peace, but will instead give ISWAP a free pass in the Lake Chad basin. is would
establish the terrorist organization in Nigeria, Niger, Cameroon, and Chad.

Isaac Dimanche, journaliste basé au Tchad, chercheur sur le terrorisme, indique « ISWAP
ne partage pas la manière dont Boko Haram conduit et exercent ses violences. C’est dans ce
contexte que la province de l’État Islamique en Afrique de l’Ouest, ISWAP, s’est séparée de
Boko Haram, parce que leur leader n’obéissait pas aux ordres du chef de l’Etat Islamique basé
en Irak ». La mort du leader de Boko Haram, est d’une part accueillie comme une bonne nouvelle. Parce que la disparition d’Abubakar Shekau le leader, est un coup dure pour la secte islamiste Boko-Haram. Une disparition qui l'aﬀaiblit dans sa capacité à frapper et à se
réorganiser.
Mais selon l’expert Remadji Hoinathy, la mort d’Abubakar Shekau entraînera des violences
dans les pays du bassin du Lac Tchad car, explique-t il, la forêt de Sambisa dans laquelle le
leader de Boko Haram est tué, était une base où Shekau cachait ses armes et munitions. « Cette
forêt de Sambisa n'est pas tombée sous le feu de la force du Nigeria ni par la force multinationale mixte qui combat les groupes armés terroristes dans le bassin du lac Tchad ». L’expert
de poursuivre que « le danger c’est que l’ISWAP va récupérer les ﬁdèles de Shekau et récupérer
ses armes et minutions », fait savoir Dr Remadji Hoinathy, chercheur de l’Institut en Afrique
de sécurité.
Des experts expliquent que l'État islamique a perdu du terrain en Syrie, en Libye et souhaite
s’installer dans le bassin du lac Tchad. La mort d’Abubakar Shekau, leader de Boko Haram, ne
va pas ramener la paix, mais va permettre à l’ISWAP d’avoir un champ libre dans le bassin du
Lac Tchad, ce qui n’est pas bon. L’organisation terroriste aura désormais en face l’État du Nigeria, le Niger, le Cameroun et le Tchad.

clear apology on behalf of France.” Pressed on the unclear apology, in his joint press conference
with Rwandan President Paul Kagame, Macron said he preferred to acknowledge France's
role, rather than to request forgiveness, because forgiveness could only come by the choice of
Rwanda.
Kagame welcomed Macron’s move to normalize relations with Rwanda and sought to bypass
the apology issue.“His [President Macron’s] words were something more valuable than an
apology. ey were the truth. Speaking the truth is risky, but you do it because it is right, even
when it costs you something and even when it is unpopular…. Politically and morally, this
was a tremendous act of courage,” Kagame said.
To bring to light France’s role in the genocide against the Tutsi, Macron set up the Duclert
Commission two years ago. e commission presented its ﬁndings in March 2021 and concluded that France had responsibility, but no complicity, in the genocide against Tutsi. Rwanda
had also commissioned a report, the Muse Investigation, which was presented in April and
drew a similar conclusion.
Since the 1994 genocide against the Tutsi, Rwanda has never ceased to accuse France of
supporting and collaborating with the government that committed the genocide in Rwanda,
and formal relations between the two countries have been tenuous, at best.
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SOYEZ PRUDENT LORSQUE VOUS ENVOYEZ DE L'ARGENT À VOS FAMILLES
De nombreuses personnes ont besoin d'envoyer de l'argent chez elles pour aider leurs proches. Malheureusement,
il arrive que cet argent durement gagné ne parvienne pas à
la bonne personne. Les fraudeurs adorent les opérations de
transfert d'argent car elles leur oﬀrent un moyen rapide et
facile de gagner de l'argent. Lisez la suite pour découvrir
quelques conseils sur la manière de garantir la sécurité de
votre argent et de faire en sorte qu'il parvienne aux bonnes
personnes dans votre pays.
Voici quelques conseils généraux pour assurer la sécurité
de votre argent :
• Ne donnez jamais d'informations personnelles telles que votre
numéro de sécurité sociale, vos numéros de compte ou vos informations bancaires à des personnes qui vous appellent de manière
non sollicitée ou qui vous envoient des SMS ou des e-mails.
• Assurez-vous que vos appareils électroniques sont à jour et
sécurisés.
• Assurez-vous que la connexion Internet que vous utilisez est sûre.
• Ne transférez jamais d'argent à une personne que vous ne connaissez pas.
• Vérifiez régulièrement vos relevés de banque pour repérer les
transactions suspectes.
• Les banques et les coopératives de crédit posent des questions
pour protéger l'expéditeur, il est donc plus sûr de répondre honnêtement à toutes les questions qui vous sont posées.
Voici des conseils sur les diﬀérentes options de transfert
de fonds :
Virements télégraphiques dans votre institution ﬁnancière: Les coopératives de crédit et les banques peuvent vous
aider à transférer de l'argent grâce à des virements télégraphiques, des applications de personne à personne, et plus
encore. Les virements des banques et des coopératives d'épargne et de crédit sont très sûrs car les fonds sont transférés
d'une banque à une autre, avec des couches de sécurité intégrées. Les expéditeurs doivent conﬁrmer le numéro d'acheminement à utiliser et parfois les banques ont un numéro
d'acheminement diﬀérent pour les transferts, comme un
code SWIFT. SWIFT est l'acronyme de Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, ce qui signiﬁe que le code est comme un numéro d'acheminement
international.
Sociétés de transfert de fonds: Ces sociétés (comme Western Union ou MoneyGram) aident les utilisateurs à
échanger des devises et à envoyer de l'argent, tant au niveau
national qu'international. La plupart de ces services prennent très au sérieux la prévention de la fraude et disposent
d'une section sur leur site web consacrée à l'éducation de
leurs clients pour assurer leur sécurité.
Applications pour téléphone: Les applications comme PayPal, Google Pay et Venmo sont faciles à télécharger et peuvent être utilisées pour envoyer de l'argent à des amis. Elles
sont pratiques et rapides, et généralement gratuites, mais il
est facile de faire des erreurs et d'envoyer de l'argent à la
mauvaise personne. Il existe très peu de possibilités de contestation en cas d'erreur ou de transaction frauduleuse.
Compte bancaire pour les transferts d'argent: Certaines
personnes ouvrent un deuxième compte bancaire, distinct
de leur compte bancaire habituel, uniquement pour envoyer
de l'argent chez elles. Au début, cela demande un travail supplémentaire, mais une fois le système mis en place, l'argent
de votre compte habituel reste en sécurité. En cas de fraude,
les escrocs n'auront pas accès à tout votre argent.
AVANTAGES ET INCONVÉNIENTS DES MÉTHODES
DE TRANSFERT D'ARGENT
Décider de la méthode à utiliser pour envoyer de l'argent chez
soi n'est pas facile. Voici quelques avantages et inconvénients
à prendre en compte :
Virements des caisses de crédit et des banques
De nombreuses coopératives de crédit et banques américaines proposent des services de transfert d'argent.
Avantages: L'envoi d'argent par l'intermédiaire d'une
coopérative de crédit ou d'une banque est sûr et ﬁable, et est
souvent plus pratique que d'autres services car les gens n'ont
pas besoin de créer de nouveaux comptes ailleurs.
Inconvénients : Les banques et les coopératives de crédit
facturent généralement des frais de base pour l'envoi d'argent à l'étranger. La banque ou la coopérative de crédit du
destinataire peut également facturer des frais de transfert.
Et si l'argent est converti dans une autre devise, le destinataire peut recevoir un montant diﬀérent de celui prévu
par l'expéditeur, en fonction de l'évolution des taux de
change. Certains établissements permettent d'envoyer de
l'argent à l'étranger par le biais de leur site web ou de leur
application mobile, mais d'autres exigent que l'expéditeur se
rende en agence, ce qui signiﬁe que le transfert doit être effectué pendant les heures d'ouverture.

Services de virement traditionnels
Western Union et MoneyGram sont depuis longtemps les options les plus courantes pour envoyer de l'argent à l'étranger.
Avantages : Western Union compte plus de 500 000 sites
dans plus de 200 pays et MoneyGram plus de 350 000 sites
dans plus de 200 pays. Dans les deux cas, les gens peuvent
envoyer de l'argent à partir de sites Web, d'applications ou
d'emplacements physiques. Les expéditeurs peuvent utiliser
des cartes de crédit ou de débit, ou même des espèces. Les
destinataires peuvent récupérer l'argent par dépôt direct sur
leur compte, sur une carte de débit prépayée ou en espèces.
Le destinataire peut obtenir l'argent en quelques minutes, si
nécessaire.
Inconvénients : les frais d'envoi d'argent par Western Union
ou MoneyGram dépendent de la manière dont l'argent est
envoyé, de la rapidité avec laquelle il doit être transféré et de
l'endroit où se trouve le destinataire. Le retrait d'argent n'est
possible que pendant les heures d'ouverture d'une agence.
En plus de payer des frais, les personnes qui utilisent Western Union ou MoneyGram doivent tenir compte des taux
de change.
Prestataires de services de transfert de fonds en ligne
Les options en ligne comme Xoom, Wise et OFX sont de
plus en plus populaires car elles sont pratiques et ont souvent
des frais moins élevés.
Avantages : Comme les prestataires de services de transfert
en ligne agissent en tant que tierce partie dans une transaction, l'expéditeur ne paie souvent aucun frais, ou des frais
de transfert et des taux de change très bas. L'expéditeur
transfère de l'argent sur le compte de la société aux ÉtatsUnis. La société transfère ensuite un montant égal au destinataire dans le pays de ce dernier. L'argent ne quittant pas
directement les États-Unis, les plateformes sont en mesure
de maintenir leurs frais à un niveau bas. Les transferts sont
rapides, rentables et accessibles sur des applications en ligne
et mobiles qui sont faciles à utiliser.
Inconvénients : Xoom n'est disponible que dans 120 pays,
OFX n'est disponible que dans 80 pays et Wise n'est
disponible que dans 70 pays. Les destinataires des paiements
Wise et OFX doivent également disposer d'un compte bancaire pour recevoir de l'argent. De plus, de nombreux
prestataires de transfert de fonds en ligne ont des montants
de transfert minimums qui peuvent être diﬃciles à payer
pour certains.
DEVRAIS-JE CRÉER UNE ASSOCIATION À BUT NON
LUCRATIF POUR AIDER LES GENS DANS MON PAYS?
Les membres de la communauté nous parlent parfois de
créer une association à but non lucratif aﬁn d'aider les gens
dans leur pays. Mais ce n'est peut-être pas la meilleure solution au problème à résoudre - et cela peut même créer de
nouveaux déﬁs. L'obtention de subventions ou de dons pour
soutenir un organisme sans but lucratif exige généralement
beaucoup de temps bénévole de la part de nombreuses personnes, y compris celles recrutées pour siéger au conseil
d'administration. Nous avons contacté la Maine Association
of Nonproﬁts (MANP) pour savoir ce qu'il faut faire pour
créer un organisme sans but lucratif et pour aider nos
lecteurs à déterminer si c'est le bon choix pour eux.
Je veux créer ma propre association à but non lucratif ici
dans le Maine pour envoyer de l'argent à l'étranger. Comment puis-je savoir ce qu'il faut faire ?
Une première étape importante consiste à se renseigner sur
le rôle des organisations à but non lucratif aux États-Unis,
car certaines règles et certains modes de fonctionnement
sont diﬀérents de ceux d'autres pays. MANP s'associe à
SCORE et à l'Oﬃce of Economic Opportunity de Portland
pour proposer des ateliers gratuits sur la création d'organisations à but non lucratif. Le prochain atelier aura lieu le 3
août. Inscrivez-vous sur portlandme.score.org/event/whatdoes-it-mean-be-nonproﬁt-us-1
Si je crée un organisme à but non lucratif, puis-je l'utiliser
pour envoyer de l'argent à ma famille et à mes amis à l'étranger ?
À moins que vous ne récoltiez une grosse somme d'argent,
la création d'une association à but non lucratif n'est peutêtre pas la meilleure solution. Nous vous suggérons de travailler avec un avocat qui se spécialise dans le droit
international et le droit des organisations à but non lucratif
aﬁn d'éviter des amendes coûteuses et des problèmes juridiques. Les particuliers ne sont pas "propriétaires" d'une
association à but non lucratif comme on peut l'être d'une
entreprise. Celles-ci doivent avoir un conseil d'administration, c'est-à-dire un groupe de personnes chargées de s'assurer que l'association remplit sa mission et respecte les
règles fédérales et nationales. Le conseil d'administration
participe aux décisions concernant les programmes et services oﬀerts et la manière dont l'argent est dépensé. Il est possible d'envoyer de l'argent à l'étranger, mais cela peut
nécessiter des recherches et des documents spéciﬁques. Les
dépenses et les subventions doivent répondre à certaines

qualiﬁcations et doivent être documentées et suivies de
manière appropriée. Dans la plupart des cas, cet argent ne
peut pas simplement aller aux membres de la famille. Et
selon le pays où vous envoyez de l'argent, les règles peuvent
être complexes.
Existe-t-il des alternatives à l'envoi d'argent à l'étranger
pour soutenir ma communauté ?
Vous pouvez rechercher des organisations à but non lucratif, ici aux États-Unis ou dans votre pays, qui fournissent
déjà des services à la communauté qui vous tient à cœur.
Contactez ces organisations pour faire un don en argent ou
pour voir comment vous pouvez aider autrement. Vous pouvez également collecter de l'argent pour l'envoyer directement dans votre pays. Les donateurs ne pourront pas
déduire ces dons de leurs impôts américains, mais pour de
nombreux donateurs, ce n'est pas un facteur important.
Contactez notre bureau si vous souhaitez trouver des organisations qui correspondent à votre vision. Courriel :
oeo@portlandmaine.gov
N'OUBLIEZ PAS DE PRENDRE SOIN DE VOUS TOUT
EN AIDANT LES AUTRES
Par Matteson Nadeau et Rasha Al Shareeﬁ
Une étude de l'American Psychological Association a
révélé que même lorsqu'une pandémie ne fait pas rage, 72
% des Américains se sentent de temps en temps stressés par
l'argent. Pour les immigrants, envoyer de l'argent à leurs
proches est un facteur de stress ﬁnancier supplémentaire
auquel les autres ne sont pas confrontés. Pour aider la communauté à faire face aux déﬁs du stress ﬁnancier, ProsperityME propose ces conseils et ressources :
Rappelez-vous que la valeur personnelle n'est pas déterminée par les circonstances économiques. Étant donné que
de nombreuses personnes sont ﬁères de leur capacité à subvenir à leurs besoins et à ceux de leur famille, des émotions
telles que la colère, la culpabilité ou la honte lorsqu'elles n'y
parviennent pas sont courantes. Certaines personnes peuvent avoir le sentiment que leur situation ﬁnancière est le
reﬂet de ce qu'elles sont en tant que personne. Cette perspective peut rendre encore plus diﬃcile le fait de s'attaquer
aux grands problèmes ﬁnanciers. Ceux-ci sont un problème
externe qui peut être résolu, étape par étape.
Nourrissez votre bien-être émotionnel en vous rapprochant de la communauté. Du temps de qualité avec les
autres peut aider à calmer le stress émotionnel qui accompagne si souvent les diﬃcultés ﬁnancières. Les amis, la
famille, un conseiller, un groupe de soutien ou une communauté religieuse peuvent tous vous aider. Parfois, partager
un repas, jouer à un jeu ou travailler à une cause avec
d'autres personnes peut donner un sens à la vie quotidienne.
Pratiquez la pleine conscience et la méditation pour gérer
le stress du moment. Le corps réagit au stress émotionnel de
la même manière qu'au stress physique. L'adrénaline augmente le rythme cardiaque et provoque la transpiration et
la tension musculaire. Lorsque vous êtes submergé par des
sentiments de colère, de panique ou de honte, essayez de
prendre une profonde respiration ventrale et de compter
jusqu'à cinq avant de relâcher lentement la respiration.
Répétez cette opération jusqu'à ce que les symptômes du
stress physique disparaissent. Cela peut vous aider dans les
moments diﬃciles.
Parlez à un conseiller ﬁnancier qualiﬁé et créez un plan
de bien-être ﬁnancier. Les immigrants du Maine sont pleins
de ressources, indépendants, connectés à la communauté et
capables d'accomplissements incroyables. Cependant, beaucoup se sentent encore mal à l'aise pour demander une aide
ﬁnancière. Pourtant, une aide est disponible pour créer une
feuille de route et apprendre les outils nécessaires pour accéder à un avenir ﬁnancier plus sûr. De nombreux membres
du personnel de ProsperityME sont des immigrés du Maine.
Les rendez-vous sont gratuits et toutes les conversations sont
strictement conﬁdentielles.
Le programme d’urgence d’accès au haut débit
Le programme d’urgence d’accès au haut débit est un programme fédéral qui aide les familles et les foyers à ﬁnancer
un service Internet pendant la pandémie. Les foyers éligibles
peuvent s'inscrire pour bénéﬁcier d'une réduction mensuelle
sur le coût du service à haut débit auprès d'un fournisseur
agréé. En vertu de la loi, le programme est ouvert aux foyers
dont les enfants bénéﬁcient d'un déjeuner gratuit ou à prix
réduit ou d'un petit déjeuner à l'école, aux personnes bénéﬁciant de Medicaid ou de SNAP, aux bénéﬁciaires d'une subvention fédérale Pell Grant et aux personnes qui ont perdu
leur emploi et vu leurs revenus diminuer au cours de l'année
passée. Le programme Emergency Broadband Beneﬁt oﬀre
aux ménages éligibles des réductions allant jusqu'à 50 dollars
par mois du forfait Internet pour un service à haut débit, et
jusqu'à 75 dollars par mois si le foyer réside dans un territoire réservé aux tribus. Il permet également aux ménages
admissibles de bénéﬁcier d'une réduction unique pouvant
Continued on page 31
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atteindre 100 dollars sur un ordinateur ou une tablette. Les
ménages éligibles peuvent s'inscrire auprès d'un fournisseur
partenaire ou en consultant le site https://getemergencybroadband.org.
Pour plus d'informations sur le programme d’aide d'urgence
pour le haut débit, veuillez consulter le site
https://www.fcc.gov/broadbandbeneﬁt.

— SWAHILI —
HAKIKISHA UNA USALAMA UNAPOTUMA
PESA NYUMBANI
Ni watu wengi ambao wanahitaji kutuma pesa nyumbani
kusaidia wapendwa wao . Kwa bahati mbaya, mara moja na
moja pesa hii iliyopatikana kwa jasho haiﬁkii yule
anayestahiki. Watapeli hupenda uhamisho huu wa pesa kwa
sababu unawapa njia ya haraka na rahisi ya kupata pesa.
Soma ili upate vidokezo fulani vya jinsi ya kuhakikisha pesa
zako ziko salama na zitamﬁkia yule ambaye anapaswa
zipewa huko nyumbani.
Kuna vidokezo vya jumla hapa kuhusu kuweka pesa zako
salama:
• Usitoe hata mara moja kuhusu maelezo ya kibinafsi kama
nambari yako ya usalama wa kijamii, nambari za akaunti,
au habari ya benki kwa watu ambao hujawaomba au mtu
yeyote kupitia maandish mafuti ya simui au barua pepe.
• Hakikisha vifaa vya elektroniki nivya kisasa na viko
salama.
• Hakikisha muunganisho wa mtandao unaotumia uko
salama.
• Usitumie waya kwa kumuwekea pesa mtu usiyemjua.
• Angalia taarifa za kifedha mara kwa mara ili uweze kupata
miamala yenye tuhuma.
• Benki na vyama vya mikopo huuliza maswali na nia ya
kumlinda mtumaji wa pesa, kwa hivyo ni yenye usalama
zaidi kujibu kwa uaminifu maswali yoyote unayoulizwa.
Hapa kuna vidokezo kuhusu chaguzi tofauti za kutuma
pesa: Uhamisho wa waya katika taasisi yako ya kifedha:
Unaweza kuhamisha ama kutuma pesa zako kwa uhamisho
wa waya ukisaidiwa na vyama vya mikopo na benki pia ,
vilevile zasaidia kwa matumizi ya mtu-kwa-mtu, na zaidi.
Uhamisho wa benki na umoja wa mikopo ni salama sana
kwa sababu fedha zinahamishwa kutoka benki moja kwenda
nyingine, na safu za usalama zilizojengwa. Watumaji
wanahitaji kuthibitisha ni nambari gani ya kutumia na
wakati mwingine benki zina nambari tofauti ya kuhamisha,
kama vile nambari ya SWIFT. SWIFT inasimama kwa Jumuiya ya Mawasiliano ya Fedha Duniani ya Interbank, ambayo inamaanisha nambari ni kama nambari ya upitishaji
ya kimataifa.
Kampuni za kuhamisha pesa kwa njia ya waya: Watumiaji
hubadilishana sarafu na pia kutuma pesa zao nyumbani na
kimataifa wakisaidiwa na kampuni hizi (kama Western
Union ama MoneyGram). Huduma hizi nyingi ni za
kuaminika sana kufuatana na sera za kuzuia udanganyifu
na zina sehemu kwenye wavuti zao zilizojitolea kuelimisha
wateja wao kuwaweka salama.
Programu za simu: Kuna programu fulani kama PayPal,
Google Pay, na Venmo ambazo ni rahisi kuchukua kwenye
mtandao na zinaweza kutumika kutuma pesa kwa maraﬁki.
Ni rahisi na ya haraka, na kawaida huwa bure, lakini vilevile
ni rahisi kufanya makosa na kutuma pesa kwa mtu asiyefaa.
Kuna uwezekano mdogo wa mizozo ikiwa kuna kosa au
shughuli ya ulaghai.
Akaunti ya benki ya uhamishaji wa pesa: Kuna watu
ambao hufungua akaunti ya pili ya benki, tofauti na akaunti
yao ya kawaida ya benki, kwa pesa tu ya kutuma nyumbani.
Mwanzoni, hii inasababisha kazi ya ziada, lakini mara tu
mfumo unapowekwa tayari, inaweka pesa kwenye akaunti
yako ya kawaida salama. Udanganyifu ukitukia, matapeli
hawatapata pesa zako zote.
FAIDA NA HASARA ZA NJIA ZA KUHAMISHA PESA
Sio kamwe rahisi kuamua njia gani itayotumiwa kwa kutuma pesa nyumbani. Hapa kuna faida na hasara ambazo
mtumiaji wwa fedha anapaswa kuzingatia:
Chama cha mikopo na uhamisho wa benki:
Vyama vingi vya mikopo vya Marekani na benki hutoa
huduma za wiring pesa.
Faida: Ni salama na ya kuaminika kutuma pesa kupitia
chama cha mikopo au benki, na mara nyingi ni rahisi zaidi
kuliko huduma zingine kwa sababu watu hawaitaji kamwe
kufungua akaunti mpya pengine.
Hasara: Kawaida, vyama vya mikopo na benki hutoza kiasi
fulani cha fedha ama ada ya msingi kutuma pesa kimataifa.
Pia, chama cha mikopo cha mpokeaji au benki inaweza
kulipia ada ya uhamisho. Na ikiwa pesa inabadilishwa kuwa
sarafu nyingine, mpokeaji anaweza kupokea kiwango tofauti
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na kile cha yule anayetuma, kulingana na ubadilishaji. Taasisi zimoja huruhusu pesa kutumwa nje ya nchi kupitia
wavuti yao au programu za simu, lakini zingine zinahitaji
mtumaji atembelee oﬁsi, ambayo inamaanisha uhamishaji
lazima ufanyike wakati wa masaa ya kazi.
Huduma za waya za jadi
Kwa muda mrefu Western Union na MoneyGram zimekuwa
chaguzi za kutuma pesa kimataifa.
Faida: Western Union imetandaa zaidi ya maeneo 500,000
katika nchi zaidi ya 200 na MoneyGram ina zaidi ya maeneo
350,000 katika nchi zaidi ya 200. Kupitia kampuni hizi mbili,
watu wanaweza kutuma pesa kpitia wavuti, programu, au
maeneo halisi. Watumaji wanaweza kutumia kadi za mkopo
au malipo, au hata pesa taslimu. Wapokeaji wanaweza
kpokea pesa hizo kupitia akaunti zao, kwenye kadi ya
malipo ya kulipia, au kwa pesa taslimu. Mpokeaji anaweza
kupata pesazake baada ya dakika chache, ikiwa ni lazima.
Hasara: Unapotuma pesa kupitia Western Union ama
MoneyGram ada infuatana na jinsi pesa zinatumwa, jinsi zinahitaji utumwa haraka, na wapi mpokeaji yuko. Fedha zinaweza kuchuliwa tu wakati wa masaa ya kazi oﬁsini.Zaidi
ya kulipa ada, wale wanaotumia Western Union au MoneyGramhawana budi kuzingatia viwango vya ubadilishaji wa
sarafu.
Wanaohamisha pesa mkondoni
Umaarufu wa Xoom, Hekima, na OFX unakua kwa sababu
ni rahisi na mara nyingi huwa na ada ya chini.
Faida: Kwa sababu watoaji wa uhamishaji mkondoni hufanya kazi kama mtu wa tatu katika shughuli, mtumaji mara
nyingi hutozwa ada, au ada ya chini sana ya uhamishaji na
viwango vya ubadilishaji. Mtumaji huhamisha pesa kwenye
akaunti ya kampuni huko Merika Kampuni hiyo huhamisha
kiasi sawa kwa mpokeaji katika nchi ya mpokeaji. Bila pesa
kuondoka Amerika moja kwa moja, majukwaa yana uwezo
wa kuweka ada zao chini. Uhamisho huo ni wa haraka, wa
gharama nafuu, na unapatikana kwenye programu rahisi za
mkondoni na za rununu.
Hasara: Xoom haipatikani popote ; inapatikana tu katika
nchi 120, OFX inapatikana tu katika nchi 80, na Hekima inapatikana tu katika nchi 70. Wapokeaji wa malipo ya
Hekima na OFX lazima pia wawe na akaunti ya benki ili
kupokea pesa.Zaidi ya hiyo, watoaji wengi wa uhamishaji
mkondoni wana kiwango cha chini cha uhamishaji ambacho inaweza kuwa ngumu kwa wengine kuimudu
JE! NIANZE BIASHARA ISIYO YA FAIDA ILI
KUSAIDIA WATU NYUMBANI?
Mara kwa mara, wanamemba wa jamii zetu huzungumza
nasi juu ya kuanzisha shirika lisilo la faida na kusudi la kusaidia watu nyumbani. Lakini hii inaweza kuwa sio suluhisho bora kwa shida inayotatuliwa - na inaweza
kusababisha changamoto mpya. Kupata misaada au
michango ya kudumisha faida isiyo ya kawaida kawaida inahitaji muda mwingi wa kujitolea kutoka kwa watu wengi,
pamoja na wale walioajiriwa kuhudumu kwenye bodi. Tuliwasiliana na Chama cha Maine cha Mashirika Yasiyo ya
Faida (MANP) ili kujifunza kile kinachohitajika kuanzisha
shirika lisilo la faida, na kusaidia wasomaji kugundua ikiwa
ni chaguo sahihi kwao.
Nataka kuanzisha biashara yangu isiyo ya faida hapa
Maine kutuma pesa nje ya nchi. Ninawezaje kugundua
nini cha kufanya?
Kabla ya yote hakuna budi ya kujifunza juu ya jukumu
la mashirika yasiyo ya faida huko Marekani, kwani sheria
na njia zingine wanazofanya kazi ni tofauti na nchi zingine.
MANP inashirikiana na SCORE na Oﬁsi ya Fursa ya Kiuchumi ya Portland kutoa warsha za bure juu ya kuanzisha
mashirika yasiyo ya faida. Ijayo itakuwa Agosti 3. Jisajili
katika portlandme.score.org/event/nini-nafanya ninimaana-be-nonproﬁt-us-1
Ikiwa nitaunda shirika lisiyo la faida, ninaweza kulitumia kutuma pesa kwa familia na maraﬁki nje ya nchi?
Usipoweza kukusanya pesa nyingi, kuanzisha shirika lisilo
la faida inaweza kuwa sio suluhisho bora. Shauri yetu ni kufanya kazi na wakili ambaye anaelewa sheria kuhusu shirika
lisiyo kuwa la faida na sheria za kimataifa ili kuepusha faini
kali na shida za kisheria. Mtu binafsi hawezi “kumiliki”
shirika lisiyo la faida kama vile mtu anaweza kumiliki biashara. Mashirika yote yasiyo ya faida yanahitajika kuwa na
bodi ya wakurugenzi, ambayo ni kikundi cha watu wanaohusika kuhakikisha kuwa mashirika yasiyo ya faida yanatimiza dhamira yake na kufuata sheria za serikali na serikali.
Bodi inahusika katika kuamua ni mipango na huduma gani
zinazotolewa na jinsi pesa zinatumiwa. Kutuma pesa kimataifa kunawezekana, lakini kunaweza kuhitaji utaﬁti
maalum na nyaraka, na gharama na misaada lazima iﬁkie
sifa fulani, na lazima iandikwe ipasavyo na kufuatiliwa.
Katika hali nyingi, pesa hizi haziwezi kwenda tu kwa

wanafamilia. Na kulingana na nchi unayotuma pesa, sheria
zinaweza kuwa ngumu.
Kunazo njia nyingine za kutuma pesa nje ya nchi kusaidia
jamii yangu?
Unaweza kutafuta mashirika yaliyopo yasiyo ya faida, ama
hapa Marekani au nyumbani, ambayo tayari yanatoa
huduma kwa jamii unayhitaji kusaidiai. Wasiliana na
mashirika hayo kutoa pesa au kuona ni jinsi gani unaweza
kusaidia zaidi. Unaweza pia kukusanya pesa za kurudisha
nyumbani moja kwa moja. Wafadhili hawataweza kutoa
michango hii kwa ushuru wao wa Marekani, lakini kwa
wafadhili wengi hilo sio jambo kubwa. Fikia oﬁsi yetu ikiwa
ungependa kupata mashirika ambayo yanaambatana na
maono yako. Barua pepe: oeo@portlandmaine.gov
KUMBUKA KUJITUNZA WAKATI UNASAIDIA WENGINE
Na Matteson Nadeau na Rasha Al Shareeﬁ
Shirika moja la Kisaikolojia la Marekani limeongoza
utaﬁti uliogundua kuwa hata wakati hakuna janga , 72% ya
Wamarekani wanahisi kusumbuka juu ya pesahata mara
moja. Kwa wahamiaji, kutuma pesa nyumbani kwa
wapendwa wao ni mkazo wa kifedha wa ziada ambao wengi
kati yao hawawezi kukabili. Ili kusaidia jamii kupitia changamoto za shida ya kifedha, ProsperityME inatoa vidokezovifuatavyo:
Kumbuka kwamba thamani ya mtu haialingani na hali
yake ya uchumi.
Watu wengi hujijivunia uwezo wao wa kujbu mahitaji yao
na kusaidia jamaa zao, hisia kama hasira, hatia au aibu
wakati hawawezi kufanya hivyo zaeleweka. Kuna watu watu
wenye kuhisi kuwa hali yao ya kifedha ni kielelezo cha wao
ni nani kama watu katika jamii. Mtazamo huo unaweza
kulsababisha changamoto kubwa za kifedha . Changamoto
za kifedha ni shida ya nje ambayo inaweza kushughulikiwa,
hatua kwa hatua.
Kulea ustawi wa hisia kwa kuungana na jamii.
Wakati mzuri na watu wengine unaweza kusaidia kutuliza
mafadhaiko ya kihisia ambayo mara nyingi huenda na shida
za kifedha. Maraﬁki, familia, mshauri, kikundi cha msaada,
au jamii ya kidini wote wanaweza kusaidia. Wakati
mwingine kushiriki chakula, kucheza mchezo, au kufanya
kazi na watu wengine kunaweza kuongeza maana ya maisha
ya kila siku.
Uangalifu na kutafakari kuhusu mafadhaiko ya wakati
huo.
Mwili huguswa na mafadhaiko ya hisia kama vile na
mafadhaiko ya mwili. Adrenaline huongeza kiwango cha
moyo na husababisha jasho na mvutano wa misuli. Unapozidiwa na hisia za hasira, hofu, au aibu, jaribu kuvuta
pumzi ya tumbo na kuhesabu hadi tano kabla ya kutolewa
polepole. Rudia hii mpaka dalili za mafadhaiko ya mwili zitakoma. Hii inaweza kusaidia wakati wa nyakati ngumu.
Ongea na mshauri wa kifedha aliyehitimu na unda
mpango wa ustawi wa kifedha.
Wahamiaji waishio Maine wana ujuzi, uhuru, wameunganishwa na jamii, na wana uwezo wa mafanikio mazuri.
Walakini, wengi bado wanajisikia wasiwasi kuomba msaada
wa kifedha. Lakini msaada unapatikana kuunda ramani ya
barabara na kujifunza zana za baadaye salama zaidi ya
kifedha. Wafanyikazi wengi wa ProsperityME ni Wahamiaji
Wakuu. Uteuzi huo ni bure na mazungumzo yote ni ya siri
kabisa.
Faida ya Bendi pana ya Dharura
Faida ya Broadband ama bendi pana ya Dharura ni
mpango wa shirikisho ambao husaidia familia na kaya kumudu huduma ya mtandao wakati wa janga hilo. Kaya zinazostahiki zinaweza kujiandikisha kupokea punguzo la kila
mwezi kutoka kwa gharama ya huduma ya mkondoni kutoka kwa mtoa huduma aliyeidhinishwa. Chini ya sheria,
mpango huo uko wazi kwa kaya zenye watoto wanaopokea
chakula cha mchana cha bure na cha bei ya chini au kifungua kinywa cha shule; wale walio kwenye Medicaid au
SNAP; Wapokeaji wa ruzuku ya Pell; na wale ambao wamepoteza kazi na kuona mapato yao yamepunguzwa katika
mwaka jana. Programu ya Faida ya Broadband ya Dharura
hutoa kaya zinazostahiki punguzo la hadi $ 50 kwa mwezi
kwa huduma ya broadband, na hadi $ 75 kwa mwezi ikiwa
kaya iko kwenye ardhi ya Kikabila. Pia hutoa punguzo la
wakati mmoja hadi $ 100 kwenye kompyuta au kompyuta
kibao kwa kaya zinazostahiki. Kaya zinazostahiki zinaweza
kujiandikisha kupitia mtoa huduma aliyeidhinishwa au kwa
kutembelea https: //getemergencybroadband.org.Kwa
habari zaidi juu ya Programu ya Faida ya Broadband ya
Dharura, tafadhali tembelea: https://www.fcc.gov/broadbandbeneﬁt.
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AMAAN NOQO MARKAAD LACAG U DIRAYSO
Dad badan ayaa u baahan inay lacag u diraan guriga si ay
u caawiyaan kuwa ay jecel yihiin. Nasiib darrose, mararka
qaar lacagta adag ee la kasbaday ma garto qoa saxda ah.
Khayaanada ayaa jecel macaamilka xawaaladaha maxaa yeelay waxay siisaa iyaga hab dhaqso leh oo fudud oo ay lacag
ku helaan. Akhriso si aad ubarato talooyin ku saabsan sida
loo hubiyo in lacagtaadu ay aman tahay oo ay gasho
gacmaha midig ee gurigaaga.
Waa kuwan qaar ka mid ah tilmaamaha guud ee ku saabsan ilaalinta lacagtaada oo aaminah
• Marna ha siinin macluumaad shakhsi ahaaneed sida lambarkaaga sooshal sekuuritiga, lambarrada koontadaada, ama
macluumaadka bangigaaga kuwa soo wacaya ee aan la weydiin ama qofna qoraal ama emaylka.
• Hubso in aaladaha elektarooniga ah la cusbooney siiyay
oo amaan ah.
• Hubso in khadka internetka ee aad isticmaaleyso uu
amaan yahay.
• Waligaa lacag ha ugu dirin qof aadan aqoon.
• Hubso warbixinnada maaliyadeed si joogto ah si aad uqabsato macaamil ganacsi shaki leh.
Halkan waxaa ku yaal tilmaamo guud oo ku saabsan ilaalinta lacagtaada oo ammaan ah
Halkan waxaa ku yaal talooyin ku saabsan ikhtiyaarrada
xawaaladaha kala duwan trans Wareejinta siliga ee hay'addaada maaliyadeed Ururada amaahda iyo bangiyada ayaa
kaa caawin kara inaad lacag ku wareejiso wareejinta siligga,
codsiyada qoa-qof, iyo in ka badan. Xawilaadaha bangiga
iyo ururada amaahdu aad ayey u sugan yihiin maxaa yeelay
lacagaha waxaa laga wareejiyaa hal bangi oo loo wareejiyaa
mid kale, oo leh lakabyo ammaan oo la dhisay. Soo dirahayaashu waxay ubaahan yihiin inay xaqiijiyaan nambar ka
marinka ay isticmaalayaan mararka qaarkoodna bangiyada
waxay leeyihiin lambar wadooyin kaladuwan oo loogu talagalay gudbinta, sida lambarka SWIFT. SWIFT waxay u
taagan tahay Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunication, taas oo macnaheedu yahay koodhku
wuxuu u eg yahay lambar marin caalami ah.
Shirkadaha xawilaadda siligyada Shirkadahaan (sida
Western Union ama MoneyGram) waxay ka caawiyaan isticmaalayaasha inay isdhaafsadaan lacagta ayna diraan
lacag, gudaha iyo caalamkaba. Intooda badan adeegyadan
ayaa ah kuwa qatar ku ah ka hortaga khayaanada waxay
leeyihiin qeyb ka mid ah boggooda internetka oo loogu tala
galay inay wax ku bartaan macaamiishooda si ay u ilaaliyaan
nabadgelyadooda.
Barnaamijyada taleefannada: Barnaamijyada sida PayPal,
Google Pay, iyo Venmo way fududahay in la soo dajiyo waxaana loo isticmaali karaa in lacag loogu diro asxaabta. Way
ku habboon yihiin oo dhakhso badan yihiin, badiyaaana
waa bilaash, laakiin way fududahay in khaladaad la sameeyo
oo lacag loo diro qoa qaldan. Waxaa jira xulashooyin aad
u yar oo khilaaf ah haddii ay dhacdo qalad ama macaamil
ganacsi been abuur ah.
Xisaabaadka Bangiga ee xawaaladaha: Dadka qaarkood
waxay sameystaan xisaab bangi oo labaad, oo ka duwan
koontadooda caadiga ah ee bangiga, kaliya lacag loogu diro
guriga. Marka hore, tani waxay qaadataa shaqo dheeri ah,
laakiin marka nidaamka la dejiyo, waxay ku haysaa lacagta
akoonkaaga caadiga ah mid aamin ah. Haddii uu jiro wax
isdabamarin, khayaanada ayaan heli doonin lacagtaada oo dhan.
FAA'IIDOOYINKA IYO QASAARAHA QAABABKA
LACAG DIRISTA
• Go'aansiga qaabka loo adeegsado dirista lacagta ma
sahlana.
• Waa kuwan qaar ka mid ah faa'iidooyinka iyo qasaaraha
in la tixgeliyo.
• Union Deynta ururada iyo wareejinta bangiyada
Ururada amaahda badan ee Mareykanka iyo bangiyada
waxay bixiyaan adeegyo ﬁilooyin lacag ah
Faa'iidooyinka Lacag u dirista ururada deynta ama bangiga
ayaa ah mid sugan oo la isku halleyn karo, inta badanna way
ka habboon yihiin adeegyada kale maxaa yeelay dadku uma
baahna inay abuuraan koontooyin cusub meel kale.
Khasarah: Ururada amaahda Ururada iyo bangiyada waxay
badanaa ka qaadaan khidmadda aasaasiga ah inay lacag ugu
diraan si caalami ah. Sidoo kale, ururada amaahda ee
qaataha ama bangiga ayaa laga yaabaa inay qaadaan lacag
wareejin ah. Haddiise lacagta loo beddelo lacag kale, qoa
qaataha ah waxaa laga yaabaa inuu helo qaddar ka duwan
inta uu diro qoa loogu talagalay iyadoo lagu saleynayo
sicirka sarria. Hay'adaha qaar waxay ogol yihiin in lacag
dibedda loogu diro mareegtooda ama barnaamijkooda
moobiilka, laakiin kuwa kale waxay u baahan yihiin soo diraha inuu soo booqday laanta, taas oo macnaheedu yahay
wareejinta waa in lagu sameeyaa saacadaha shaqada.

Adeegyada ﬁilooyinka, dhaqameed
Western Union iyo MoneyGram waxay ahaayeen xulashooyinka taga-socodka lacagaha loogu diro caalamka
muddo dheer.
Fa’iidoyinka: Western Union waxay leedahay in kabadan
500,000 goobood oo kabadan 200 oo wadan halka MoneyGram ay leedahay in kabadan 350,000 goobood oo kabadan
200 oo wadan. Labadaba, dadku waxay lacag uga diri karaan
bogagga internetka, barnaamijyada, ama goobaha jir ahaaneed. Dirayaasha waxay isticmaalo karaan kaararka
amaahda ama kaararka, ama xitaa lacag. Qaatayaashu waxay
ku soo ururin karaan lacagta tooska ugu shubi kara
akoonkooda, kaarka debitka ee horay loo sii qaatay, ama
kaash ahaan. Qoa qaata wuxuu ku heli karaa lacagta daqiiqado gudahood, haddii loo baahdo.
Qasaarooyinka: Khidmadaha lagu dirayo lacagta ee loo
maro Western Union ama MoneyGram waxay kuxirantahay
sida lacagta loo diro, sida ugu dhakhsaha badan ee loogu
baahan yahay in loo wareejiyo, iyo halka qoa qaata uu ku
yaalo. Soo-qaadashada kaashku waa ikhtiyaar keliya inta
lagu jiro saacadaha shaqada ee laanta. Bixinta khidmadaha
waxaa sii dheer, kuwa isticmaalaya Western Union ama
MoneyGram waa inay tixgeliyaan sicirka sarria lacagaha.
Bixiyeyaasha xawilaadda khadka tooska ah
Iyo Ikhtiyaarrada khadka tooska ah sida Xoom, Wise, iyo
OFX ayaa caan ku sii kordhaya maxaa yeelay way habboon
yihiin oo badiyaa waxay leeyihiin khidmado ka hooseeya.
Faa'iidooyinka Sababtoo ah bixiyeyaasha wareejinta
khadka tooska ah waxay u dhaqmaan sidii dhinac saddexaad oo macaamil ganacsi ah, soo diraha inta badan waxaa
laga qaadaa lacag la'aan, ama khidmadaha wareejinta oo aad
u hooseeya iyo sicirka sarria. Soo diraha ayaa lacag ku wareejinaya koontada shirkada ee U.S. Shirkadu waxay markaa
u wareejineysaa qadar la mid ah qoa qaata ee ku sugan
wadanka qoa qaata. Iyadoo lacag la'aan ay si toos ah uga
tagayso Mareykanka, barnaamijyada ayaa awood u leh inay
lacagtooda hoos u dhigaan. Wareejinta waa deg deg, qiimo
jaban, oo laga heli karaa si sahlan loo isticmaalo karo barnaamijyada internetka iyo mobilada.
Qasaarooyinka Xoom waxaa laga heli karaa oo keliya 120
dal, OFX waxaa laga heli karaa oo keliya 80 dal, halka Wise
kaliya laga heli karaa 70 dal. Qaatayaasha lacag-bixinta Wise
iyo OFX sidoo kale waa inay lahaadaan xisaab bangi si ay
lacag u helaan. Intaa waxaa sii dheer, in badan oo
bixiyeyaasha wareejinta khadka tooska ah waxay leeyihiin
qaddarrada wareejinta ugu yar oo laga yaabo inay ku adkaato qaarkood inay awoodaan.
SHOULD I START A NONPROFIT IN ORDER TO
HELP PEOPLE BACK HOME?
Xubnaha bulshada aya mararka qaarkood nagala hadla
sidii loo bilaabi lahaa hay'ad samafal ah si looga caawiyo
dadka guryahooda ku sugan. Laakiin tani ma noqon karto
xalka ugu ﬁican ee dhibaatada in la xaliyo - runtiina waxay
abuuri karaa caqabado cusub. Helitaanka deeqaha ama
tabarucaadka si loo joogteeyo samafal ahaan badanaa waxay
u baahan tahay waqti badan oo tabaruc ah dad badan, oo
ay ku jiraan kuwa loo qoro inay ka shaqeeya guddiga. Waxaan la xiriirnay Ururka Maine ee aan macaash doonka
ahayn (MANP) si aan wax uga baranno waxa ay ku
qaadaneyso bilowga macaash doon, iyo inaan ka caawinno
akhristayaasha inay ogaadaan inay tahay doorashada saxda
ah iyaga.
1. Waxaan rabaa inaan ka bilaabo macaashkeyga halkan
Maine inaan lacag u diro dibada. Sideen ku gartaa waxa
la sameeyo
Tallaabada ugu horreysa ee ugu weyn ayaa ah in laga barto
doorka hay'adaha aan macaash doonka ahayn ee
Mareykanka, maaddaama qaar ka mid ah xeerarka iyo
siyaabaha ay u shaqeeyaan ay ka duwan yihiin waddamada
kale. MANP waxay lashaqeysaa SCORE iyo Portland's Ofﬁce of Opportunity Economic si ay u bixiyaan aqoon isweydaarsiyo bilaash ah oo ku saabsan bilaabida
macaash-doonka. Midka ku xigi doonaa Agosto 3. Isdiiwaangeli https://portlandme.score.org/event/what-does-itmean-be-nonproﬁt-us-1
2. Haddii aan bilaabo hay'adda samafal ah, miyaan u isticmaali karaa inaan lacag ugu diro qoyska iyo saaxiibbada dibadda?
Ilaa aad aruuriso lacag aad u tiro badan, sameynta hay'ad
samafal ah ma noqon karto ikhtiyaarka ugu ﬁican. Waxaan
soo jeedineynaa inaad lashaqeyso qareen fahamsan faa'iido
la’aanta iyo sharciga caalamiga ah si looga fogaado
ganaaxyada qaaliga ah iyo dhibaatooyinka sharciga.
Shakhsiyaadka uma \"lahaadaan\" macaash doon sida qof
ganacsi u yeelan karo. Dhammaan ururada aan macaash
doonka ahayn waxaa looga baahan yahay inay yeeshaan
guddi maamul, taas oo ah koox dad ah oo masuul ka ah xubinta in hay'adda samafalka ay fulinayso hadaf keeda ayna
raacayso xeerarka gobolka iyo federaalka. Guddiga ayaa ku
lug leh go'aaminta barnaamijyada iyo adeegyada la bixiyo

iyo sida lacagta loo isticmaalaa. Lacag u dirista caalamku
waa suurto gal, laakiin waxay u baahan kartaa cilmi baaris
iyo dukumiinti gaar ah, kharashaadka iyo deeqaha waa inay
buuxiyaan shahaadooyin gaar ah, waana in si ku habboon
loo diiwaangeliyo oo loola socdo. Xaalada badankood,
lacagtani kuma dhici karto oo keliya xubnaha qoyska.
Waxay ku irantahay wadanka aad lacagta udireyso, xeerarka
waxay noqon karaan kuwo adag.
3. Ma jiraan qaabab kale oo lacag loogu diri karo dibadda
si aan u taageero beeshayda?
Waxaad ka raadin kartaa ururada jira ee aan macaash
doonka ahayn, ama halkan gudaha Mareykanka ama gurigaaga hooyo, oo horiba u bixiyey adeega bulshada aad daryeesho. La xiriir hay'adahaas si aad lacag ugu tabarucdo ama
aad u aragto sida kale ee aad u caawin karto.Waxaad sidoo
kale soo aruurin karaa lacag si aad si toos ah ugu celiso
dalkaaga. Deeq-bixiyeyaashu ma awoodi doonaan inay ka
jaraan deeqahaas canshuuraha Mareykanka, laakiin deeqbixiyeyaal badan oo aan ahayn qodob weyn. La xiriir xaﬁiskayaga haddii aad jeclaan lahayd inaad hesho ururro la
jaan
qaada
himiladaada.
Email
u
dir
oeo@portlandmaine.gov
~XUSUUSNOW IS DARYEELID ADIGA OO
CAAWINAYA KUWA KALE~
Waxaa qoray Matteson Nadeau iyo Rasha Al Shareeﬁ
Daraasad cilmi-nafsiyeed oo Mareykan ah ayaa lagu
ogaadaa in xitaa marka uusan cudurka sii xumaan, 72%
dadka Mareykanku ay dareemaan culeys xagga lacagta ah
ugu yaraan mararka qaarkood. Soogalootiga, lacag u dirista
kuwa ay jecel yihiin waa culeys dhaqaale oo dheeri ah oo
dadka kale aysan la kulmin. Si looga caawiyo bulshada inay
maraan caqabadaha culeyska dhaqaale, Prosperity ME
waxay bixisaa talooyinka iyo ilahaan.
1. Xusuusnow in qiimaha shaqsiyeed aysan go'aamin duruufaha dhaqaale. Sababtoo ah dad aad u tiro badan ayaa ku
faanaa awooddooda inay naooda iyo qoys askoodaba wax
u taraan, shucuurta sida xanaaqa, dambiga ama ceebta
markay awoodi waayaan inay sidaas sameeyaan waa wax
caadi ah. Dadka qaar ayaa dareemi kara in xaaladooda
dhaqaale ay ka tarjumeyso qoa ay yihiin. Aragtidaasi
waxay ka dhigi kartaa wax ka qabashada caqabadaha waaweyn
ee maaliyadeed xitaa adag. Caqabadaha dhaqaale waa dhibaato
dibadeed oo wax laga qaban karo, talaabo talaabo ah.
2. Ku barbaar fayo qabka shucuurta adigoo ku xiraya bulshada. waqtiga tayada leh ee dadka kale kaa caawin karaa
dejiyaan walwalka shucuureed in inta badan tagaa dhibaato
dhaqaale. Saaxiibda, qoyska, la-taliye, koox taageero ah, ama
bulsho diimeed dhammaantood way ku caawin karaan.
Mararka qaar la wadaago cunto, ciyaar ciyaar, ama ka
shaqeynta arrimaha dadka kale waxay ku dari kartaa dareen
macno leh nolol maalmeedka.
3. Ku celceli maskaxda iyo fekerka si aad u maareyso
walaaca daqiiqad-daqiiqada ah. Jidhku wuxuu uga falceliyaa
culeyska shucuureed si la mid ah sida culeyska jirka. Adrenaline waxay sare u qaadaa heerka garaaca wadnaha waxayna
keentaa dhidid iyo xiisad muruq ah. Markii ay kugu adkaadaan dareenka xanaaqa, argagaxa, ama ceebta, iskuday
inaad si qoto dheer u neefsato caloosha oo aad tiriso shan
ka hor inta aadan si tartiib ah u sii deyn neea. Ku celi tan
illaa astaamaha culeyska jirka ay istaagaan. Tani waxay
caawin kartaa inta lagu jiro xilliyada adag.
4.La hadal la-taliye maaliyadeed oo aqoon leh lana abuuro
qorshe caaﬁmaad qab dhaqaale. Muhaajiriinta Muhiimka
ahi waa kuwo waxtar leh, madax banaan, oo ku xidhan bulshada, awoodna u leh waxqabadka aan caadiga ahayn.Si
kastaba ha noqotee, qaar badan ayaa wali dareemaya raaxo
la'aan iyagoo weydiisanaya caawimaad dhaqaale. Laakiin
caawimaad ayaa loo heli karaa si loo abuuro khariidada loo
maro iyo in lagu barto qalab mustaqbal maaliyadeed oo
amaan ah. Qaar badan oo ka mid ah xubnaha Barwaaqada
'ME' waa soo galooti Mainers. Ballantu waa bilaash dhammaan sheekooyinka dhammaantoodna waa kuwo sir ah.
5.Emergency Broadband Beneﬁt
Gargaarka Degdega ah waa mid federaal ah oo ka caawiya
qoysaska iyo qoysaska inay iska bixiyaan adeegga internetka
inta uu cudurku socdo.
Qoysaska u-qalma ayaa iska qori kara si loo helo qiimodhimis bil kasta ah oo ka timaadda adeegga adeegga ballaadhinta ee bixiyey la oggolaaday. Sida sharcigu qabo,
barnaamijku wuxuu u furan yahay qoysaska leh carruurta
qaata qado bilaash ah iyo qiimo jaban ama quraac iskuul;
kuwa ku jira Medicaid ama SNAP; Dadka qaata deeqaha
Pell; iyo kuwa shaqooyinka waayey ee arkay dakhligooda oo
yaraaday sanadkii ugu dambeeyay. Barnaamijka Gargaarka
Degdegta ee Degdegga ah wuxuu siiyaa qoysaska u qalma
qiimo dhimis gaaraya illaa $ 50 bishii adeegga ballaadhinta,
iyo illaa $ 75 bishii haddii qoysku ku sugan yahay dhulka
Qabiil. Waxay sidoo kale siisaa qiimo dhimis hal mar ah oo
Continued on page 11
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dhan illaa $ 100 kombuyuutar ama kiniin loogu talagalay
qoysaska u qalma. Waxay sidoo kale siisaa qiimo dhimis
hal mar ah oo dhan illaa $ 100 kombuyuutar ama kiniin
loogu talagalay qoysaska u qalma.
Waxay sidoo kale siisaa qiimo dhimis hal mar ah oo dhan
illaa $ 100 kombuyuutar ama kiniin loogu talagalay
qoysaska u qalma. Qoysaska u-qalma ayaa iska qori kara
iyada oo loo marayo adeeg bixiye la oggolaaday ama
booqashada
https //get emergency broadband.org
Wixii macluumaad dheeraad ah ee ku saabsan Barnaamijka
Gargaarka Ballaadhka Degdegga ah, fadlan booqo https
//www.fcc.gov/broadbandbeneﬁt .

Immigration and the
workforce in Maine
By Karen Cadbury
For some
time, Mainers
have been told
that our state
has the oldest
population of
any in the
country. And,
in fact, there
has been a decline in the
ability of businesses
and
public institutions to ﬁnd workers to ﬁll many of the critical positions
needed to maintain a vigorous economy, our educational
institutions, and social and medical services.
At the same time, immigration policies in the United
States, inherited from past administrations, are restrictive,
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inconsistent, and unwelcoming, even for individuals with
specialized skills, education, and talents.
Beth Stickney, executive director of the Maine Business
Immigration Coalition, recently hosted “Growing Maine:
Bipartisan Immigration Solutions 2021.” e intent of the
online conference was to bring leaders together from sectors
in the state that are most aﬀected by the declining workforce
to discuss the problems generated by the lack of workers.
Representatives from Maine’s congressional delegation also
attended, and all voiced a desire to gain bipartisan support
for signiﬁcant pieces of current immigration legislation.
e federal legislation would allow asylum seekers and
immigrants to work in the U.S. so they could help alleviate
current employment shortfalls. e U.S. House of Representatives has passed immigration legislation but the Senate has
not yet voted on these acts, and is not currently slated to do
so. Passage in the U.S. Senate will require 60 votes. is
means “yes” votes will be needed from every single Democratic senator, the two Independent senators (Angus King
and Bernie Sanders) who caucus with the Democrats, and
10 Republicans.
Speakers drawn from Maine’s public and private sectors,
representing large and small institutions, all agreed that the
employment crisis is harming the state. Lori Dwyer, president and CEO of Penobscot Community Health Care
(PCHC) said, “We serve 65,000 people in three counties,”
and pointed out that 75% of PCHC’s physicians have
reached retirement age. “Right now, we have 80 positions
open and [each position has] been taking between seven
and 11 months to ﬁll. We’ve had to quadruple our [ﬁnancial]
investment to recruit staﬀ.”
Brian Langley, chef and owner of the Union River Lobster
Pot in Ellsworth, said his small private business does not
have enough staﬀ to run at 100%. “Already in June, we are
getting tired,” he said, adding that there were two-hour-plus
waits at restaurants throughout the area. “I don’t know if it’s
worth it anymore.”
Eric Venturini, the executive director of the Wild Blueberry Commission of Maine, said, “Blueberries are iconic to
Maine, but it is increasingly diﬃcult to ﬁnd workers and
housing for the farm workers. Labor is the biggest challenge
in agriculture, and we need housing, which would help
farmers and farm workers alike.”

All of the speakers agreed that part of the solution to
Maine’s employment crisis lies in the immigrant population,
some of whom are already sustaining important industries
in Maine.
According to Ben Conniﬀ, chief innovation oﬃcer and
co-founder of Luke’s Lobster in Portland, 70% of the lobster
caught in Maine is processed primarily by people from immigrant communities.
“Immigrant workers are so incredibly critical; we would
not survive without them,” he said. “[Finding] labor is the
number one problem stiﬂing the economy. e biggest thing
we can do [to help] Maine’s economy is to ask our legislative
reps to support these three pieces of legislation.”
Angela Okafor, who is a Bangor city councilor and an integral part of the Bangor community, said she endured a
long wait aer she immigrated from Nigeria before she was
allowed to accept work in the U.S. Now she runs Okafor Law
Practice, which specializes in immigration law, and is the
owner of Tropical Tastes and Styles International Market in
Bangor.
Commissioner Heather Johnson of the Maine Department of Economic and Community Development said
Maine needs 75,000 more workers and agreed that a solution to the gap lies in the immigrant population. “We can’t
achieve our goals without the participation of immigrants,”
she said.
“Maine needs immigrants, and therefore immigration reform. We are ﬁnally recognizing the vital contribution immigrants are making across Maine,” said Mufalo Chitam,
executive director of the Maine Immigrants Rights Coalition.
Kerem Durdag, president and CEO of the ﬁber optic internet business GWI, and a ﬁrst-generation immigrant himself, said he’s been part of the fabric of Maine’s economy for
20 years. He wants immigrants to Maine to be “welcomed,
root, and grow. I urge our representatives to pass these three
acts; it will create prosperity for all.”
Please contact your legislative representatives if you would
like to share your thoughts about the connection between the
health of Maine’s economy and immigration reform.
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Finding freedom from
trauma: treatment
options in Maine
By Amy Harris

Chris Kelleher and Kadjo Nguessan
Photo by Guy Mpoyi.
As discussed in Part I of Amjambo Africa’s health series examining trauma in New Mainers (Vol. 4, No. 3, June), psychological trauma is pervasive among refugees and asylum
seekers, and can have devastating eﬀects on quality of life. Yet
there is a severe shortage of culturally competent, aﬀordable,
and accessible mental health providers and services in Maine.
And because mental health problems are stigmatized in many
cultures, survivors may resist seeking care. is second part of
the series will focus on several innovative and dedicated
providers working statewide to help survivors ﬁnd freedom
from trauma.
What are trauma-informed care and
trauma-speciﬁc services?
Knowledge about the impact of trauma on
mental health has deepened in recent years,
and healing practices have become more effective. is is important because trauma has
a widespread and potentially intergenerational impact, recovery from trauma can follow multiple paths, and retraumatization at
the hands of uninformed services and
providers can occur.
Trauma-informed care (TIC) and traumaspeciﬁc services (TSS) reﬂect recent research
on best practices. TIC aims to provide physical and emotional safety and promote a culture of empowerment and healing within
health care systems or service agencies. e
belief is that only when participants feel safe
and trust their environment can providers
create opportunities for survivors to rebuild
a sense of control and begin their healing
process.

Trauma-speciﬁc services are programs, interventions, and
therapeutic services aimed at treating the symptoms or conditions resulting from a traumatizing event(s). Care and
services can be individual behavioral therapy, group therapy,
case management, or therapeutic movement classes. To heal
from trauma, survivors typically need trauma therapy, like
that provided by psychiatrists and other types of mental
health providers such as psychologists, counselors, social
workers, or therapists.
e common elements of Maine’s care models are culturally aware case management, the inclusion of cultural brokers on the care team, the importance of building
therapeutic communities for connection, and safe spaces.
Gateway Community Services Maine, an immigrant-led
organization
At Gateway Community Services, community health outreach workers (CHOWs) are New Mainers’ ﬁrst introduction to the U.S. mental health care system. ese CHOWs
are culturally competent and speak to clients in their own
languages, both of which go a long way toward establishing
trust. ey work to destigmatize mental health problems
and treatment, and help community members understand
the kinds of help available.
Gateway Community Services operates in Lewiston, Augusta, Biddeford, and Portland, and is one of Maine’s largest
trauma therapy providers for refugees and asylum seekers.
Founded in 2014 by Abudullahi Ali, Gateway follows the
trauma-informed care model. e organization specializes
in culturally aware case management and the provision of
wrap-around services for clients.
From the agency’s earliest days, Gateway met clients in
their homes for intake assessments. As Gateway Clinical Director Krista Hall, LCSW, remembers, “We decided early on
that we would oﬀer counseling in the home. ere were just
too many barriers to getting people to the oﬃce. Because of
the stigma of mental health problems, folks can feel pretty
guarded and isolated.”
With community health workers’ help, Gateway’s mental
health professionals work to identify cases of post-traumatic
stress disorder. If clients have MaineCare, the diagnosis provides access to mental health and case management services.
Unfortunately, asylum seekers are not eligible for MaineCare
– however, very oen the children of asylum-seekers in
Maine do qualify.
Following the family systems model, which teaches
that reducing parents’ resettlement and acculturation
stress indirectly improves
children’s mental health,
Gateway’s case managers
also help families ﬁnd safe
housing, food, and employment. Both Gateway Community
Services
and
Spurwink’s ShifaME program follow this family systems case management
model for trauma therapy.
ShifaME and trauma systems therapy adapted for
refugees (TST-R)
Spurwink Services provides behavioral health and
Krista Hall education services for chil-
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dren, adults and families. In 2007, Sarah Ferris, director of
Spurwink’s Refugee and Immigrant Services, successfully
adapted trauma systems therapy for refugees (TST-R), a pioneering program developed at Boston Children’s Hospital,
to help Lewiston’s growing immigrant population. e
Boston Children’s program was developed to care for Somali
refugee families arriving in the U.S., and was originally
called Shifa, which means “healing” in Arabic. Ferris and
her colleagues named their reshaped version ShifaME. ShifaME is a program for multicultural care management provided in schools and communities by teams of cultural
brokers, care coordinators, and a mental health clinician.
ShifaME currently has teams working in Lewiston, Biddeford, and Portland.
ShifaME’s success lies in
its use of
multic ultural care
coordination to help
reduce
some of the
barriers
t h a t
refugee,
asylee, and
immigrant
families
face during
acculturation and
resettlem e n t .
Using
a
Christian Bisimwa
strengthsbased model, the ShifaME teams help families access needed
medical, behavioral health, housing, employment, social,
and educational services to meet their basic needs for survival in their new home. Care management involves educating families about symptoms of depression or
post-traumatic stress disorder and destigmatizing mental
health. Just as Gateway meets their clients in their own
homes, ShifaMe also recognizes the importance of meeting
New Mainers where they are. eir decision to co-locate all
of their mental health clinicians in schools is strategic and
evidence-based.
Schools act as a gateway to mental health services, with
cultural brokering building the pathway to a broader community acceptance. Schools are valued by refugee parents
who might not have been able to learn to read or write –
whereas mental health service centers are kind of scary. A
mental health diagnosis is very hard to explain to a lot of
families. Many families think it is like a terminal illness to
have a mental health diagnosis,” Ferris explained.
“Cultural brokers are key members of the team. We couldn’t do our work without them, and we wouldn’t do this work
without them... it really is all about building relationships
and trust with community leaders, and word of mouth between families.”
Because health insurance companies do not pay for cultural brokerage services, agencies like ShifaME and Gateway
Community Services must rely on donations from the community, grants, and other sources of ﬁnancial support. Currently, ShifaME is hoping for the renewal of its ﬁve-year
Continued on page 19
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Biddeford, Maine
Photos Joseph Shaw

In recent years, as a result of
the well-known housing crisis in the greater Portland
area, many immigrants who
choose to remain in southern Maine have moved to
cities such as Biddeford,
which has a population of
21,452 and is Maine’s sixthlargest city. As of 2018, according to DATA USA, the
foreign-born population of
Biddeford was 7.35% of the
city’s total population. Biddeford, a mill town, became
home to many French-Canadian immigrants and their
descendents in the early
years of the 20th century.
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Food for All Mobile Market
By Danielle Roslevich | Photos by Joseph Shaw
e Food For All (FFA) Mobile Market, owned by Charles Williams, and operated by Khadija Ahmed, brings African produce, meats, and other African staples
to new immigrants in Portland, South Portland, Westbrook, Lewiston, Brunswick,
and Bath. Ahmed and Williams run the grocery delivery operation as a for-proﬁt
business, with a focus on serving those who use city voucher and food stamp programs. Both Ahmed and Williams see FFA as a service they are providing to the
community. Ahmed, who speaks French, Lingala, Swahili, and English, handles
customer service, while Williams drives the truck.
e business
launched in 2019,
aer hundreds of
asylum seekers from
Africa arrived that
summer and initially were sheltered
at the Portland
Expo. At the time,
Ahmed had been
working with Preble
Street’s emergency
program to provide
culturally appropriate food to those
families and individuals staying at
the Expo. When the
asylum seekers were
moved to areas such
as Brunswick and
Bath, Ahmed was
concerned that they
wouldn’t be able to
secure the foods
they needed, due to
lack of access or reliable transportation
to the African markets in Portland.
Initially, Ahmed and Williams wanted to create a mobile food pantry, and
bought a truck so they could take food to these communities. However, when they
learned the complexities of the legal process for providing free food, they decided
to create a for-proﬁt business, and Food for All Mobile Market was born.
Ahmed and Williams worked with suppliers in Boston and New York to obtain
African food, and then with area governments that provide vouchers for food assistance. Many new immigrants use the voucher system while they wait for permission to work, and while Ahmed said they would prefer to run a free service,
she believes FFA is the next-best option for serving the community. Ahmed says
that working through the voucher program comes with its own challenges, and
paperwork. Sometimes, they are not reimbursed for up to three months for the
vouchers.
But new immigrants using the voucher system to buy food at mainstream grocery stores oen face language barriers and confusion about the products available,
which can lead to stressful and embarrassing experiences – for example, holding
up others in the line
when they must put
food back on the shelf
because it is not covered by vouchers.
“Our mission is to
remove stigma around
buying food for their
children, just because
they have no jobs. ey
should get help when
they need help, but
there is so much
stigma at American grocery stores. I want to make sure New Mainers have a place
to come and get food for their children and families,” said Ahmed. FFA stocks
produce such as cassava, sweet potato, and amaranth leaves. eir meat choices
include goat, smoked ﬁsh, and African chickens, which are smaller than their
American counterparts.

Roughly 25% of the FFA truck is stocked with free milk, eggs, bread, and fruit to give away, as well as
other basic items like clothing and personal care products. Preble Street, the Portland-based nonproﬁt
that provides food and housing for those in need, helps stock the truck. Ahmed runs Preble Street’s, another program that grew from the temporary shelter at the Portland Expo in 2019. Ahmed spends a lot
of time collaborating with Preble Street, and sees her business as a branch of the Culturally Appropriate
Food Initiative.
“In a perfect world, FFA would not exist. In a perfect world, we would have this program at Preble
Street, and stock pantry items there that are culturally appropriate.” Ahmed hopes that one day a mobile
food pantry will be included in the Preble Street budget. But until that day, Ahmed and Williams say that
Food for All Mobile Market will continue delivering food directly to customers, and accepting food vouchers as payment. To place an order or donate to FFA, call (207) 900-9597 or email ﬀam2019@yahoo.com.

Eugenie’s beef with sauce
When asked if she feels she made the right decision in moving to Maine, Eugenie Kipoy said,
“I wish I could do something to thank everyone, but I will have to count on God to bless
everyone. I thank everyone for their amazing
welcome.”
Eugenie Kipoy was born and raised in Kinshasa, the capital
city of the Democratic Republic of Congo, where the rest of her
family still lives. She is the third oldest in a family of seven siblings – six girls and one boy. Food preparation has been a passion for Eugenie since she was a very small child. She
remembers being at her mother’s side throughout her growing
up years, watching and learning from her how to cook. e other children were assigned other household tasks, such as washing the dishes or doing the laundry. But her responsibility was always cooking.
And Eugenie liked it that way.
Eventually Eugenie le DR Congo. She passed through Angola, and then spent some time in Brazil,
where she added cake baking to her food preparation skills. An elderly woman in Brazil was her
teacher, and they are still in touch. Eugenie moved to Maine in February 2019, aer hearing that a
community would welcome her, and that she would ﬁnd opportunities to learn English, which she
did not speak at the time. Since her arrival, she has attended classes at In Her Presence and Portland
Adult Education, and has made good progress.
Food brought Eugenie and “Maman Claudette” (Ndayininahaze) of In Her Presence together at an
event held at University of Southern Maine. Eugenie recounted that Maman Claudette loved the
African ﬁsh and haricots she had prepared, and over conversation about cooking methods, told her
about English classes, which Eugenie started right away. Unfortunately, eventually Eugenie’s work
schedule at Barber Foods interfered with the classes, but she remains an enthusiastic part of In Her
Presence as a cook at celebrations.
Eugenie hopes to open her own restaurant one day. e restaurant would feature African food,
alongside Italian, Brazilian, and American dishes. She said she acquired a taste for food from tribes
other than her own, while growing up in the culinary mecca that is Kinshasa, because her father liked
taking the family out to diﬀerent restaurants. She also learned to love Italian food, which she still
adores. At the moment, Eugenie’s lucky family is the primary beneﬁciary of her passion for collecting
and trying new recipes that she learns from sources such as YouTube videos. But if her plans come
together, more Mainers will have a chance to taste her cooking.

Ngombe ya Sauce • Beef with sauce

Ingredients

Olive oil
Beef, cubed
Nutmeg
Onions, sliced
Garlic
Green peppers, sliced
Celery, chopped
Tomatoes, chopped
Bouillon cube. (Eugenie uses Jumbo bouillon, which can be found in any African market)

Steps
Cut meat into medium-size cubes, as if for a stew, and dry
Heat olive oil in a saucepan over medium-high heat
Add the meat and brown well on all sides.
Add the onions to the meat and cook five minutes.
Add the celery and the garlic, and cook another five minutes.
Add tomato, green pepper, nutmeg, and bouillon.
Allow to simmer for another 10 minutes.
Serve with fufu, plantain, kwanga (cassava root), or potato
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Nouveaux Romans:
reviews of recent novels by Francophone authors
These four book reviews of contemporary French-language novels by writers around the world were written by Bates College students in Madeline Bedecarre’s undergraduate
French literature course, “All That Glitters: Literary Prize Culture in the Francophone World.” Each student read a novel in French and wrote their review, also in French. Bedecarré
translated the reviews into English. The prize-winning novelists whose books are reviewed here include Gaelle Belem from Réunion Island, Youssouf Amine Elalamy from Algeria,
Beata Umubyeyi Mairesse from Rwanda, and Nina Bouaroui from France.

C’est beau la guerre, Youssouf Elalamy (Éditions Le Fennec, 2019)

Q

uand tout ce qui reste n’est que ruines et décombres et l’espoir de vie n’est plus, comment peuton être si sublime avec le langage, si poétique avec les mots et si tendre avec les cœurs. Si diﬃcile
qu’il est de réaliser une telle prouesse, Youssouf Elalamy, à travers son dixième roman C’est beau
la guerre dépeignant un conﬂit armé dans tout son réalisme, montre que la discrimination des immigrés
est une chose injustiﬁée et injuste.
Dans ce roman, un comédien dont la cité est sous l’emprise d’un dictateur appelé le docteur qui a tant afﬂigés de peine et de malheur à son peuple, est contraint comme la plupart de ses acolytes à fuir et de
s’exiler aﬁn de retrouver une vie meilleure loin des bombes et de la terreur. C’est entre sable ﬁn et ciel bleu
qu’ils retrouvent un monde nouveau après un long et dangereux périple dans la mer méditerranéenne. Et
même étant débarrassées de l’horreur de la guerre, ces personnes sont toujours meurtries de chagrin et
de désespoir. Comme d’un coup de génie, notre comédien décide de ressusciter les morts en les imitant
dans le but de "réparer les vivants” et de soulager l’amertume des réfugiés.
Un triomphe de la littérature contemporaine, le chef d'œuvre de Youssouf Elalamy nous révèle des vérités
que le monde occidentale en particulier se doit d’entendre aﬁn qu’il se rend compte de sa discrimination
envers les refugiés de guerre. L’auteur nous montre en premier à travers sa description détaillée de la ville
remplie de cadavres que la guerre n’est pas et ne sera jamais ce que nous avons l’habitude de voir derrière
nos écrans confortablement vautrés sur nos divans. La réalité est que la guerre n’est point un jeu vidéo, ni
un hashtag et encore moins une collecte de fonds. La guerre signiﬁe d’innombrables vies humaines parties
en fumée, un lourd fardeau psychologique et moral pour les survivants et d'énormes pertes économiques.
C’est beau la guerre expose ensuite l’immigration comme étant une nécessité et pas un choix. L’intrigue
révèle que dans de telles situations il faut quitter ou mourir et le choix est clairement évident. Généralement, l’immigration est vue surtout par l’occident comme étant une violation de leur terroir ou une vague
de personnes étrangères qui viennent s'approprier leurs ressources alors qu’elle constitue juste le seul
moyen de survie pour des millions de personnes.
Sous un ton sublimement engagé et éloquemment doux, Elalamy fait un plaidoyer profond pour tous les
victimes et rescapés de guerre. Ce roman est un hommage mérité à toutes les personnes qui ont laissé
derrière leurs biens et bien- aimés. Il est aussi un hommage à toutes les personnes qui aujourd’hui sont
concentrées dans des camps de réfugiés partout dans le monde et qui sont constamment interpellées au
sujet de leur croyance et de la raison pour laquelle elles ont immigré. Ces gens-là méritent mieux et on
arrive à cerner le problème et les enjeux de cette torture morale à travers
les mots de Youssouf Amine Elalamy.
Omar Sarr est étudiant à Bates College à Lewiston dans l'État du Maine.
Sénégalais d’origine, il a commencé son parcours scolaire dans son pays natal
avant d’aller en Afrique du Sud pour y ﬁnir ses études secondaires. Omar se
spécialise en économie, l'étude de l’Afrique et le français. Cette combinaison
lui permet de mieux comprendre les enjeux politiques et économiques du continent africain et de son pays en particulier, tout en ayant l’occasion de se divaguer dans la littérature du monde francophone.

Y

oussouf Elalamy’s 10th novel, C’est beau la guerre (War Is Beautiful),
depicts an armed conﬂict, a country in ruins and rubble, and discrimination against immigrants – and all this with sublime, poetic language.
In this novel, a city is under the control of a dictator called “the doctor,” who
has inﬂicted much pain and hardship on his people. e main character, an
actor, must ﬂee into exile to ﬁnd a better life, far from bombs and terror. He escapes to a land of ﬁne-grained sand and blue skies, aer a long and dangerous
journey across the Mediterrean Sea. But even
though the actor and other refugees are rid of
Youssouf Elalamy
the horrors of war, they are still wounded from
grief and despair. In a stroke of genius, our actor
decides to resuscitate the dead by imitating
them, with the goal of “mending the living” and
relieving the refugees’ bitterness.
A triumph of contemporary literature, Elalamy’s
masterpiece shows us truths that the Western
world in particular must hear in order to understand its discrimination against war refugees.
First, through his detailed description of the city full of cadavers, the author
shows us that war is not – and will never be – what we oen see on our screens
while comfortably sprawled on a couch. e reality of war is not a video game,
or a hashtag, or a fundraiser. War is countless human lives gone up in smoke,
a heavy psychological and moral burden for the survivors, and huge economic
losses. C’est beau la guerre exposes immigration as a necessity, not a choice.
e plot demonstrates that in such circumstances one must leave or die, and
the choice is obvious.
With a sublimely committed and eloquently gentle tone, Elalamy makes a
thoughtful plea for all victims and survivors of war. is novel is a well-deserved
homage to everyone who has le their belongings and loved ones behind. It is
also a tribute to all people who today are gathered in refugee camps all over the
world and who are constantly questioned about their beliefs and the reasons
they have immigrated. ese people deserve better. One is able to grasp the
problem and the stakes of this emotional torture through Youssouf Amine
Elalamy’s words.
Omar Sarr began his academic trajectory in his native country of Senegal before
going to South Africa to ﬁnish his secondary education. At Bates, Omar is majoring in economics, the study of Africa, and French. is combination allows him
to better grasp the political and economic stakes of the African continent and in
his country in particular, all while having the chance to explore francophone literature.

Un monstre est là, derrière la porte, Gaëlle Bélem (Gallimard, 2020)

U

n monstre est là, derrière la porte par Gaëlle Bélem est l’histoire déchirante d’une petite ﬁlle
qui habite avec sa famille, les Dessaintes. Pour la petite ﬁlle dans ce roman, les vrais monstres
sont les brutes chez elle : sa propre famille. Elle est négligée et maltraitée par ses parents. Le
livre est un regard intime sur le fait de vivre au sein d’une famille anormale. À mon avis, l’histoire est
très unique. Les lecteurs voient comment il est diﬃcile de grandir dans une maison où les conditions
sont impensables. Le traitement cruel de cette petite ﬁlle par sa famille a des conséquences auxquelles
les lecteurs ne pouvaient pas s’attendre. Toute sa vie, elle a été tourmentée. À la ﬁn du roman, une fois
l'âge adulte, elle parle de sa vie : « Quant à moi, je n’en ai plus pour longtemps. Tous les Dessaintes
meurent avant d’avoir vécu, de toute façon » (Bélem 197). Elle est vraiment un personnage tragique.
Ce roman est réaliste car il n’y a pas de ﬁn heureuse. Il ne faut pas longtemps pour que les lecteurs s’en
rendent compte. Arrivée au milieu du roman, j’étais sûre que les Dessaintes étaient des monstres brutaux.
Un monstre est là, derrière la porte est le premier roman de Gaëlle Bélem. Le roman se déroule à La
Réunion, mais Bélem n’indique pas si c’est une autobiographie. Elle est née sur l’île. Je pense qu’une
bonne écrivaine a le pouvoir de transporter ses lecteurs et Bélem fait cela avec facilité. La Réunion est
au centre de l’intrigue. Les lecteurs apprennent l’histoire de la famille Dessaintes, et tout au long du
roman, il y a des descriptions de la vie à La Réunion. J’ai appris beaucoup sur la culture de cette île.
Par exemple, Bélem écrit sur le mariage arrangé de la mère. Les mariages arrangés étaient communs
même en 1980. Pour moi, c’était une surprise. Les lecteurs voient des choses plus sombres aussi dans
le roman, comme l’histoire de l’esclavage à La Réunion. Bélem fait des descriptions des révoltes des esclaves et de leurs émancipations. En général, Bélem peint un portrait complet de l’île. Les lecteurs
voient une belle île, mais il y a des problèmes culturels. À mon avis, ce portrait est une des choses les
plus captivantes dans ce roman. La culture de la Réunion inﬂuence la famille Dessaintes.
Une autre chose captivante est le ton de l’écriture. Tout le roman est sarcastique et direct, même quand
la petite ﬁlle décrit les incidents horribles de son enfance. Le ton devient de plus en plus puissant parce
que les lecteurs se rendent compte qu’elle est désensibilisée à son mauvais traitement. Les luttes avec
sa famille et les enjeux personnels et psychologiques sont décrits avec un air décontracté, même quand
la ﬁlle va en prison à la ﬁn du roman. Honnêtement, je voulais savoir ce qui allait se passer au personnage principal. Lire Un monstre est là, derrière la porte était une expérience formidable que je n’oublierai pas de sitôt. Je voudrais même relire ce
roman aﬁn de découvrir d’autres détails fascinants. J’espère que Bélem
continue d’écrire plus de romans comme celui-ci. Si son deuxième roman
est comme son premier, je vais me précipiter à la libraire.
Fiona Cohen étudie l’Histoire de L’Afrique et le monde francophone aﬁn de
comprendre l’histoire de la colonisation française dans des pays africains.
Elle vient du New Jersey et quand elle n’est pas à Bates, elle y habite avec ses
parents, son frère jumeau, et ses deux chiens

U

n monstre est là, derrière la porte (A Monster Is ere, Behind the Door)
by Gaëlle Bélem is the harrowing story of a young girl who lives with her
family, the Dessaintes. For the little girl in this novel, the real monsters are
the bullies at home – her own family. She is neglected and mistreated by her parents
in this intimate look at living in an abnormal family.
is unique story illustrates the diﬃculty of thriving
Gaëlle Bélem
in a house where the conditions are unthinkable. e
family’s cruel treatment of this child has serious consequences, and she is tormented throughout her life.
As an adult at the end of the novel, she says, “As for
me, I don’t have much time le. All of the Dessaintes
die before having lived anyway.” (Bélem, 197) Readers quickly realize that she is a tragic character in this
realistic novel that has no happy ending. By the middle of the novel, the Dessaintes clearly are brutal
monsters.
Un monstre est là, derrière la porte is Gaëlle Bélem’s ﬁrst novel, taking place on Réunion Island, where Bélem was born. e writing easily transports readers to Réunion, which is at the center of the plot as readers learn the history of the Dessaintes
family. rough descriptions of life on the island, I learned about its culture and the
culture’s inﬂuence on the Dessaintes family. Arranged marriages, like that of the
mother’s, were common even in 1980, which surprised me. Bélem also describes
Réunion’s history of slavery, incluing slave revolts and eventual emancipation.
Bélem’s portrait of the island is one of the novel’s most captivating features.
e novel’s tone is sarcastic and direct, even when the little girl describes horrible
incidents from her childhood. e power of the tone builds as readers realize that
the girl is desensitized to the bad treatment. e struggles with her family, the personal and emotional stakes, and even the description of the girl going to prison at
the end of the novel are described in measured ways. Reading Un monstre est là,
derrière la porte was an astonishing experience that I will not soon forget. Honestly,
I wanted to know what was going to happen to the main character. I would like to
reread the novel to discover more fascinating details, and I hope Bélem continues
to write more novels like this. If her second novel is like her ﬁrst, I will race to the
bookstore for it.
Fiona Cohen studies the history of Africa and the francophone world in order to understand the history of French colonization in African countries. She is from New Jersey
where she lives, when she is not at Bates, with her parents, twin brother, and two dogs.

Otages, Nina Bouraoui (LC Lattès, 2020)

N

ina Bouraoui a écrit un livre politique qui critique les systèmes économiques et sexistes qui
perpétuent la violence. Elle décrit l’histoire d’une victime de ces systèmes qui reprend le pouvoir pour un moment tout en étant consciente des conséquences de ses actions. Otages, par
Nina Bouraoui, suit la vie d’une femme normale, Sylvie Meyer qui raconte sa vie dans un monologue.
Elle a deux ﬁls et un mari l’ayant quittée un an auparavant. Elle travaille dur pour une entreprise de
caoutchouc, Cagex, où elle dirige une section pour son maître, Victor Andrieu. Elle est ﬁable. Son
maître lui fait conﬁance. Sylvie fait le sale boulot de Victor, quand elle partage avec la direction les
listes des collègues qui font preuve de relâchement dans leur travail. Il l’a forcée à surveiller les “abeilles”,
son terme pour les travailleurs dans la section qu’elle dirige. Au début, Sylvie a trouvé cette tâche valorisante et elle a aimé l'élévation de son statut au sein de l’entreprise. Mais elle est devenue désabusée,
car elle est consciente de ce qu'elle fait et de son rôle. Selon Sylvie, Victor Andrieu représente les pires
des hommes.

N

ina Bouraoui’s novel critiques the French economic and sexist social systems and links them to the perpetuation of violence. She describes the story
of a victim of these systems who takes back power for a moment, while
conscious of the consequences of her actions. Otages (Hostages) by Nina Bouraoui
follows the life of Sylvie Meyer, who tells her life story in life in monologue form.
She has two sons, and a husband who le her one year before the action in the novel.
She manages a section of a rubber company, Cagex, for her boss, Victor Andrieu.
Sylvie is hardworking and reliable, and her boss trusts her. She does his dirty work,
and surveils the “bees,” his term for the workers in her section, by sharing a list of
colleagues who slack oﬀ. At ﬁrst, Sylvie ﬁnds this task gratifying and likes the change
in her status within the company. But she becomes disillusioned because she is conscious of what she does and her role. Sylvie thinks Victor Andrieu represents the
worst of men.

Au début du livre, il est évident que quelque chose de grave s'est passé dans la vie de Sylvie récemment.
Elle est une citoyenne modèle, mais le livre est écrit comme une justiﬁcation. Elle analyse ses souvenirs
comme si elle se défend devant un juge. La violence dans le livre se vit dans le silence, dans les mots
non dits et dans la compréhension des limites de la liberté. Sylvie Meyer, la narratrice, est prise en otage
par son boulot et par son passé. Finalement, elle s’échappe aux règles de la société qui la piégeait. Même
si elle n'est pas physiquement libre, elle se trouve libérée des attentes d’autrui. Elle se délaisse de ses responsabilités maternelles et des obligations de son emploi. En exécutant les ordres de Victor, elle comprend qu’elle est un otage dans sa vie où elle est un témoin passif n’ayant aucun contrôle sur la situation.
Il est clair qu’elle vit dans une immense solitude. Il y a beaucoup de distance entre elle et les autres gens
dans sa vie, ses parents sont morts et ses sœurs et son frère sont loins.

At the start of the book, something serious obviously has recently happened in
Sylvie’s life. ough she is a model citizen, the story is written as if in self-defense
before a judge. e book’s violence is lived in silence, in the words le unspoken,
and in the understanding of the limits of freedom. Sylvie Meyer, who narrates the
story, is held hostage by her job and her past. Eventually, she escapes the societal
rules that were trapping her. Even though she is not physically free, she ﬁnds herself
freed from others’ expectations. She abandons her responsibilities as a mother and
as an employee. By following Victor’s orders, she understands that she is a hostage
in her own life, where she is a passive witness without any control. She clearly lives
an immensely solitary life, with much distance between herself and others. Her parents are dead, and her sisters and brother live far away.

Bouraoui crée un personnage, Sylvie, complexe et fascinant. Son style détaché montre la voix de la
narratrice et la façon dont elle observe ses choix à distance et sans émotions. On se trouve dans les
ombres de sa vie. Elle choisit de dire ou de cacher ce qu'elle veut aux lecteurs, mais Bouraoui donne la
sensation que Sylvie se livre.
Le livre remet en question la normalité des vies qui acceptent les structures du pouvoir, entre les hommes et les femmes et entre les maîtres et
les employés. Bouraoui critique aussi le patriarcat dans sa description
de la mère de Sylvie qui est restée dans un mariage sans amour. Sylvie a
appris l’importance de la responsabilité mais pas comment s’aimer. Sylvie
est un otage: c’est un produit de la violence faite contre elle. La violence
pousse dans son corps et elle devient une folle dans les yeux des autres.
Elle a inversé la violence qu’elle avait subi et elle sera punie.
Abigail Quinn est une étudiante à Bates College en troisième année. Elle
a grandi à Salisbury dans le Connecticut. À Bates, elle se spécialise en biologie et en français, avec une sous-spécialisation en chimie. Son appréciation du français lui vient de son père qui l'a lui-même étudié à l’université et elle aime parler de la
littérature française avec lui.

Sylvie is a complex and fascinating character. In Bouaroui’s detached writing
style,the voice of the narrator observes her choices from a distance and with no emotions. We ﬁnd ourselves in the shadows of her life. She shares or hides things from
the readers, as she wishes, but Bouaroui gives us the impression that Sylvie is conﬁding in us.
e book calls into question the normalcy of the lives of those who accept power
structures between men and women, and between bosses and employees. Bouraoui
also critiques the patriarchy in her description of Sylvie’s mother, who stayed in a
loveless marriage. As a product of the violence enacted against her, Sylvie is a
hostage. Violence grows in her body, and she becomes a crazy person in the eyes of
others. She has reversed the violence that she herself suﬀered and she will be punished for it.
Abigail Quinn is a junior at Bates College. She grew up in Salisbury, Connecticut. At
Bates, she is majoring in biology and French, and minoring in chemistry. Her love of
French comes from her father who studied it in college and she enjoys talking about
French literature with him.

Tous les enfants dispersés, Beata Umubyeyi
Mairesse
(Autrement,
2019)
Tous
les enfants
dispersés,

L

e premier roman de Beata Umubyeyi Mairesse raconte une histoire à la fois unique et
partagée par des milliers de familles séparées lors du génocide rwandais. Tous les enfants
dispersés suit d’abord Blanche, ﬁlle métisse d’une mère rwandaise et un père français, lors
de son retour dans son pays d’origine trois ans après s’en être échappée. Elle est accompagnée
par son ﬁls Stokely qui veut aussi faire connaissance de ses racines. Au Rwanda, Blanche reprend
le contact avec sa mère Immaculata et leurs échanges convoquent des souvenirs d’enfance perturbants pour notre personnage principal. Mais il ne s’agit pas seulement d’une quête identitaire
individuelle! La narration transmet également aux lecteurs la perte subie par Immaculata, ainsi
que l'expérience discriminatoire qu’a vécu Stokely. Dans ce roman, Mairesse rassemble
soigneusement ces trois voix liées par le sang, mais séparées par les retombées de la guerre.
Le personnage du ﬁls de Blanche constitue un point clé dans le rassemblement des histoires de
Mairesse. Élevé en France par deux parents métis, Stokely est l’héritier de plusieurs cultures de
par les circonstances de son éducation. Grâce à Stokely, les lecteurs peuvent mieux comprendre
les retombées de la séparation familiale dans la France contemporaine. Victime du racisme et
des préjugés à l'école, Stokely se sent exclu par ses camarades. En dépit de sa situation actuelle,
Stokely porte toujours un sens d’espoir pour l’avenir des immigrés de deuxième génération, car
il entame lui aussi la redécouverte de sa famille éparpillée.
La dernière pièce du puzzle diﬀuse de Mairesse est centrée sur la mère de Blanche, qui est
présentée comme dictatrice lors de sa première échange avec sa ﬁlle. En ﬁn d’histoire, il s’avère
que le tempérament insensible de cette femme âgée est le produit d’une souﬀrance prolongée.
En manipulant la formulation de l’apparence (d’Immaculata), Mairesse fait l’eﬀort de relier les
lecteurs à une génération ancienne, tout aussi blessée par les événements de la guerre que ses
descendants. Dans les souvenirs aléatoires de sa ﬁlle, Immaculata relevait méchamment le teint
de sa peau: «tu es blanche…si tu viens sur ce marché avec moi, tu feras augmenter les prix.»
(95) Les moments de cruauté sont concurrencés par l’esprit protecteur d’Immaculata, qui était
témoin des conﬂits domestiques, lesquels se sont traduits par une guerre civile. Comme les
jacarandas qui restent plantées dans la terre rwandaise, Immaculata représente les survivants
du génocide qui ont conservé leur identité, mais qui ont autrement tout perdu.
Avec trois voix aussi importantes les unes que les autres, Mairesse raconte l’histoire d’une famille
dispersée. À vrai dire, ce roman évoque magniﬁquement une réalité qui s’étend au-delà d'un
cadre rwandais: il n’est pas rare de se sentir multilatéralement exclu lorsque l’on essaie de se
situer dans un contexte identitaire. L’héroïne de ce roman doit se confronter à des souvenirs
troublants pour pouvoir briser les frontières invisibles qui l’ont séparée de sa mère et de son
pays. En franchissant ces frontières imaginaires, Blanche surmonte également la rupture familiale engendrée par le génocide. Avec un peu de chance, ce livre pourrait donner espoir à tous
ceux qui ont vécu une telle perte.
Nicholas Reznik est né à Brookhaven dans l’état du New York en
2000. A présent, il habite à Bar Harbor, dans le Maine, avec sa
famille. L’aîné de trois frères, il est né d'une famille d’immigrants:
son père est ukrainien et sa mère est française, ce qui lui a permis
d’apprendre le français lors de son enfance. Il est spécialiste en
biochimie et en français à Bates College, où il est étudiant en
troisième année. Il cherche toujours à élargir sa connaissance du
vaste monde de la littérature francophone. Il aime passer du temps
à l'extérieur, que ce soit à vélo ou en chaussures de course.

B

eata Umubyeyi Mairesse’s ﬁrst novel tells a story both unique to her and at the
same time shared by thousands of families separated during the 1994 genocide
against the Tutsi in Rwanda. Tous les enfants dispersés (All the Scattered Children) ﬁrst follows Blanche, the mixed-race daughter of a Rwandan mother and a French
father, as she returns to her country of origin, three years aer having escaped from it.
She is accompanied by her son Stokely, who also wants
to know more about his roots.
In Rwanda, Blanche reconnects with her mother Immaculata, and their exchanges summon unsettling
childhood memories for our main character. But hers
is not only an individual identity quest! e narration
also conveys Immaculata’s loss, as well as Stokely’s experience of discrimination. Mairesse carefully assembles these three voices that are linked by blood, but
separated by the repercussions of the war.
Beata Umubyeyi Mairesse
e character of Blanche’s son constitutes a key point in Mairesse’s collection of stories.
Raised by two biracial parents, Stokely inherits multiple cultures by the nature of his
upbringing. anks to Stokely, readers can better understand the consequences of family
separations. A victim of racism and prejudice at school, he feels excluded by his classmates. Despite his situation, Stokely always carries a sense of hope for the future for
second-generation immigrants because he, too, initiates reuniting his scattered family.
e last piece of Mairesse’s confusing puzzle is centered on Blanche’s mother, who is
presented as a dictator during her ﬁrst exchange with her daughter. By the end of the
story, the old woman’s insensitive temperament is clearly the product of prolonged suffering. By manipulating the formulation of Immaculata’s appearance, Mairesse connects
readers to an older generation who were just as hurt by the events of the war as were
their oﬀspring. In one of her daughter’s random memories, Immaculata maliciously
points out the color of her skin: “You are white… if you come with me to the market,
you will raise the prices.” Moments of cruelty compete with Immaculata’s protective nature. Like the jacaranda trees that remain standing in the Rwandan soil, Immaculata
represents the survivors of genocide who have conserved their identity, but have otherwise lost everything.
With three equally important voices, Mairesse tells the story of a scattered family. is
novel truly and magniﬁcently evokes a reality that extends beyond the Rwandan context:
feeling excluded from all sides is not rare when trying to deﬁne one’s identity. e heroine must confront her troubling memories in order to break the invisible boundaries
that separated her from her mother and her country. In overcoming these imaginary
boundaries, Blanche also overcomes the family break-up caused by the genocide. is
book could be a source of hope to those who have lived through a similar loss.
Nicholas Reznik was born in Brookhaven, New York, in 2000. He now lives in Bar Harbor
with his family. e eldest of three brothers, he was born into a family of immigrants: his
father is Ukranian and his mother is French, which allowed him to learn French during
his childhood. He is majoring in biochemistry and French at Bates, where he is a junior.
He is always looking to broaden his knowledge of the vast world of francophone literature.
He loves to spend time outdoors, biking and running.

Because of the pandemic, Madeline
Bedcarre’s Bates College course “All That
Glitters: Literary Prize Culture in the
Francophone World” took place online.
Despite its limitations, the digital modality allowed students to work with the
renowned Djiboutian author Abdourahman Waberi via Zoom, and with Amjambo Africa publisher Georges Budagu
Makoko.

Madeline Bedecarré is a specialist
of Francophone African literature
and the sociology of culture. A
graduate of Bowdoin College, she
earned her Ph.D. in France at the
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales. She lives in Portland.
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as a fun and relaxing way to
feel better, mentally and
physically.
Men Connect creates a safe
space for men to heal
More than 15 to 20, men
ranging in age from 18 to 65
years old, who have come to
Maine from all over the
African continent, gather
twice a month to attend programs in the therapeutic
space known as Men Connect. Claudette Ndayininahaze of In Her Presence and
cultural brokers Guy Mpoyi
federal grant to continue its healing work for children from
and Christian Bisimwa, along
birth to age 21 in Maine.
with other community members, helped Chris Kelleher
Sea Change Yoga heals trauma with therapeutic
create this culturally welmovement
coming space speciﬁcally for
Sometimes words or a common spoken language are not
New Mainer men. Kelleher’s
what is needed to create feelings of connection and trust. In
prior work in violence prefact, for some trauma survivors, retelling their story can
vention with rough ese
cause further injury and pain. Research has shown that
Doors and with his current
trauma in refugees and immigrants is likely to be internalemployer, Maine Boys to
ized as physical pain, and this is more likely to lead people
Men, provided the inspirato seek medical care
tion for the Men
than are symptoms of
Connect group.
mental distress or disBut Kelleher atorders.
erapeutic
tributes
the
movement, including
group’s
success
to
yoga, can provide an efMpoyi
and
fective alternative healBisimwa.
ing approach.
Men Connect is
So in November
not
a traditional
2018, Maine Medical
mental
health
Center resident Dr.
service,
and
does
Kate
Rizzolo
apnot
employ
menproached local commutal health profesnity service yoga
sionals. However,
provider Sea Change
its therapeutic enYoga about oﬀering free
vironment readyoga classes for new
ies participants to
Mainers. She was familheal from trauma
iar with the research
and to get addithat showed yoga helps
Guy Mpoyi
tional
support
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and
information
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need
emotions, and relieve physical symptoms. She believed that
it.
trauma-informed yoga might help some of her New Mainer
Whatever the topic of dispatients who suﬀered from chronic fatigue, pain, and decussion
on a given day, the
pression feel better. In collaboration with the Portland
therapeutic
value of Men
YMCA, Sea Change Yoga responded by oﬀering a weekly
Connect
derives
from
yoga class for New Mainers from November 2018 to March
“...folks
feeling
a
part
of
2020. Unfortunately, the pandemic forced in-person classes
something,
being
seen,
to move to online video classes, but plans are underway to
being heard, being valued,”
relaunch in-person classes sometime this summer.
said Kelleher. “I try to step
Specially trained Sea Change Yoga teachers lead particiinto these spaces humbly,
pants, young and old, through poses that are accessible to
and listen to the needs of the
all, no matter their ﬁtness level. Despite the communication
folks we are engaging with. It
challenges posed by the more than 14 diﬀerent languages
has been tricky, trying to
spoken by participants in the New Mainers yoga group, the
stay close to our mission of
classes have been well-received. Sea Change Yoga plans to
violence prevention, but reclaunch a teacher training scholarship program this summer.
ognizing that there are a lot
e goal is for trauma-informed yoga teachers from the
of things that need to be in
New Mainer community to help increase acceptance of yoga
place, like basic needs being
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met, before we dive into deeper subject matter like domestic violence or trauma.”
Ingredients of successful trauma-informed
care
Maine Medical Center is one institution
working to update its methods for helping
clients heal from trauma by implementing
trauma-informed care and trauma-speciﬁc
services. Dr. Erin Belfort, child and adolescent psychiatry fellowship training director,
has her eye on the future and is training residents and fellows in best practices. She has
assembled educational modules that are
available online that “more fully consider the
experiences, health disparities and health
needs of immigrants, refugees, and asylees.”
Funding for the modules was provided by
Maine Medical Center Institute for Teaching
Excellence.
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Sending money home
has personal and global
impact
Many immigrants who
move to the United States
have family and friends in
their home countries to
whom they send money,
and the prevalence of this
practice – known as remittance payments – as well as
challenges around the
money transfers themselves, can lead to considerable
ﬁnancial
and
emotional stress.
To put the practice in perspective, money sent home
by immigrants surpasses international aid as one of the
biggest ﬁnancial inﬂows to
developing nations. Globally, around one billion people – approximately one in
seven – are involved with
remittances, either by sending or receiving them. e
United States has by far the
largest remittance outﬂow.
In 2017 alone, residents of
the U.S. sent $148 billion
overseas in remittances.

Bright Musuamba

Divine Selengbe

Life in America as seen from abroad
Bright Musuamba, program coordinator at ProsperityME,
has personal experience with sending money abroad. “Many
of us have responsibilities back home that require us to send
money, whether that’s for a sick loved one, or to support
people we have le behind who don’t have the same re-

sources and opportunities we now have.
“And sometimes people back home assume that life in
America is all sunshine and rainbows, and that money
grows on trees,” she added. In reality, Musuamba explained,
this couldn’t be further from the truth. When people ﬁrst
migrate to America, they usually start work earning the
minimum wage – aer they have received their work papers
– and struggle just to support themselves and their families.
“You have so many bills to pay. Rent, food, transportation....
And what little you have le over (if anything), you might
want to put it in a savings account for a rainy day.”
Musuamba talked about the pressure many immigrants
feel coming their way from their loved ones in their countries of origin. is pressure may be direct or more subtle.
“Sometimes, when they call, you know why they’re calling,
even if they don't openly state [the reason],” she said. “It’s a
silent presumption that you’re living better oﬀ than they are,
so they’re expecting you to help them now that you’ve ‘made
it.’ ere’s also the expectations that you put on yourself. You
think that you’re more fortunate than your relatives back
home, so you feel guilty and obligated to help them however
you can. It’s like a game of tug of war between your diﬀerent
responsibilities.”
Divine Selengbe, small business coordinator at ProsperityME, said, “It’s important to take care of your family back
home and not forget where you come from, and help people
who don’t have the same privileges as you do. But a lot of
times people feel entitled to remittance payments, and you
feel compelled to send the money. It can be very overwhelming because sometimes there’s this assumption that if you’re
in America, you’re living this grand life, and you have all the
money in the world because you have opportunities.”
People living in lower income countries oen have a glamorized view of life in America, Selengbe said. “It’s hard to
explain that sometimes I can’t send money because something came up. Maybe I had to go to the hospital, or my car
broke down.... But then I wonder if I’m being selﬁsh for not
sending money. I wonder if I’m keeping them from eating
or going to the doctor. So, it’s hard to balance out when it’s
the time to send money and how it can aﬀect them if you
don’t.”

Challenges associated with sending money home
e ﬁnancial and emotional strain of remittance
payments, along with many
other
migration-related
challenges, can contribute to
mental health problems.
Alicia
“We don’t come from indiCustomer Service Manager
and Mom
vidualistic societies. We
come from social communities where the well-being of
those around us aﬀects our
well-being, too, and we need
to care for each other,”
Musuamba
explained.
“When we migrate here,
that doesn’t change. I can’t
just think about myself – I
have to worry about every
single other person that’s
important to me, and make
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sure they’re all right. It’s something that’s not talked about a
lot. I can’t imagine talking to a therapist here, and having
them understand these struggles, because they haven’t
grown up in that environment. So, I think we oen feel misunderstood.”
And sending money abroad is expensive and oen stressful. e most common method is through providers such
as Western Union and MoneyGram, but even though this is
much cheaper than transferring money from one bank account to another, fees still add up. e international average
cost for currency conversions and fees is 7% of the total
amount sent. Undocumented immigrants who want to send
money back home face additional challenges, and oen have
to rely on friends and acquaintances to send money on their
behalf, because the providers require identiﬁcation documents.
Money transfers, particularly international transfers, are
oen vulnerable to fraud and scams. Wire transfer is by far
the most susceptible to fraud, compared to other payment
methods. In 2019, the value of fraud loss in the United States
was $439 million. Globally, wire fraud is estimated to annually cost $30 to $50 billion.
“I don’t send money as frequently as I used to because
scams have increased in recent years,” said Musuamba.
“ese scammers are getting more and more intelligent in
the way they swindle you out of money. To avoid getting
scammed, I never send money to someone I don’t know, and
I always want to know the reason I’m sending money to
someone.”
Many immigrants worry that the government is watching
their every move. “We always have to think about how our
actions aﬀect every single aspect of our lives, particularly
our immigration status,” said Musuamba. “We wonder how
making these transfers is going to aﬀect us in the future,
whether it’s going to come back to bite us. It’s especially true
for people who don’t have their paperwork yet. But we still
send the money because the well-being of our families is a
greater concern than what the American government thinks
of us.”
Research shows that remittances relieve poverty in lowerand middle-income nations, improve nutrition, and are
linked to increased expenditure on education and a decrease
in child labor.
About 800 million people worldwide– or one in nine –
are recipients. In 2018, more than 200 million immigrants
sent $689 billion to remittance-reliant nations, $529 billion
of which ﬂowed to developing countries. For many lowerincome nations, remittances constitute a substantial portion
of their economies, oen amounting to more than 10% of
their GDP. e average monthly remittance of $200 to $300
that each migrant sends home frequently makes up about
60% of the family’s household income.
Even so, Musuamba and Selengbe both emphasized the
importance of taking care of oneself. Musuamba had some
advice: “I always tell people not to kill themselves trying to
do things they’re not able to do. At the end of the day, if you
lose your job, if something happens and you don’t have that
income, not only are they losing out, but most importantly,
you’re losing out and you’re the one who is going to suﬀer
the most. Do the things that are responsible for your wellbeing ﬁrst and with whatever you have le – and only if
you’re able to spare it – send that home.”
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Transferring Money
Be safe when sending money
home
Many
people
need to
s e n d
money
home
to help
loved
ones. Unfortunately, sometimes this hardearned money does not reach the right person. Fraudsters love money transfer
transactions because it gives them a quick
and easy way to make money. Read on to
learn some tips about how to make sure
your money is safe and that it gets into the
right hands back home.
Here are some general tips about keeping your money safe:
• Never give out personal info such as
your social security number, account numbers, or bank information to unsolicited
callers or anyone via text or email.
• Make sure electronic devices are updated and secure.
• Ensure the internet connection you are
using is safe.
• Never wire money to someone you
don’t know.
• Check ﬁnancial statements regularly so
you catch
suspicious transactions.
• Banks and credit unions ask questions
to protect the sender, so it is safest to honestly answer any questions you are asked.
Here are tips about diﬀerent remittance
options:
Wire transfers at your ﬁnancial institution:
Credit unions and banks can help you
transfer money with wire transfers, personto-person applications, and more. Bank and
credit union transfers are very secure because the funds are transferred from one
bank to another, with built-in layers of security. Senders need to conﬁrm which routing number to use and sometimes banks
have a diﬀerent routing number for transfers, such as a SWIFT code. SWIFT stands
for Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, which means the
code is like an international routing number.
Wire transfer companies: ese companies (like Western Union or MoneyGram)
help users exchange currency and send
money, both domestically and internationally. Most of these services are very serious
about fraud prevention and have a section
on their websites dedicated to educating
their customers to keep them safe.
Phone apps: Apps like PayPal, Google Pay,
and Venmo are easy to download and can
be used to send money to friends. ey are
convenient and fast, and usually free, but it
is easy to make errors and send money to
the wrong person. ere are very few dispute options in the event of a mistake or
fraudulent transaction.
Bank account for money transfers: Some
people set up a second bank account, separate from their regular bank account, just
for money to send home. At ﬁrst, this takes
extra work, but once the system is set up, it
keeps the money in your regular account
safe. If there is fraud, the scammers won’t
have access to all of your money.

Remember self-care while
helping others

An American Psychological Association
study found that even when a pandemic
isn’t raging, 72% of Americans feel
stressed about money at least some of
the time. For immigrants, sending
money home to loved ones is an additional ﬁnancial stressor that others do
not face. To help the community navigate the challenges of ﬁnancial stress,
ProsperityME oﬀers these tips and resources:
1. Remember that personal value is
not determined by economic circumstances. Because so many people take
pride in their ability to provide for
themselves and their families, emotions
like anger, guilt or shame when unable
to do so are common. Some people may
feel that their ﬁnancial situation is a reﬂection of who they are as a person.
at perspective can make tackling big
ﬁnancial challenges even harder. Financial challenges are an external problem
that can be addressed, step by step.
2. Nurture emotional wellness by connecting with the community. Quality
time with others can help calm the
emotional stress that so oen goes with
ﬁnancial diﬃculty. Friends, family, a
counselor, a support group, or a religious community can all help. Sometimes sharing a meal, playing a game, or
working towards a cause with other
people can add a sense of meaning to
everyday life.
3. Practice mindfulness and meditation to handle in-the-moment stress.
e body reacts to emotional stress in
the same manner as physical stress.
Adrenaline raises the heart rate and
causes sweating and muscle tension.
When overwhelmed by feelings of
anger, panic, or shame, try taking a deep
belly breath and counting to ﬁve before
slowly releasing the breath. Repeat this
until physical stress symptoms stop.
is can help during hard times.
4. Talk to a qualiﬁed ﬁnancial advisor
and create a ﬁnancial wellness plan.
Immigrant Mainers are resourceful, independent, connected to the community, and capable of incredible
accomplishments. However, many still
feel uncomfortable asking for ﬁnancial
help. But help is available to create a
roadmap and to learn tools to a more
secure ﬁnancial future. Many of ProsperityME’s staﬀ members are immigrant Mainers. e appointments are
free of charge and all conversations are
strictly conﬁdential.

Should I start a nonproﬁt in
order to help people back
home?
Community members
sometimes speak to us
about starting a nonproﬁt in order to help
people back home. But
this may not be the best solution to the
problem to be solved – and may actually
create new challenges. Getting grants or donations to sustain a nonproﬁt usually requires a lot of volunteer time from multiple
people, including those recruited to serve
on a board. We reached out to the Maine
Association of Nonproﬁts (MANP) to learn
what it takes to start a nonproﬁt, and to help
readers ﬁgure out if it’s the right choice for
them.
1. I want to start my own non-proﬁt here
in Maine to send money abroad. How do
I ﬁgure out what to do?
A great ﬁrst step is to learn about the role
of nonproﬁts in the U.S., since some of the
rules and ways they operate are diﬀerent
than in other countries. MANP partners
with SCORE and Portland’s Oﬃce of Economic Opportunity to oﬀer free workshops
on starting nonproﬁts. e next one will be
August
3.
Register
at
portlandme.score.org/event/what-does-itmean-be-nonproﬁt-us-1
2. If I start a nonproﬁt, can I use it to send
money to family and friends abroad?
Unless you are raising a large amount of
money, setting up a nonproﬁt may not be
the best option. We suggest working with an
attorney who understands nonproﬁt and international law in order to avoid expensive
ﬁnes and legal problems. Individuals do not
“own” a nonproﬁt the way someone can
own a business. All nonproﬁts are required
to have a board of directors, which is a
group of people responsible for making sure
the nonproﬁt is fulﬁlling its mission and following state and federal rules. e board is
involved in deciding what programs and
services are oﬀered and how money is
spent. Sending money internationally is
possible, but can require speciﬁc research
and documentation, and the expenses and
grants must meet certain qualiﬁcations, and
must be appropriately documented and
tracked. In most cases, this money cannot
just go to family members. And depending
on the country where you’re sending
money, rules can be complex.
3. Are there any alternatives to send
money abroad to support my community?
You could look for existing nonproﬁt organizations, either here in the U.S. or back
home, that are already providing services
for the community you care about. Contact
those organizations to donate money or to
see how else you can help. You could also
collect money to send back home directly.
Donors wouldn’t be able to deduct these donations on their U.S. taxes, but for many
donors that isn’t a big factor. Reach out to
our oﬃce if you’d like to ﬁnd organizations
that line up with your vision. Email:
oeo@portlandmaine.gov

Pros and cons of money
transfer methods
Deciding what method to
use for sending money
home is not easy. Here are
some pros and cons to
consider:
Credit union and bank transfers
Many U.S. credit unions and banks oﬀer money
wiring services.
Pros: Sending money through a credit union or
bank is secure and reliable, and is oen more
convenient than other services because people
don’t need to create entirely new accounts elsewhere.
Cons: Credit unions and banks usually charge a
base fee to send money internationally. Also, the
recipient’s credit union or bank may charge a
transfer fee. And if the money is converted into
another currency, the recipient may receive a
diﬀerent amount than the sender intended,
based on changing exchange rates. Some institutions allow money to be sent abroad through
their website or mobile app, but others require
the sender to visit the branch, which means the
transfer must be done during business hours.
Traditional wiring services
Western Union and MoneyGram have been the
go-to options for sending money internationally
for a long time.
Pros: Western Union has over 500,000 locations
in more than 200 countries and MoneyGram has
over 350,000 locations in more than 200 countries. With both, people can send money from
websites, apps, or physical locations. Senders can
use credit or debit cards, or even cash. Recipients
can collect the money either through direct deposit into their account, on a prepaid debit card,
or in cash. e recipient can get the money
within minutes, if necessary.
Cons: e fees to send money through Western
Union or MoneyGram depend on how the
money is sent, how quickly it needs to be transferred, and where the recipient is located. Cash
pick-up is an option only during a branch’s business hours. In addition to paying fees, those
using Western Union or MoneyGram will have
to consider currency exchange rates.
Online transfer providers
Online options like Xoom, Wise, and OFX are
growing in popularity because they are convenient
and oen have lower fees.
Pros: Because online transfer providers act as a
third party in a transaction, the sender is oen
charged no fee, or very low transfer fees and exchange rates. e sender transfers money to the
company’s account in the U.S. e company
then transfers an equal amount to the recipient
in the recipient’s country. With no money leaving the U.S. directly, the platforms are able to
keep their fees low. e transfers are fast, costeﬀective, and accessible on easy-to-use online
and mobile apps.
Cons: Xoom is only available in 120 countries,
OFX is only available in 80 countries, and Wise
is only available in 70 countries. Recipients of
Wise and OFX payments must also have a bank
account to receive money. Additionally, many
online transfer providers have minimum transfer amounts that may be diﬃcult for some to afford.
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— KINYARWANDA —
OHEREZA AMAFARANGA KU IVUKO MU
MUTEKANO USESUYE
Ni benshi bifuza kohereza amafaranga ku ivuko mu buryo
bwo gufasha abo bahoza ku mutima. Ikibabaje ni uko ayo
mafaranga umuntu aba yakoreye bimuruhije hari ubwo
atagera ku bo yivuzaga kuyoherereza. Abajura bakunda bene
aya mafaranga kuko bayabona bitabagoye kandi mu gihe
gito. Muri iyi nkuru urasobanukirwa uburyo wakoresha kugirango amafaranga yawe agere ku wo wifuza kandi mu
mutekano usesuye.
Dore uburyo rusange bwo gucungira umutekano amafaranga yawe.
• Ntugahe umwirondoro wawe nka numero z’ikarinda
ndangamuturage (SSN), numero za konti cyangwa amakuru
ya konti yawe, ngo ubihe abantu batizewe babigusaba bakoresheje ubutumwa buguﬁ, email cyangwa se baguhamagara
kuri telefone.
• Iteka ujye witwararika ibijyanye n’umutekano w’ibikoresho by’ikoranabuhanga ukoresha ushyiramo za anti virus
ndetse na za updates zikenewe.
• Genzura ko konegisiyo ya murandazi uri gukoresha iﬁte
umutekano usesuye.
• Ntukoherereze amafaranga umuntu utazi.
• Iteka jya ureba uburyo amafanga anyura kuri konti yawe
ubashe kuba watahura ibikorwa by’abajura.
• Banki n’ibindi bigo by’imari bibaza ibibazo kugirango
birindire umutekano amafaranga uri kohereza. Ni ngombwa
cyane kubasubiza neza kandi ukabaha amakuru y’ukuri ku
bibazo bakubaza.
Dore inama zihariye bitewe n’uburyo ugiye gukoresha
wohereza amafaranga.
Isunge Banki mukorana ikoherereze amafarnaga
Ibigo by’imari na za banki bashobora kugufasha kohereza
amafaranga mu buryo bw’ikoranabuhanga, kandi agahita
agera ku muntu uyoherereza. Ubu buryo buratekanye cyane
kuko amafaranga ava kuri banki imwe ajya ku yindi, hifashishijwe ikoranabuhanga zisanzwe rihari rigamije gucunga umutekano. Uwohereje aba agomba agomba
kwemeza numero y’inzira (routing number) igomba gukoreshwa, rimwe na rimwe hakaba ubwo usanga banki iﬁte numero y’inzira itandukanye yifashishwa hoherezwa
amafaranga, nka SWIFT code. SWIFT ni amagambo ahinnye y’icyongereza ashaka kuvuga ihuriro mpuzamahanga rihuza ama banki mu buryo bw’ikoranabuhanga (Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication). Muri
macye ni nka nka numero y’inzira iri mpuzamahanga.
Ibigo byo kohereza amafaranga hifashishijwe ikoranabuhanga: ibi bigo nka Western Union cyangwa MoneyGram bifasha ababigana kuvunja amafaranga ndetse no
kohereza amafaranga, haba imbere mu gihugu cyangwa se
hanze yacyo. Akenshi ibi bigo biba bihugukiwe cyane n’ibyo
gukumira abajura. Usanga banaﬁte igice kuri website zabo
cyahariwe kwigisha abantu uburyo barindira umutekano
amagaranga yabo.
Application zo muri telefone ngendanwa: Application nka
Paypal, Google Pay cyangwa Venmo, zorohera ushaka kuzibona kandi zigafasha igihe umuntu ashaka koherereza amafaranga inshuti. Ziroroshye kandi zikihuta ndetse akenshi
ugasanga kuzikoresha nta kiguzi bisaba. Cyakora biba byoroshye ko umuntu yakwibeshya amafaranga akisanga mu
biganza by’uwo atari agenewe. Nta buryo buboneye bwo
kuburana igihe waba wakoze amakosa mu kohereza
cyangwa se habaye igikorwa cy’ubujura.
Numero ya konzi yo kohereza amafaranga: hari abantu bafungura indi numero yakonti, bakayiharira kohereza amafaranga, ikaba ari numero itandukanye n’iyo basanzwe
bakoresha, iyo ikaba ari iyo kohereza amafaranga mu bihugu
bakomokamo gusa. Mu gutangira usanga bifata inzira
ndende, gusa iyo birangiye, bituma amafaranga yo kuri konti
yawe isanzwe arushaho gutekana. Igihe haba hari ubujura,
uwo mujura ntabwo abasha kugera ku mutungo wawe wose.
DORE IBYO WAKORA N’IBYO WAKWIRINDA IGIHE
WOHEREZA AMAFARANGA.
Guhitamo uburyo wakoresha wohereza amafaranga aho
ukomoka ntabwo biba byoroshye. Muri iyi nkuru twaguteguriye bimwe mu byo ukwiye gukora n’ibyo ukwiye
kwirinda igihe wohereza amafaranga.
Ibigo by’imari hamwe na za banki
Ibyo gukora: Kohereza amafaranga ukoresheje banki
cyangwa ibigo by’imari birizewe, biratekanye ndetse yewe
ni nabyo bikwiye kurusha izindi serivisi kuko si buri wese
ukeneye gufungura indi numero ya konti ahandi ngo
iharirwe ako kazi gusa.
Icyo kwirinda: ibigo by’imari ndetse na za banki, akenshi
bigira amafaranga bica umuntu igihe ari gushaka kohereza
amafaranga hanze y’igihugu. Si ibyo gusa kuko n’ikigo cy’imari cyangwa se banki iyakiriye nayo igira andi mafaranga

ifataho nk’ikiguzi cy’ihererekanya. Iyo amafaranga ahinduwe mu rindi faranga ry’irinyamahanga, uyakira ashobora
kwakira umubare utandukanye n’uwo nyir’ukohereza yifuzaga. Bitewe n’uburyo kuvunjisha amafaranga mu
manyamahanga bigenda bihindagurika, bimwe mu bigo
byemerera abakiriya babyo kohereza amafaranga hanze
y’igihugu byifashishije website zabyo cyangwa se za application zabyo, hakaba n’ibisaba uwohereza gusura ishami
bivuze ko ibyo kohereza biba bigomba gukorwa mu masaha
y’akazi.
Uburyo busanzwe bwo kohereza amafaranga
Hashize igihe kinini abantu bifashisha uburyo bwa Western
Union na MoneyGram igihe bashaka kohereza amafaranga
mu bihugu by’amahanga.
Ibyo ukwiye gukora: Western Union iﬁte ibiro birenga
500000 mu bihugu birenga 200 ku isi yose, mu gihe MoneyGram iﬁte ibirenga 350000 mu bihugu birenga 200 ku isi
yose. Abantu bashobora kwifashisha ubu buryo bwombi
bakoresheje imbuga za internet, apulikasiyo cyangwa se ku
biro byabo. Uwohereza aba ashobora gukura amafaranga
yohereza ku ikarita yo mu bwoko bwa Debit, Credit
cyangwa se akabaha amafaranga yaje yitwaje. Uwakira nawe
aba ashobora kwakira amafaranga mu buryo butanduanye
haba kuyohereza kuri konti ye, kuyashyira ku ikarita ikoreshwa mu kwishyurana cyangwa se bakayamuha muntoki.
Uwakira amafaranga aba ashobora kuyafata mu minota
mike nyuma yo koherezwa bitewe n’uko abishaka.
Ibyo ukwiye kwitondera: igiciro cyo kohereza amafaranga
wifashishije Western Union cg MoneyGram giterwa
n’uburyo uhise mo kuyohereza, ndetse kikanagenwa n’uko
wuﬁza ko agera iyo ajya byihuse, kikanaterwa kandi n’aho
uyakira aherereye. Kwakira amafaranga muntoki bishoboka
gusa mu masaha y’akazi. Ikirenze ku kiguzi cy’ako kazi ko
kohereza amafaranga, abakoresha Western Union cyangwa
MoneyGram baba bagomba gutera akajisho ku giciro
cy’igura n’igurisha hagati y’ifaranga n’irindi.
Sosiyete zohereza amafaranga zikoresheje interineti
Abakoresha ikoranabuhanga nka Xoom, Wise cyangwa OFX
bari kugenda bigarurira imitima ya benshi bitewe n’uko ubu
buryo bwihuta ndetse ntibusabe ikiguzi kinini.
Ibyo ukwiye gukora: Abohereza amafaranga bakoresheje
ikoranabuhanga rigezweho ridasaba ubundi bufasha burenze umuntu ku giti cye na interineti ye, usanga akenshi
nta mafaranga uwohereza acibwa, cyangwa se akishyura
make cyane yo kohereza ndetse n’ay’ivunjisha hagati y’ifaranga n’irindi. Uwohereza amafaranga burya yohereza
kuri konti ya sosiyete yifashishije iri muri Amerika, bityo
sosiyete nayo igafata amafaranga angana n’ayo ushaka kohereza ikayoherereza ugomba kuyakira mu gihugu aherereyemo. Bitewe n’uko nta mafaranga aba ahise asohoka
muri Amerika, abakoresha ubu buryo babasha gushyiraho
igiciro gito cyane . Ikindi kandi ubu buryo burihuta, bugahenduka ndetse bukoroha kuko umuntu yabukoresha yifashishije mudasobwa cyangwa telefone ye.
Ibyo ukwiye kwitondera: Xoom ikorera mu bihugu 70
gusa, OFX iri mu bihugu 80 gusa, naho Wise ikaba mu bihugu 70. Abakira amafaranga yoherejwe hakoreshejwe Wise
cyangwa OFX bagomba kuba baﬁte konti ya banki kugirango babashe kwakira ayo mafaranga. Ikirenze icyo, benshi
mu bohereza amafaranga bifashishije iri koranabuhanga
bagira ikigero ntarengwa cy’amafaranga batagomba kujya
munsi igihe bohereza, ingingo ishobora kutorohera benshi.
ESE NAFUNGURA UMURYANGO UDAHARANIRA INYUNGU KUGIRANGO MFASHE AB’IWACU?
Hari ubwo abantu tubana bavuga ibyo gutangiza
umuryango udaharanira inyungu ugamije gufasha abantu
mu bigugu umuntu aba akomokamo. Cyakora hari ubwo iki
kitaba ari cyogisubizo cyiza ahubwo kikaba cyazana ibindi
bibazo. Kubona inkunga n’ubufasha bwo gushyigikira bene
uyu muryango akenshi bisaba ko haboneka abakorerabushake benshi batanga umwanya, ndetse hakaba n’abahabwa akazi ngo bakore mu buryo buhoraho. Twegereye
Ishyirahamwe ry’imiryango idaharanira inyungu muri
Maine (MANP) batubwira igisabwa ngo umuntu abe yatangiza bene uyu muryango, maze abasomyi babitekereza babe
bakwifatira icyemezo cyo gutangiza uyu muryango cyangwa
se kubyihorera.
1. Ndashaka gutangiza umuryango udaharanira inyungu
ino muri Maine wokohereza amafaranga hanze. Mwambwira uko nabigenza?
Icyambere ni ukumenya akamaro k’umuryango udaharanira inyungu muri Amerika, bitewe n’uko amwe mu
mategeko n’uburyo ikora ino atandukanye n’uko bigenda
ahandi. Abanyamuryango ba MANP ku bufatanye na
SCORE n’urwego rwa Portland rutanga inama ku mahirwe
y’ubucuruzi ahari, batanga amahugurwa ku buntu ku bijyanye no gutangiza umuryango udaharanira inyungu.
Amahugurwa nk’aya akurikira azaba muri Kanama tariki 3.
Wakwiyandikisha
ku
rubuga
portlandme.score.org/event/what-does-it-mean-be-non-

proﬁt-us-1
2. Ese ntangije umuryango udaharanira inyungu
nawukoresha noherereza amafaranga abavandimwe n’inshuti mu mahanga?
Keretse ubasha gukusanya amafaranga menshi. Naho
ubundi gutangiza umuryango udaharanira inyungu ntabwo
byagufasha cyane mu ntego zawe. Twakugira inama yo
kwegera umunyamategeko uzi neza iby’imiryango idaharanira inyungu ndetse n’amategeko mpuzamahanga kugirango agufashe kuzirinda ibihano n’ihazabu bishobora
guterwa no kwica amategeko. Abantu ntabwo batunga
imiryango itari iya leta nk’uko batunga ikindi gikorwa
cy’ubucuruzi. Buri muryango utaharanira inyungu usabwa
kugira inama y’ubuyobozi. Iri riba ari itsinda ry’abantu
bashinzwe kugenzura ko uyu muryango ukurikiza intego
wihaye ndetse ukubahiriza n’amategeko ya leta ndetse
n’ay’igihugu muri rusange. Iyi nama y’ubuyobozi inagira
uruhare mu kugena gahunda zikorwa n’umuryango ndetse
n’uko amafaranga akoreshwa. Kohereza amafaranga hanze
y’igihugu birashoboka, gusa bishobora gusaba
ubushakashatsi bwihariye ndetse n’ibyangombwa bindi.
Ikindi kandi amafaranga yose asohoka mu muryango ndetse
n’impano utanga bigomba kuba biﬁte ibyo bigomba kuzuza,
ndetse agatangirwa raporo zitondewe kandi uburyo akoreshwa bugakurikiranwa.Akenshi aya mafaranga ntabwo
yoherezwa ku bo mu muryango w’uyohereza. Ikindi kandi
bitewe n’igihugu wohereza mo amafaranga, hari ubwo usanga amategeko akomeye kurushaho.
3.Ese haba hari ubundi buryo bwo koherereza amafaranga hanze yo gufasha umuryango?
Ushobora kureba imiryango idaharanira inyungu isanzwe
ihari, haba ino muri Amerika cyangwa se murugo aho
ukomoka, isanzwe itanga ubufasha ku bantu bashobora
kuba barimo n’abo uﬁte ku mutima. Ushobora kuvugana
n’iyo miryango ukaba wabaha ubufasha bwawe cyangwa se
ukareba ukundi wabafasha. Ushobora kandi gukusanya
amafaranga ku giti cyawe ubundi ukayohereza. Cyakora
muri icyo gihe abaterankunga, ntibazashobora gukura ayo
mafaranga yabo ku misoro yabo batanga mu gihugu.
Cyakora ku batera nkunga benshi icyo ntabwo bagifata
nk’ikibazo kinini. Ushobora gusura urubuga rwacu maze
ukamenya imiryango ikora ibijyanye n’icyerekezo cyawe.
Email: oeo@portlandmaine.gov
WIBUKE KWIYITAHO MU GIHE UFASHA ABANDI
Yanditswe na Matteson Nadeau na Rasha Al Shareeﬁ
Ubushakashatsi bw’umuryango wita ku buzima bwo mumutwe muri Amerika, bwerekanye ko no mu gihe gisanzwe
nta cyorezo gihari, 72% by’abatuye Amerika bajya bahangayikishwa n’amafaranga. Ku bimukira, kohereza amafaranga aho bakomoka n’undi mutwaro wiyongereye abandi
batuye iki gihugu batagira. Mu rwego rwo gufasha abantu
guhangana n’imihangayiko ikomoka ku gukenera amafaranga, ProsperityMe itanga inama zikurikira.
1.Ibuka ko agaciro k’umuntu katagenwa n’urugero
rw’ubukungu bwe.
Hari abantu benshi bashimishwa n’uko babasha kwikemurira ibibazo bakabasha no gufasha imiryango yabo. Ibi
ariko bijyana n’uko iyo batabashije kubikora, hari bamwe
baheranwa n’uburakari, kwishinanja ndetse n’ikimwaro.
Hari abantu bumva ko uburyo ubukungu bwabo buhagaze
ari byo bigaragaza abo baribo mu by’ukuri. Iyo myumvire
iba ishobora gutuma umuntu agerageza ibigoye ngo azamure urugero rw’amafaranga yinjiza harimo n’ibiruhije
cyane. Ibibazo by’ubukungu n’ ibintu biri hanze biba
bigomba gushakirwa ibisubizo buhoro buhoro.
2.Irinde ibitekerezo byinshi wisunga bagenzi bawe muturanye:
Ibihe byiza ugirana n’abandi bishobora kugufasha gutsinda
umunabi uterwa n’ibibazo bikomoka ku mafaranga. Inshuti,
umuryango n’abajyanama cyangwa se amatsinda yo gufashanya ndetse n’abo musengana bose bashobora kugufasha. Rimwe na rimwe gusangira ibyo kurya, gukina
umukino runaka, cyangwa se gufatanya ikintu runaka
bishobora gufasha umuntu akarushaho kuryoherwa n’ubuzima bwa buri munsi.
3.Ujye ufata umwanya wo kwitekerezaho bityo bigufashe
mu gihe kigoye:
Umubiri witwara kimwe iyo uhuye n’ikibazo kigoye mu
mitekerereze kimwe n’uko cyaba kigoye umubiri. Umusemburo wa Adrenaline, uzamura urugero amaraso yihuta mu
mubiri, ndetse n’imikaya ikarushaho kwirega. Iyo umuntu
yarenzwe n’uburakari n’urwango, ubwoba cyangwa
ikimwaro, ujye ugerageza guhumeka winjiza umwuka
mwinshi ubundi ukabara gatanu witonze mbere y’uko urekura uwo mwuka ngo usohoke kandi witonze. Ujye ugerageza ibi bintu kugeza igihe wumva umerewe neza mu
mubiri wawe, ibimenyetso by’umuhangayiko bigeye. Ibi
bishobora kugufasha mu gihe kigoye.
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ESTEJA SEGURO AO ENVIAR DINHEIRO PARA CASA
Muitas pessoas precisam enviar dinheiro para casa para ajudar os entes queridos. Infelizmente, às vezes este dinheiro
arduamente ganho não chega à pessoa certa. Os burlões
adoram transações de transferência de dinheiro porque lhes
dá uma maneira rápida e fácil de ganhar dinheiro. Leia mais
sobre como garantir que o seu dinheiro está seguro e que
ele entra nas mãos certas em casa.
Aqui estão algumas dicas gerais sobre manter o seu dinheiro seguro:
• Nunca forneça informações pessoais, tais como o seu
número de segurança social, números de conta ou informações bancárias a chamadas não solicitadas ou a qualquer
pessoa por mensagem ou e-mail.
• Certiﬁque-se de que os dispositivos eletrónicos estão atualizados e seguros.
• Certiﬁque-se de que a ligação à Internet que está a utilizar é segura.
• Nunca transﬁra dinheiro para alguém que não conhece.
• Consulte regularmente as demonstrações ﬁnanceiras
para que se apanhem transações suspeitas.
• Os bancos e as uniões de crédito fazem perguntas para
proteger o remetente, pelo que é mais seguro responder
honestamente a todas as perguntas que lhe forem feitas.
Aqui estão as dicas sobre diferentes opções de remessa:
Transferências bancárias na sua instituição ﬁnanceira: As
uniões de crédito e os bancos podem ajudá-lo a transferir
dinheiro com transferências bancárias, aplicações pessoais
e muito mais. As transferências bancárias e de união de
crédito são muito seguras porque os fundos são transferidos
de um banco para outro, com camadas de segurança incorporadas. Os remetentes precisam de conﬁrmar qual o
número de encaminhamento a utilizar e, por vezes, os bancos têm um número de encaminhamento diferente para
transferências, como um código SWIFT. Swi representa a
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, o que signiﬁca que o código é como um número de
encaminhamento internacional.
Empresas de transferência seletiva: Estas empresas (como
a Western Union ou o MoneyGram) ajudam os utilizadores
a trocar moeda e a enviar dinheiro, tanto a nível nacional
como internacional. A maioria destes serviços é muito séria
na prevenção de fraudes e tem uma secção nos seus websites
dedicada a educar os seus clientes para mantê-los seguros.
Aplicativos telefónicos: Apps como PayPal, Google Pay e
Venmo são fáceis de descarregar e podem ser usadas para
enviar dinheiro para amigos. São convenientes e rápidos, e
geralmente gratuitos, mas é fácil cometer erros e enviar dinheiro para a pessoa errada. Existem muito poucas opções
de litígio em caso de erro ou transação fraudulenta.
Conta bancária para transferências de dinheiro: Algumas
pessoas criaram uma segunda conta bancária, separada da
sua conta bancária regular, apenas para o dinheiro para enviar para casa. No início, isto requer trabalho extra, mas
uma vez que o sistema é conﬁgurado, mantém o dinheiro
na sua conta regular seguro. Se houver fraude, os burlões
não terão acesso a todo o seu dinheiro.
PRÓS E CONTRAS DOS MÉTODOS DE TRANSFERÊNCIA
DE DINHEIRO
Decidir que método usar para enviar dinheiro para casa não
é fácil. Aqui estão alguns prós e contras a considerar:
União de crédito e transferências bancárias
Muitas uniões de crédito e bancos americanos oferecem
serviços de cablagem de dinheiro.
Prós: Enviar dinheiro através de uma união de crédito ou
banco é seguro e ﬁável, e muitas vezes é mais conveniente
do que outros serviços porque as pessoas não precisam de
criar contas inteiramente novas em outros lugares.
Contras: As uniões de crédito e os bancos cobram normalmente uma taxa base para enviar dinheiro internacionalmente. Além disso, a união de crédito ou banco do
destinatário pode cobrar uma taxa de transferência. E se o
dinheiro for convertido em outra moeda, o destinatário
pode receber uma quantia diferente da pretendida pelo
remetente, com base na alteração das taxas de câmbio. Algumas instituições permitem que o dinheiro seja enviado
para o estrangeiro através do seu website ou aplicação
móvel, mas outras exigem que o remetente visite a sucursal,
o que signiﬁca que a transferência deve ser feita durante o
horário comercial.
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Serviços tradicionais de cablagem
A Western Union e o MoneyGram têm sido as opções para o
envio de dinheiro internacional há muito tempo.
Prós: A Western Union tem mais de 500.000 localizações
em mais de 200 países e o MoneyGram tem mais de 350.000
localizações em mais de 200 países. Com ambos, as pessoas
podem enviar dinheiro de sites, apps ou locais físicos. Os
remetentes podem usar cartões de crédito ou débito, ou
mesmo dinheiro. Os destinatários podem recolher o dinheiro através de depósito direto na sua conta, num cartão
de débito pré-pago ou em dinheiro. O destinatário pode receber o dinheiro em minutos, se necessário.
Contras: As taxas para enviar dinheiro através da Western
Union ou do MoneyGram dependem da forma como o dinheiro é enviado, da rapidez com que precisa de ser transferido e do local onde o destinatário está localizado. A
recolha em dinheiro é uma opção apenas durante o horário
comercial de uma sucursal. Além do pagamento de taxas,
aqueles que usam a Western Union ou o MoneyGram terão
de considerar as taxas de câmbio.
Fornecedores de transferências on-line
Opções online como Xoom, Wise e OFX estão crescendo em
popularidade porque são convenientes e muitas vezes têm
taxas mais baixas.
Prós: Como os fornecedores de transferências on-line
atuam como um terceiro numa transação, o remetente é
muitas vezes cobrado sem taxa, ou taxas de transferência
muito baixas e taxas de câmbio. O remetente transfere dinheiro para a conta da empresa nos EUA. Em seguida, a empresa transfere um montante igual para o destinatário no
país do destinatário. Sem dinheiro a sair diretamente dos
EUA, as plataformas conseguem manter as suas taxas baixas.
As transferências são rápidas, económicas e acessíveis em
aplicações online e móveis fáceis de usar.
Contras: O Xoom só está disponível em 120 países, o OFX
só está disponível em 80 países, e a Wise só está disponível
em 70 países. Os destinatários dos pagamentos Wise e OFX
também devem ter uma conta bancária para receber dinheiro. Além disso, muitos fornecedores de transferências online têm valores mínimos de transferência que podem ser
difíceis de pagar.
DEVO COMEÇAR UMA ORGANIZAÇÃO SEM FINS LUCRATIVOS PARA AJUDAR AS PESSOAS EM CASA?
Os membros da comunidade falam-nos, por vezes, de
criar uma organização sem ﬁns lucrativos, a ﬁm de ajudar
as pessoas em casa. Mas esta pode não ser a melhor solução
para o problema a resolver – e pode, na verdade, criar novos
desaﬁos. Receber subsídios ou donativos para sustentar uma
organização sem ﬁns lucrativos requer geralmente muito
tempo de voluntariado de várias pessoas, incluindo as recrutadas para servir num conselho de administração. Contactámos a Associação de Sem Fins Lucrativos (MANP) do
Maine para aprender o que é preciso para começar uma organização sem ﬁns lucrativos, e para ajudar os leitores a descobrir se é a escolha certa para eles.
1. Quero começar a minha própria sem ﬁns lucrativos
aqui no Maine para enviar dinheiro para o estrangeiro.
Como é que eu sei o que fazer?
Um grande primeiro passo é aprender sobre o papel das
organizações sem ﬁns lucrativos nos EUA, uma vez que algumas das regras e formas de funcionamento são diferentes
das de outros países. A MANP é parceira da SCORE e do
Portland's Oﬃce of Economic Opportunity para oferecer
workshops gratuitos sobre o início de organizações sem ﬁns
lucrativos. O próximo será 3 de agosto. Registe-se na portlandme.score.org/event/what-does-it-mean-be-nonproﬁtus-1
2. Se eu começar uma organização sem ﬁns lucrativos,
posso usá-lo para enviar dinheiro para a família e amigos
no estrangeiro?
A menos que esteja a angariar uma grande quantidade de
dinheiro, criar uma organização sem ﬁns lucrativos pode
não ser a melhor opção. Sugerimos trabalhar com um advogado que compreenda o direito internacional e sem ﬁns
lucrativos para evitar multas caras e problemas legais. Os indivíduos não "possuem" uma organização sem ﬁns lucrativos como alguém pode ter um negócio. Todas as
organizações sem ﬁns lucrativos são obrigadas a ter um conselho de administração, que é um grupo de pessoas responsáveis por garantir que a organização sem ﬁns lucrativos está
a cumprir a sua missão e a seguir as regras estatais e federais.
O conselho está envolvido na decisão sobre que programas
e serviços são oferecidos e como o dinheiro é gasto. O envio
de dinheiro a nível internacional é possível, mas pode exigir
investigação e documentação especíﬁcas, e as despesas e
subvenções devem satisfazer determinadas qualiﬁcações e

devem ser devidamente documentadas e rastreadas. Na
maioria dos casos, este dinheiro não pode ir apenas para os
membros da família. E dependendo do país onde envia dinheiro, as regras podem ser complexas.
3. Há alguma alternativa para enviar dinheiro para o estrangeiro para apoiar a minha comunidade?
Você pode procurar organizações sem ﬁns lucrativos existentes, aqui nos EUA ou em casa, que já estão fornecendo
serviços para a comunidade de que você gosta. Contacte
essas organizações para doar dinheiro ou para ver de que
outra forma pode ajudar. Também pode receber dinheiro
para mandar de volta para casa diretamente. Os doadores
não seriam capazes de deduzir estas doações nos seus impostos americanos, mas para muitos doadores isso não é um
fator importante. Contacte o nosso escritório se quiser encontrar organizações que alinhem com a sua visão. Email:
oeo@portlandmaine.gov
LEMBRE-SE DE SE-CUIDAR ENQUANTO
AJUDA OS OUTROS
Por Matteson Nadeau e Rasha Al Shareeﬁ
Um estudo da Associação Psicológica Americana descobriu que mesmo quando uma pandemia não está em fúria,
72% dos americanos sentem-se stressados com dinheiro
pelo menos uma parte do tempo. Para os imigrantes, o envio
de dinheiro para casa para os entes queridos é um stress ﬁnanceiro adicional que outros não enfrentam. Para ajudar a
comunidade a navegar nos desaﬁos do stress ﬁnanceiro, a
ProsperityME oferece estas dicas e recursos:
1. Lembre-se que o valor pessoal não é determinado por
circunstâncias económicas. Porque muitas pessoas orgulham-se da sua capacidade de sustentar a si mesmas e às suas
famílias, emoções como a raiva, a culpa ou a vergonha
quando não conseguem fazê-lo são comuns. Algumas pessoas podem sentir que a sua situação ﬁnanceira é um reﬂexo
de quem são como pessoa. Essa perspetiva pode diﬁcultar
ainda mais a resolução dos grandes desaﬁos ﬁnanceiros. Os
desaﬁos ﬁnanceiros são um problema externo que pode ser
resolvido, passo a passo.
2. Fomentar o bem-estar emocional ligando-se com a comunidade. O tempo de qualidade com os outros pode ajudar a acalmar o stress emocional que tantas vezes vai com
diﬁculdades ﬁnanceiras. Amigos, família, um conselheiro,
um grupo de apoio, ou uma comunidade religiosa podem
ajudar. Às vezes, partilhar uma refeição, jogar um jogo, ou
trabalhar para uma causa com outras pessoas pode acrescentar um sentido de sentido à vida quotidiana.
3. Pratique concentração e meditação para lidar com o
stress no momento. O corpo reage ao stress emocional da
mesma forma que o stress físico. A adrenalina aumenta o
ritmo cardíaco e causa suor e tensão muscular. Quando esmagado por sentimentos de raiva, pânico ou vergonha, tente
respirar profundamente a barriga e contando até cinco antes
de soltar lentamente a respiração. Repita isto até que os sintomas de stress físico parem. Isto pode ajudar em tempos
difíceis.
4. Fale com um consultor ﬁnanceiro qualiﬁcado e crie um
plano de bem-estar ﬁnanceiro. Os Mainers imigrantes são
engenhosos, independentes, ligados à comunidade, e capazes de realizações incríveis. No entanto, muitos ainda se
sentem desconfortáveis a pedir ajuda ﬁnanceira. Mas a ajuda
está disponível para criar um roteiro e para aprender ferramentas para um futuro ﬁnanceiro mais seguro. Muitos dos
funcionários da ProsperityME são os imigrantes Mainers.
As nomeações são gratuitas e todas as conversas são estritamente conﬁdenciais.
5.Benefício de Banda Larga de Emergência
O Benefício de Banda Larga de Emergência é um programa
federal que ajuda famílias e famílias a pagar o serviço de internet durante a pandemia. As famílias elegíveis podem inscrever-se para receber um desconto mensal fora do custo
do serviço de banda larga de um prestador aprovado. De
acordo com a lei, o programa está aberto a famílias com crianças que recebem almoço ou pequeno-almoço escolar gratuitos e a preço reduzido; os do Medicaid ou do SNAP; Os
beneﬁciários de subvenções pell; e aqueles que perderam
empregos e viram os seus rendimentos reduzidos no último
ano. O Programa de Benefícios de Banda Larga de
Emergência oferece às famílias elegíveis descontos até 50
dólares por mês para o serviço de banda larga, e até 75
dólares por mês se a casa estiver em terras tribais. Também
oferece um desconto único de até $100 em um computador
ou tablet para famílias elegíveis. As famílias elegíveis podem
inscrever-se através de um prestador aprovado ou visitando
https://getemergencybroadband.org. Para mais informações
sobre o Programa de Benefícios de Banda Larga de
Emergência, visite: https://www.fcc.gov/broadbandbeneﬁt.
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By Nsiona Nguizani

Let’s be
thankful for
what we
have now
By Roseline Souebele
Aer a year of chaos and fear, sadness and hopelessness, the
sun is shining again, and some countries are opening back
up. Despite the losses, we still have a lot to be thankful for –
our lives, our families, our friends, and our countries.
When I came to Maine, I le the people I love behind. I
le my family, my friends. All my loved ones. Life took an
unexpected turn, which required executive decisions. At ﬁrst,
I thought that since I was safe, my loved ones must be, too,
and I believed we would meet again very soon. But this belief
was swept away when one of my best friends back home died.
He was in vigorous good health, motivated, full of life, and
joyful. But a car accident took his life. I suﬀered a lot. I was
scared that it was just the beginning of many losses, and I
wondered how I was going to survive.
Life is full of emotions. Of sad and happy experiences. is
life journey can be complicated. We meet new people unexpectedly. We lose people on the way. Sometimes we lose faith
and struggle, then ﬁnd one more breath to keep moving.
Life is like a very ﬁne, stretchy string that can snap any
time. e more time we spend worrying, the more we stretch
that string, the more likely it is to break at any time.
So we need to cherish the people we have now, and be
thankful every single minute, as we do not know when and
how we will lose them.
Love and compassion should not have borders. Wherever
we are, we can spread love and empathy. And whoever we
are, we deserve love and attention.
I am very happy that we are now allowed to resume certain
group activities we were accustomed to before the pandemic
started. is way we can appreciate life in full.
We have lost loved ones during the past year, but we have
also learned new ways to stay safe, and connected. Let’s take
advantage of those. Roseline, former Hope House resident, now
lives independently in Portland, works as a Certiﬁed Nursing
Assistant and as an interpreter at the House of Languages, and
is a nursing student at Southern Maine Community College.

“82,400,000
At least

people around the world
have been forced to ﬂee their
homes. Among them are
nearly 26.4 million refugees,
around half of whom are
under the age of 18.

“

Source: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
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No kid le
behind in
summer

When I ﬁrst heard the slogan
“No Child Le Behind” I was
excited. I believed there was a
support system in place that
would help children overcome
their academic limitations or
problems. Was I wrong?

Over the past 10 years, Maine schools have seen an increase
in the enrollment numbers of immigrant children. ey arrive with diﬀerent levels of literacy and varied English ﬂuency. Some children have had some form of education, but
others have had practically none since birth. Some may have
post-traumatic stress syndrome and require psychological
support.
When children arrive in the U.S., they are generally placed
in whatever grade matches their chronological age, to leave
no child behind. But this doesn’t always work for immigrant
children, and their needs oen go unmet.
e children must learn English, reading, writing, and
other subjects – all at once. It is a challenge for everyone, including the children themselves, their parents, teachers, and
school administrators. "Unfortunately, unlike most of their
peers, many immigrant children miss the important step of
acquiring strong literacy skills by the third grade, and may
never catch up with them.
And children who don’t read at grade level tend to drop
out of high school. So it’s not surprising to learn that only
18% of immigrant kids opt to go to college, and of this 18%,
less than one-third make it through to graduation.
Children of immigrants have curriculum gaps caused by
their language limitations. So we must help our children become ﬂuent in English. For some Americans, summer
school is a way to keep their children busy during summer,
or maybe oﬀer them moments of fun that they couldn’t afford otherwise. But for immigrants, summer school is everything. It’s the hope of sending a ﬁrst-generation student to
college, of breaking through a cycle of family poverty, of ascending to a higher socio-economic level.
So it’s important that school districts and teachers and bus
drivers understand – before deciding whether or not to have
summer school, or accepting or refusing a summer teaching
or driving job – the importance of making summer school
possible for immigrant kids. is extra programming can
make the diﬀerence in the lives of many. School district leaders should prioritize making sure quality summer school
programming is part of their annual budget.
Summer school provides an opportune environment
where immigrant children can work hard to catch up, with
the support of dedicated teachers. It’s an opportunity for
children to improve their English grammar, reading, writing, and comprehension, which will help them avoid accumulating further gaps the following academic year. It’s with
this additional support that immigrant children will not fall
behind; this is how no child is le behind.
We can use summer schools as a tool in the hands of parents, teachers, and schools to help immigrant children succeed in their studies and settle in their new culture and
therefore in their future.
Journalist Jorge Ramos once said, “e greatest nations
are deﬁned by how they treat their weakest inhabitants.” Let’s
make our summer classes an asylum or island refuge where
our New Mainer kids can work toward a cheerful future.

Nsiona Nguizani is the president of the Angolan Community
of Maine. He arrived in the U.S. in 2012, and is now a permanent resident. In Angola, he built a successful career as a
project manager for organizations such as UNICEF, the U.S.
Agency for International Development (USAID), and the European Union. Before moving to the U.S. he was the national
representative of Comité d’Aide Medicale and traveled between oﬃces in Paris and Luanda. When he arrived in the
U.S., he was obliged to start all over again, and earned degrees
in Accounting and Economics. He is currently employed as
cultural broker for the City of Brunswick.

Maine ends pandemic state
of emergency
Help understanding beneﬁts,
protections, rights
By Sue Hamlett, Maine Equal Justice
Gov. Janet Mills has ended Maine’s
pandemic state of emergency, eﬀective
June 30, 2021. is will aﬀect some
public beneﬁt programs and the
changes can be confusing. With questions, call Maine Equal Justice at (207)
888-9788, and include a request for an interpreter, if needed.
Or use the contact form at www.maineequaljustice.org/people/legal-assistance-contact/.
For families receiving food assistance through Maine’s
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP):
• All SNAP-eligible households have been receiving the
maximum beneﬁt for their household size during the pandemic. e same maximum beneﬁt will apply in July, but
beneﬁt amounts may be reduced starting in August.
• SNAP recipients with no income may have seen a recent
beneﬁt increase of approximately $95/month. at will continue for July, August, and September.
• If income or family size have changed, be sure to update
that information with the Maine Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS).
For families receiving income support from Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF):
• DHHS has not been “sanctioning” (reducing monthly
beneﬁt amounts) for TANF participants for not participating in job readiness programs during the pandemic. But
sanctions will start to take eﬀect aer the State of Emergency
ends on June 30. Recipients can be sanctioned for not taking
the actions that are written down in the Family Contract.
Talk to a Fedcap worker about family contracts and request
changes if needed. ose without a Family Contract will
need to write one with a Fedcap worker.
• Some families who have already used 60 months of TANF
eligibility were still able to receive TANF beneﬁts during the
pandemic. ere may be other reasons to be eligible for
more than 60 months of beneﬁts. Talk to a Fedcap worker
about TANF extensions.
• If income or family size have changed, be sure to update
that information with DHHS.
Starting July 1, families that receive General Assistance
in Maine:
• Must reapply for GA every 30 days
• Must save and bring in receipts for purchases to the GA
oﬃce
• May have to participate in Workfare (volunteer work assigned by the town). ose who are disabled or do not have
the transportation or would need childcare do not have to
participate.
For families receiving MaineCare or Emergency
MaineCare:
• Pandemic changes to MaineCare are tied to the federal
Public Health Emergency, which is not expiring on June 30
and likely will not end before the end of 2021.
Evictions – Starting July 1:
• Landlords must provide a seven-day notice for evictions
for non-payment of rent (during the pandemic, they were
required to provide 30-day notice).
• ose who cannot pay rent and whose income or expenses
have been aﬀected by COVID can apply for rental assistance
at w w w. m a i n e h ou s i n g . or g / pro g r a m s services/rental/rentaldetail/covid-19-rental-relief-program.
• Landlords must provide 30-day notice for no-cause evictions of tenants who do not have a yearly lease (during the
pandemic they were required to provide 45-day notice).
More detailed information about these changes will be available on Maine Equal Justice’s website, www.maineequaljustice.org/people/legal-assistance.
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By Stefanie Trice Gill
Maine needs engineers. And there’s a clear and direct path for foreigntrained engineers to get licensed in Maine. However, when immigrant
engineers come to the U.S., they’re oen told their education, experience, and credentials are not valid and they must “start over.” But foreign-trained professional engineers like Oumalkhaire Barkad Said,
featured in the February 1, 2020, issue of Amjambo Africa, prove that
foreign-trained engineers don’t need to “start over” to succeed. In fact,
foreign-trained engineers can get licensed and ﬁnd work in the U.S.
e New Mainers Resource Center’s Engineering Licensure Guide
outlines several pathways to work as an engineer in Maine:
1. Find an employer who needs your speciﬁc skill set (programmable
logic controller (PLC) programming, design, etc.);
2. Work under a professional engineer (PE) licensed in Maine; or
3. Become a licensed professional engineer in Maine.
e National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying
(NCEES) coordinates licensure eﬀorts of engineers and surveyors nationally. Maine’s State Board of Licensure for Professional Engineers determines who qualiﬁes to become a licensed engineer in Maine.
ere are two engineering credentials in Maine, both open to people
with foreign degrees.
Engineer intern (EI) certiﬁcation indicates that a person has met the
educational requirements for licensure and passed the Fundamentals of
Engineering (FE) exam (the ﬁrst of two national exams). Some states
call this “EIT.” To get certiﬁed as an engineer intern, one needs:
• To pass the NCEES Fundamentals of Engineering exam ($175)
• Get a NCEES Credential Evaluation ($350)
• Apply to the State Board of Licensure for Professional Engineers for
EI Certiﬁcation ($25)
Many company job postings say “EI or EIT preferred.”
Professional engineer (PE) licensure results in instant recognition of an
engineer’s professional credentials. To get licensed, one needs:
• Qualifying education (details below)
• To pass the NCEES Fundamentals of Engineering exam
• About four years of engineering work experience (less or more, depending on education)
• Five references, at least three of which are from licensed PEs
• A completed online application ($50)
• To pass the NCEES Professional Engineering exam
• To pay the state licensure fee ($120 for two years)
Can I use a non-NCEES credential evaluation to get licensed?
No. Only the NCEES credential evaluation is accepted for engineering
licensure in Maine.
What type of education is considered “qualifying”?
Maine accepts bachelors’ degrees in engineering from any country.
You may also qualify if you have a bachelors’ degree in a related science
(physics, math, chemistry, biology, geology, etc.). Email any questions
about your speciﬁc situation to professional.engineers@maine.gov .
How can I prepare for the FE exam?
Some people just study a FE Review Manual. Many others take a “refresher” class through the School of PE, Prepineer, or PPI2Pass that allows for online test practice.
How do I start the journey?
• Set up a free MyNCEES account online. It generates a form that you
send to your university, requesting that they send your oﬃcial transcripts and course descriptions directly to NCEES for engineering credential evaluation.
• Email any licensure questions to professional.engineers@maine.gov.
• Prepare for the FE exam.
• For help with the job search, internships, and other support, contact
IntWork at IntWork.com.

There are millions of
stateless people, who have
been denied a nationality and
lack access to basic rights such
as education, health care,
employment and freedom of
movement...
Source: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

Updates from MIRC

Updates from ILAP

Addressing health inequities through vaccine
pop-up clinics

By Julia Brown

By Jayde Biggert
In March of this year, the Maine
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)
opened up an application process for community partners
to host “pop-up” vaccine clinics. is initiative, termed
Health Equity Pop-Up Clinics by the department, connects
partners with COVID-19 vaccine providers to administer
doses at a location of their choosing. Given fewer eligibility
restrictions and increased vaccine supply, pop-up clinics
have been one strategy of ensuring vaccine equity and access
among marginalized groups most impacted by the pandemic. e pause in the Johnson & Johnson (J&J) vaccine,
however, initially impacted such clinics at which that was
the vaccine of choice. rough continued advocacy and collaboration between state, local, and community partners,
many clinics were able to resume and vaccinate community
members relatively quickly through the increased allotment
of Pﬁzer and Moderna vaccines.
Across the state, several MIRC members and allies have
applied for and held successful pop-up clinics to vaccinate
members of the immigrant community. Maine Community
Integration, AK Health and Social Services, Maine Immigrant and Refugee Services (MEIRS), Gateway Community
Services, New Mainers Public Health Initiative, Presente
Maine, Mano en Mano, Prosperity Maine, York County
Community Action, Portland Adult Education, and
Catholic Charities Maine in partnership with Hope Acts
have all hosted clinics in an eﬀort to make vaccines more
accessible within their communities. Similarly, in faithbased communities, pop-up clinics have been helpful in increasing vaccine conﬁdence and uptake in our immigrant
populations. Recently, the Lewiston/Auburn COVID-19
Taskforce and Barefoot Community Health Workers held a
pop-up clinic at two local mosques to vaccinate Muslim
community members observing Ramadan.
Some partners have taken their vaccination eﬀorts “on the
road” to reach community members. In Augusta, the New
England Arab American Organization collaborated with
Capital Area New Mainers Project and Kennebec Valley
Community Action Agency to host a vaccination clinic.
Partnering with Community Pharmacy, they vaccinated 30
people in their colorful RV, which has been converted into
a mobile vaccination unit. Seeing the success of their eﬀorts,
they are actively planning for future clinics to reach even
more community members.
e notion of the “pop-up clinic,” however, is not a new
concept to some community organizations. Maine Immigrant Access Network (MAIN), an immigrant-led organization which bridges access to health and social services for
the New Mainer community, has been part of the collaborative COVID-19 response since the start of the pandemic.
When Maine began rolling out the vaccine, MAIN held several vaccination clinics at their oﬃce in Portland to serve
the community during a time of limited access. Partnering
with Northern Light Homecare and Hospice to administer
the vaccines, MAIN was able to vaccinate over 275 community members with Pﬁzer and Moderna, and had a 100% return rate for the second dose. rough their collaboration
with other community organizations, they were able to provide support for over 14 languages that include French, Lingala, Portuguese, Somali, and Spanish, reducing linguistic
barriers and ensuring the availability of culturally sensitive
support. MAIN attributes the success of their clinics to the
strong partnership and friendship of its Executive Director
Mohamud Barre and Northern Light nurse Peggy Akers,
emphasizing the importance of building trust and relationships and bringing diverse communities together in support
of a common cause.
e clinics hosted by our community-based organizations
have been instrumental in decreasing barriers to accessing
vaccinations and increasing vaccine conﬁdence. By administering doses in a familiar environment, where trusted cultural brokers and community health workers can provide
crucial language and cultural support, these clinics meet the
community where they are, and honor their diverse needs.
Originally from Eswatini (Swaziland), South Africa, Jayde
Biggert serves as a MIRC program associate. She studied at
Bates College, where she was a French major, and graduated
at the beginning of the pandemic.

Attorney general reverses anti-asylum
policies
Attorney General
Merrick Garland has
reversed Trump-era policy that decimated
asylum protections for those ﬂeeing genderbased and gang violence and persecution
against families. ese new decisions reopen
a pathway to safety for survivors. We applaud
the Biden administration and hope this is the
ﬁrst step toward fully restoring and expanding
asylum protections in the United States.
New policy makes survivors of serious
crimes eligible for work permit while U visa
case is pending
e U visa was created to provide lawful status to immigrant crime victims who provide
assistance to law enforcement. ere is currently a years-long backlog for survivors of serious crimes for their cases to even be placed
on a waitlist. While individuals are stuck in
this backlog, they have no way of lawfully
working. is puts them at risk for abusive or
exploitative situations due to their personal
and economic vulnerability.
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
(USCIS) announced in June that U visa applicants who present a so-called “bona ﬁde case,”
or a case that is made in good faith, will be eligible for a work permit. is will impact numerous ILAP clients who are struggling to
survive while they await adjudication of their
cases. is is a life-saving action by the Biden
administration that will also make our communities safer for everyone.
Haiti designated for Temporary Protected
Status (TSP)
e Biden administration announced it is
granting Temporary Protected Status (TPS) to
more than 100,000 Haitians in the United
States. TPS is a temporary status granted to individuals from certain countries that the government has designated as being unsafe for
return. Haiti was originally designated for
TPS following the catastrophic 2010 earthquake, and protections were extended several
times, until the Trump administration attempted to end them in 2017. is move by
the Biden administration is signiﬁcant because it will apply to all eligible Haitian people
residing in the U.S. before May 21, 2021.
TPS for Haitians is critical to keeping families together and safe. It will oﬀer relief to
countless families in Maine who are integral
to our communities. Eligible Mainers will be
able to obtain work permits and live in Maine
without the fear of deportation.
ILAP congratulates and thanks Black immigrant leaders and community members
who have fought to make this happen, including incredible work by organizations like the
UndocuBlack Network and Haitian Bridge
Alliance.
We demand that Congress act now to provide a pathway to permanent status for TPS
recipients. We also urge the Biden administration to designate TPS for people from other
countries in need of protection in the U.S.,
and to end the use of Title 42, which is separating thousands of families.
Senator Angus King: (202) 224-5344
e Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP)
is Maine’s only statewide immigration legal
services organization. Check out our website for
more information: www.ilapmaine.org
Julia Brown is ILAP's Advocacy and Outreach
Director. She works to improve laws and policies impacting Maine's immigrant communities
and coordinates communications and outreach
on immigration laws and legal rights.
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Car insurance

Expanding opportunity through
workforce development

In the event of an accident, the right car
insurance can save a lot of money.

By Melissa Skahan

Here are some tips to help choose the right car insurance:
• If a car is 10 years old or younger, carrying coverage for “collision
and comprehensive” (sometimes called “other than collision”) is a
good idea. is covers damage to the policyholder’s car, regardless
of who is at fault.
• Many people choose to carry coverage for “rental reimbursement” (sometimes called “transportation expense”). is covers the cost of a rental car while the owner’s vehicle is in the shop.
• It is important to carry enough “bodily injury liability” to cover all assets and income in case
the policyholder is at fault in an accident and is sued for ﬁnancial damages such as medical costs
and lost pay. Discuss this coverage with an insurance agent to tailor it for speciﬁc needs.
• It is also important to carry as much coverage for “uninsured or underinsured motorists” as
for “bodily injury liability.” Bodily injury protects other drivers from the policyholder, while uninsured or underinsured motorist coverage protects the policyholder from other drivers who don’t
have enough insurance – or any insurance – to pay for damages.
When ﬁling an insurance claim:
• Take note of the police report number, if there is one.
• Call the insurance company right away to report the accident and ﬁle a claim.
• Be ready to answer all calls and questions from the claims adjuster.
• Be ready for a call from the other party’s insurance company, as well, because they will want to
get a statement about the accident. Do not discuss who may or may not have been at fault.
• Keep records of names, dates, and contact information for any phone calls with both insurance
companies.
• Use independent sources like Kelley Blue Book to research the value of the insured car. is
usually corresponds with the claims adjuster’s valuation of the car, but double checking from a
second source is a good idea.
• Repair or replace the car as soon as possible because car insurance rental reimbursement coverage (described above) typically has a limit of 30 days.

“

1 in every 95 people
on earth has ﬂed their
home as a result of
conﬂict or persecution

“

Source: United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

Each month “Let’s Talk” will focus on sayings that might
sound funny or confusing to a new language learner.
So if you have ever thought “What did they mean by
that?” or “What are they trying to say?” this column
is for you.
e weather is heating up, and it is hot, hot, hot.
Lots of people are clamoring for a beach day. And
since things are returning to normal aer last year’s
by Claudia Jakubowski
unusual summer, it’s time to dust oﬀ the beach chairs
and grab your towels…. Maine’s lake and ocean beaches are
waiting!
Here are four idioms – expressions in which the meanings of the words are not the same
as the meaning of the saying – which one might hear used in connection with going to the
beach.
Bury your head in the sand — Refusal to accept the truth about a situation
“Angelina buried her head in the sand when it came to her health, even though others could
clearly see that she was sick.”
Not the only ﬁsh in the sea — e idea that there are many people who are available to date
“Isla’s friends keep telling her to get over her boyfriend because there are plenty of other ﬁsh in
the sea.”
Make waves — To make an impression
“Ashura made waves with the administration when she spoke out against the school’s new admission policy.”
Swim with the tide — Act according to popular opinion
“ose getting vaccinated in Maine are swimming with the tide and will be safest if they meet
someone with COVID-19.”
If you have questions about sayings you have heard Americans use that you don’t understand,
or if you have questions about American culture, please email them to Claudia at amjamboafrica3@gmail.com and “Let’s Talk” will be happy to help.
Claudia Jakubowski has her master’s degree in TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages).

As the pandemic persisted over this past year so too did
critical calls for changing the way we approach a range of
local, national, and global priorities. At Northern Light
Mercy Hospital, we saw this as a call to action and were
heartened to see organizations large and small examine
ways they could advance social justice, opportunity, and
equity.
Our hospital is a sponsored ministry of the Sisters of Mercy, and our mission is to care
for all with special concern for the underserved. We engaged with employees on these
critical national discussions in a number of ways, including through group discussions
designed to foster an open dialogue about where we are as an organization and where we
see opportunities to grow.
As a result of the feedback from these meetings, Mercy Hospital established a new workforce development program called +MPower, which is designed to create career pathways
and extend new ladders of opportunity to those who once saw them as out of reach.
rough community partnerships with Portland Adult Education’s New Mainer Center,
Southern Maine Community College, and others, +MPower provides free access to education, training, job shadowing, apprenticeships, and specialized programs to help participants advance in their position or begin a new career in health care.
e ﬁrst group of participants recently began their journey in this new program, and a
new $400,000 investment from the John T. Gorman (JTG) Foundation will enable us to
grow +MPower and open it up to more people. e JTG Foundation is committed to providing opportunities to improve the lives of our most vulnerable neighbors, and their
partnership has made it possible to launch and expand this important work in our community.
Workforce collaborations build systems of support that can help close the opportunity
gap for New Mainers and historically marginalized members of our communities. While
workforce development is by no means the sole answer to existing inequities or disparities,
increasing access to training and education helps address employment, income, and a variety of disparities that preclude too many from advancing economic security for themselves and their families.
Additional strategies at all levels are needed to counter decades of injustice and advance
equity in educational attainment, employment, and income. By working together, we can
help to close the opportunity gap and ensure that we set our community up for success
by investing in those that make it so vibrant and strong.
Melissa Skahan is the vice president of mission integration at Northern Light Mercy Hospital
in Portland, Maine.
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By Jeﬀ Conroy-Krutz, Michigan State University
Editor’s Note: abubakar Malami is Nigeria's top justice oﬃcial and a federal cabinet member. he issued the threat of
prosecution mentioned in this article, but has since denied
making the threat. e denial followed just days aer he uploaded a post on Facebook that made clear he had violated
the Twitter ban himself.

Adekunle Ajayi/NurPhoto via Getty Images
Nigeria’s decision to suspend Twitter indeﬁnitely could
backﬁre for the government and cost the country economically in terms of new investments into its technology sector.
e Nigerian government suspended Twitter on June 4. e
oﬃcial press release gave only a vague justiﬁcation, citing
threats to “Nigeria’s corporate existence”.
While only a minority of Nigerians use Twitter, they form
part of the most vocal and politically active segment of the
population. Many young people have used Twitter and other
social media recently to organise anti-government protests.
And Nigeria has been among the best-performing African
countries in attracting investments for technology start-up
business. e ban could threaten that status.
e government made little eﬀort to hide the likely main
reason for the ban: the social media giant’s decision to delete
a tweet by President Muhammadu Buhari just days before.
In the tweet, Buhari seemed to threaten violent retaliation
against a southeastern secessionist group’s alleged recent attacks on government facilities and personnel. Twitter
claimed the message had violated its rules against “abusive
behaviour”.
e move angered many in the Nigerian government. Information and Culture Minister Lai Mohammed criticised
“double standards” and complained that Twitter had not
deleted missives from a separatist leader. He also alleged that
it supported the 2020 #EndSARS movement against police
brutality. e potential that social media could help mobilise

such a large, youth-driven protest movement sent shudders
throughout the ruling establishment. Oﬃcials might hope
a ban squelches a growing protest movement against rising
insecurity.
e deletion of Buhari’s tweet also came on the heels of
Twitter’s April 2021 announcement that it would be setting
up its ﬁrst African oﬃce in Accra, not Lagos. In its justiﬁcation, Twitter cited Ghana’s support for “free speech, online
freedom, and the open internet”. e choice came despite
the fact that Nigeria probably has more Twitter users – 40
million, by one count – than Ghana has people.
e shutdown will be hard to enforce. It is also likely to
be unpopular. And it could have dire consequences for Nigeria’s fragile democratic institutions and COVID-battered
economy.

e shutdown challenge
Shortly aer the ban went into eﬀect, traﬃc to the site was
blocked on leading local mobile networks like MTN, Globacom, Airtel and 9mobile,
though access was still possible
through some internet service
providers.
Nigeria’s attorney general,
Abubakar Malami, promised
to prosecute those violating
the ban.
But the extent to which the
ban will stop Nigerians who
want to use the platform from
doing so is open to question.
Targeting users for punishment would be a gargantuan
and costly task.
It might also not be technologically feasible. Within
hours, internet searches for
“VPNs” – virtual private networks, which allow users to disguise their online identity and evade country-speciﬁc limits
– surged across the country. Multiple videos appeared on
YouTube, explaining the ins and outs of VPNs to Twitterhungry Nigerians.
Nigerians also have plenty of other digital options to share
opinions and information, from the popular WhatsApp to
the Indian microblogging service Koo, which quickly announced plans to expand into the country.

Not-so-hidden costs
e widespread use of VPNs would come at signiﬁcant
costs. Poorer Nigerians are likely turn to free VPNs instead
of fee-based ones that are more secure. is will expose
them to data the and other forms of hacking.
And the use of VPNs can slow internet connectivity.
Beyond being an annoyance, this could signiﬁcantly hamper economic productivity. Nigeria’s economy and even government have become increasingly reliant on digital media.
Some noted the irony that the government announced its
ban on Twitter with a tweet. NetBlocks, which tracks internet governance, estimated that each day of the Twitter shutdown will cost the Nigerian economy over 2 billion naira
($6 million US).
Digital media are essential for information exchange, marketing, customer service, and remote work, especially during public health and safety emergencies. Shutdowns can
slow commerce, cut productivity and ultimately cost jobs.
In the longer term, the ban – even if only brief – could seriously harm Nigeria’s
ability to attract investment to its otherwisepromising
digital
economy. Investors may
turn to markets without
the threat of sudden regulatory disruptions to the
digital economy. In other
words, Twitter’s choice of
Ghana would only be the
beginning.

Public reaction
Predictably, the ban
generated
widespread
anger on the platform. But
Twitter users constitute a
minority of the Nigerian
population and they are
not representative of the
general public.
A 2020 survey by the in-

dependent, Africa-based research organisation Afrobarometer found that:
• 35% of Nigerians reported using some social media service to get news at least a few times a week.
• Men were marginally more likely to use it than women
– 39% versus 31%.
• More young people used it – 46% of 18-25 years old, versus 8% for those over 65.
• Rates of weekly access were higher for Nigerians who
lived in urban areas (54%, versus 18% for rural), had at least
a secondary-level education (57%, versus 12% with a primary education or lower) and had the lowest levels of lived
poverty (51%, versus 25% for those with the highest levels).
Nevertheless, Nigerians more broadly are unlikely to take
the ban quietly. Afrobarometer research also shows that
Nigerians, like most Africans, oppose government restrictions on media generally. ose surveyed were roundly opposed to restrictions on digital media. More than
three-ﬁhs (61%) said that internet and social media should
be “unrestricted” versus only 23% who agreed that “access
should be regulated by the government”.
Nigerians were also particularly fond of social media.
Nearly two thirds (65%) of those who had heard of social
media said the technology’s impacts were more positive than
negative. is rate is the highest among the 18 countries surveyed in 2019/20.

Worrying trend
Nigeria’s move is part of a worrying trend of governments
in Africa throttling the use of social media. So far this year
Niger, the Republic of the Congo and Uganda have limited
digital media around elections. Senegal also did so around
anti-government protests.
ese shutdowns are typically justiﬁed as necessary to ensure national security around sensitive periods. But they
transparently serve incumbent interests, by limiting democratic freedoms around information, expression and assembly.
With its ban, the Buhari government has escalated a spat
into something much more serious. e damage to economic and democratic development from shutdowns can
be signiﬁcant, even with short blockages. Lost productivity
and commerce threaten Nigeria’s economic recovery, and
the reputational harm to its ability to attract investment to
its digital economy could be long lasting.
On the political side, the government risks angering the
most vocal and engaged segment of the population, with the
likelihood that even most non-users will oppose the ban.

“

“

Nigeria’s Twitter ban
could backﬁre, hurting
the economy and
democracy
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Given these costs, it is not even clear the government will
come out ahead.
As one Nigerian programmer and web developer put it:

In the long run, this might
be a blow on the Nigerian
government and not Twitter.
— The CoNversaTIoN

Jeﬀ Conroy-Krutz is associate Professor of Political science,
Michigan state University

is article is republished from e Conversation under a
Creative Commons license.
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converted an old Westbrook
church into Maine Hindu Temple,
where they have festivals and pooja
ceremonies, though not recently,
due to COVID-19. Members come
from Brunswick, Portland, South
By Stephanie Harp
Portland, Westbrook, Falmouth,
Yarmouth, and Scarborough, and
e journey from Punjab, India, and Mombasa, Kenya,
include many diverse groups from
to owning Maine’s oldest, continually running Indian
diﬀerent parts of India. Some have
restaurant has been a long one. But Raj and Bina Sharma,
formed their own subgroups and
and their three sons, are happy to be right where they are,
associations.
at the helm of Bombay Mahal on Maine Street in Brunswick.
“e community here is a lot
“I like Maine, especially Portland,” Bina said. “People are so
more robust and larger than it ever
nice.” In Maine, the Sharmas have run Bombay Mahal in
has been,” Van said. It numbers
Brunswick, previously owned Tandoor in Portland and
over 100 families. “at original
Taste of India in Bangor, and raised three sons.
group has changed quite a bit.
“His fourth child is Bombay Mahal,” said son Van of his
Many families with younger chilfather Raj.
dren...hang out with other younger
Now that
families. ere’s a generation who
Van is more
grew up elsewhere, came here for
involved
work, and has been here for a few
with
the
years. It’s deﬁnitely a lot more viSharma family picture
restaurant
brant.” Many come for technology jobs,
himself, he
and others are entrepreneurs who own
when she was 11 years old. “Indian people are still living in
acknowlbusinesses in Portland and elsewhere.
Mombasa. ey own hotels and a few shops. ere are still
edges that it
Bombay Mahal, where the Sharmas serve North Indian
temples there.”
impacts his
cuisine, has won numerous popularity awards and been feaBecause he grew up so far away from his cousins, Van took
social life.
tured in USA Today. In addition to in-house dining, the
an interest in learning about where his family was from, a
“All
the
restaurant hosts and caters events, and serves food at festitime your
vals. Access to South Asian ingredients in Maine was
friends have
diﬃcult in the 1990s, requiring travel to Boston once
oﬀ, that’s
a week or once a month. “Even Indian beer compayour core
nies weren’t interested in coming because they
working
weren’t making money on a run here,” Van said. at
hours,” he
has changed with the growing appetite for global ﬂasaid. “But
vors.
being at the
at appetite entices a number of Somali customers
restaurant
Bina's two brothers inside their fathers old
who drive to Brunswick from Lewiston-Auburn. e
doesn’t feel
family business in Mombasa, Kenya
Sharmas credit Bollywood movies, marketed across
like work
the Middle East and East Africa as an alternative to
because we grew up in the hospitality business and it’s a part
Hollywood, with generating an appreciation for Inof our identity.”
dian culture, clothes, and food. Van said Indian and
Growing up in Punjab, Raj learned to cook from his uncle,
Somali cultures have similar values that are wholewho had owned a popular eatery in New Delhi. Raj later ensome and rooted in family.
rolled in a culinary studies program. Bina was born in Kenya
He recently returned to Maine from eight years in
to Indian parents from Tanzania. Aer marrying in London,
London, where he was born. “Most Indians in Lonspending a decade in Germany before the 1989 collapse of
don can trace their ancestry to Africa,” he explained.
Picture of area the family grew up in Kenya
the Berlin Wall, they eventually moved to Portland, where
“[Former Ugandan president] Idi Amin didn’t like
they have lived for more than 30 years.
that Indian immigrants were successful in Uganda and
At ﬁrst, the Sharmas were one of few Indian families, Van
said, ‘All Asians have 90 days to leave this country.’ e
frequent topic of conversation during his time in London.
said. “Until my brother came to school, I was always the only
[United Kingdom] stepped in and granted citizenship to
“I learned a lot of interesting stories at my grandmother’s
Indian kid at Portland High School.” He and childhood
South Asians who were being expelled from East Africa.
house about them being in Africa and the family business.
friends who are Indian recently tried to remember how their
Many families le and started whole new lives in the U.K.”
Other family friends would always stop by for tea and talk
parents had met in the 1990s. “I think it’s by virtue of just
Refugees from neighboring Tanzania and Kenya, like Bina’s
about Kenya and my grandparents there. Obviously, my
being Indian. You ﬁgure it out. Anywhere you go, you’ll kind
father, also moved to London to start over. Raj’s mother was
lived experience was very diﬀerent,” he said.
of ﬁnd your tribe. We knew all of the original Indian families
born in Nairobi, so his side of the family has ties to Africa,
Maine has been mostly friendly to the Sharmas, and their
in the greater Portland area growing up. Our families go way
too.
business has been abundant. “Along the coast, most Mainback.”
e family is proud of their African connections, and Van
ers...are aware of things happening around the world. e
From gatherings and parties at diﬀerent houses, gradually
oen discussed it with his grandmother and extended fampeople here get it, and they’re very supportive,” said Van.
Bina and her friends organized the Indian Association of
ily in London. “It’s really cool to be Indian with ties to the
e longevity of Bombay Mahal is testament to that support
Maine. “We used to do IAM parties and rent a hall in FalAfrican continent, which we love. Africa is a big part of our
for the Sharmas’ three decades of oﬀering their Indian food
mouth or Portland,” she said. A few years ago, the group
story – sacriﬁce, having a business,
and culture – served with friendly conversation and a dash
being a minority. In England...a lot
of Africa.
of the South Asians are from East
Africa. Because of their connections, they’re not working for anyone and are highly entrepreneurial.
So that zeal really goes into the next
generation. ey are businessmen,
or have that success factor in them
because they lost a lot when they
had to leave the successful businesses that their grandparents created. ere’s a certain creative spirit
that comes with that,” he said.
Bina and her brothers traveled to
Kenya in 2018, for the ﬁrst time in
30 years. “We were trying to ﬁnd out
where my dad’s shop was. It took us
the whole day.” What had been his
bicycle shop now sold car parts. She
said, “e house we lived in is completely diﬀerent now. It had a big
yard in the front and we used to play
there; now there’s a shop in the
yard.” Her maternal grandfather had
gone to Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, in
the 1920s, where her mother was
born. Aer marrying, her mother
Bombay Mahal, Maine's oldest Indian restaurant celebrating 30+ years
Raj & Bina cooking at home
moved to Mombasa. Bina le Kenya

Bombay Mahal boasts ties
to the African continent
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U.S. /Canada Border
Important information for people seeking asylum in Canada

Tips

*is information is valid as of June 23, 2021.

&
Info

Family Relief mutual
aid applications
Black Owned Maine assists members of the African diaspora with
the cost of everyday necessities
such as food, rent, clothing, transportation, and child care through
their Family Relief program. Preference is given to single-parent households, those caring for children or the elderly, or those who identify as disabled/diﬀerently
abled. e program provides a one-time relief payment of $250
in the form of a check, direct bill payment, CashApp, Venmo, or
Paypal transfer. e program also distributes farm share vouchers
and gi cards to local African markets. Applicants must be fulltime residents of Maine, members of the African diaspora, and in
ﬁnancial need. For more information, visit the Black Owned
Maine website.

COVID -19

e Delta variant is gaining a
foothold in the U.S., and unvaccinated Mainers remain highly vulnerable to severe sickness from
COVID-19. e Delta variant spreads
more easily than other strains and results in higher hospitalization rates.
e Moderna, Pﬁzer, and Johnson
and Johnson vaccines all protect people from the variant, according to the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control.
ese vaccines are widely available to
anyone living in Maine and are free of
charge.

T

he U.S. and Canadian governments are making changes to rules at the border, and more
people are allowed to enter Canada. However, at
this time, the U.S.-Canada border remains closed
for most asylum seekers – this includes oﬃcial
ports of entry and unoﬃcial crossings such as Roxham Road in Champlain, N.Y. Anyone who wishes
to travel to Canada to apply for asylum should talk
to a qualiﬁed Canadian refugee lawyer or support
organization ﬁrst.
Someone who attempts to cross the border and is not eligible to cross will be directed back to
the U.S. by Canadian authorities. is carries a real risk of being detained and placed in removal
proceedings by U.S. authorities.
People who can prove they meet an exception to the Safe ird Country Agreement will be permitted to enter at oﬃcial ports of entry. ose who think they might be eligible under the Safe
ird Country Agreement should still seek legal advice before going to an oﬃcial port of entry.

Informations importantes pour les personnes en quête d'asile au Canada
*Ces informations sont valables en date du 23 Juin 2021.

L

es gouvernements américain et canadien modiﬁent les règles à la frontière, et certaines personnes ne seront plus tenues d'être mises en quarantaine à leur arrivée.
Toutefois, à l'heure actuelle, la frontière entre les États-Unis et le Canada reste fermée à la plupart
des demandeurs d'asile, y compris aux points d'entrée oﬃciels et aux points de passage non oﬃciels
tels que le chemin Roxham à Champlain (NY). Si vous souhaitez vous rendre au Canada pour demander l'asile, vous devriez d'abord vous adresser à un avocat canadien qualiﬁé en matière de
réfugiés ou à une organisation de soutien.
Si vous tentez de franchir la frontière et que vous n'êtes pas admissible, vous serez renvoyé par
les autorités canadiennes, et il y a un risque réel que vous soyez détenu et placé en procédure de
renvoi par les autorités américaines.
Les personnes qui peuvent prouver qu'elles répondent à une exception à l'Entente sur les tiers
pays sûrs seront autorisées à entrer aux points d'entrée oﬃciels. Si vous pensez que vous pourriez
répondre à une exception de l'Entente sur les tiers pays sûrs, vous devriez tout de même demander
un avis juridique avant de vous rendre à un point d'entrée oﬃciel.

ALERT #2

ALERT #1
Beware of text messages alerting you to
supposedly fraudulent banking account activity. The scam artist’s
goal is to get a text response
from you, then call you on
your phone in order to
get sensitive account
information such as
banking details, your
debit card number or your
PIN. If anyone asks you for this
information on the phone, hang up
and call your bank or credit union.

Fraudsters love money transfer transactions
because it provides a quick and easy way to
receive money. A money transfer transaction is sending money using a debit
card. Apps and website such as Cash
App, Venmo, Zelle, and Facebook
Pay also allow money transfers. Because the transaction
is in cash, there are no dispute
options in the event of a fraudulent transaction. So avoid sending
money to an unknown person. If instinct says something doesn’t feel right,
simply refuse to do the transaction.

– Tips courtesy of cPort Credit Union
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Maine groups fundraise for ICE
bail money | By Lillian Lema
Tensions at the southern U.S. border continue to grow as more and more undocumented
children are arriving on their own, families are being separated, and children and adults are
being held at detention centers. And although the southern border is over 2,200 miles away,
families suﬀer from the same separations and threats of separation in Maine as at the border
to the south.
In 2019, despite local opposition, the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
opened a new oﬃce in downtown Portland at One City Center. Although ICE Spokesperson
John Mohan stated at the time that the Portland oﬃce wouldn’t focus on detaining undocumented immigrants, but instead would handle crimes such as human traﬃcking, child exploitation, ﬁnancial wire fraud, and gang investigations, local residents still didn’t want them
there.
e U.S. Customs and Border Protection reported an arrest of 17 undocumented immigrants over the anksgiving 2019 holiday weekend by the Rangeley Border Patrol Station.
e 17 men had come from Mexico, Ecuador, Honduras, and El Salvador, and had been detained in Auburn, Stratton, and Turner. Twelve of
the men had entered the United States legally in
July 2019, through Laredo, Texas, as H2A nonimmigrant agricultural workers and were supposed to leave the U.S. by August 2019. e other
men had entered the country illegally by crossing
the Mexican-American border. ese men were
working locally as laborers and contractors.
Other cases of detention have included seven
undocumented immigrants from Brazil and Portugal who were detained last fall in Rumford. Last
month, there were reports of ﬁve men who were
picked up by state police on Route 295 in Gardiner and then transferred to Border Patrol.
As reported in Amjambo Africa in May, a new
ICE processing facility is nearing completion in
Scarborough. Two non-proﬁt organizations, PreJackie Sculpture - by Maine artist Titi sente! Maine and Mainers for Humane Immigrade Baccarat tion, have joined forces to create an online auction
to raise funds for bail money for undocumented
immigrants in Maine who are picked up by ICE and detained. e online auction is scheduled
to begin June 27 and run through June 29.
Maryellen Dunn and Maureen Calder, both organizers of Mainers for Humane Immigration, have spent their retirement years trying to ﬁnd ways to help immigrant communities,
both nationally and locally. In the past, they organized the Uncaged Art exhibit, along with

an accompanying art auction in Waterville. Together, they have raised
over $30,000 for organizations that
work along the southern border, including San Juan Apóstol migrant
shelter; Hope Border Institute in El
Paso; Team Brownsville, Global Response Management, Sidewalk
School for Asylum Seekers, and Resource Center in Matamoros, Mexico; and Green Valley Samaritans in
Arizona.
Dunn explained that aer learning
about the new ICE processing facility
in Scarborough, and the fear it is creating in local communities, she connected with De-ICE Maine, a local
grassroots coalition, and from there
met Crystal Cron, president of Presente! Maine, which works for the
empowerment of Latinx people in
Maine.
“One of the things that Crystal
kept saying was that the Latinx community in Portland and Lewiston
Blue Agave Watercolor - by Maine artist Mabel Ney
need drivers licenses and bail
money,” Dunn said. So Dunn spoke with her friends and fellow organizers and created the online art auction to raise ICE bail funds.
According to the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP), immigration judges can set
bonds no lower than $1,500, and the amount of the bond depends on the judge and the particulars of each case. Further, the State of Maine does not have authority over the bond amounts
set by the immigrations courts, which are federal administrative courts and are part of the U.S.
Department of Justice’s Executive Oﬃce for Immigration Review. Ultimately, the U.S. Congress
or the agency itself has authority over the laws and regulations that set these bonds.
Both Dunn and Calder hope the online art auction raises at least $10,000 to help with bail
funds for undocumented immigrants in Maine. “We don’t want to see anyone locked up unjustly… these are families who are being separated,” Calder said. “ere is a large community
in the Portland area who will not leave their apartments because they are afraid that they will
be stopped by ICE for some reason.”
Dunn believes it is inhumane for people to have to live in fear because of ICE, when they
have already been through traumatic events in their lives. “It is the responsibility of all who
live here to show solidarity and support.... is auction is just one way to do that,” she said.
e online auction has received support from artists outside of Maine, including New Hamp-

Spark Their Imaginations this Summer!

Enroll your children in the
Refugee School Impact (RSI) Program to
Foster a Love of Learning this Summer
WHERE: Lewiston Middle School & Lewiston High School
(LHS will be remote due to construction)
WHEN: Tuesday, July 6th - Thursday, July 29th
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday
8:00 - 12:00
HOW:
For more information, contact Hilary Barber,
ELL Director, hbarber@lewistonpublicschools.org,
(207) 795-4105
OMRS is a proud supporter of the Refugee School Impact (RSI) program
which provides grants to state and state-alternative programs to support
school districts impacted by school-aged refugees and ORR eligible
populations.
The RSI Program’s services focus on new arrivals and those who have been
in the U.S. five years or less and continue to face integration and academic
challenges. Both youth and their families may receive services from the
Refugee School Impact program.

Continued on page 31
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shire, New York,
Texas, and even
Mexico. Dunn
and
Calder
reached out to
many artists to
see if they
would be interested in participating in this
event. e list of
artists who have
donated art or
money include
Abigail Shahn,
Mable Ney, Titi
de
Baccarat,
Gordon Bok,
and
Desiree
Migrant Memorial Cloth - by Maine artist Susan Smith.
Dubois. Calder
said the auction features work by nearly 50 artists.
And in the future? “When a need comes up, we will oﬀer our services. Will this fundraiser
become a yearly thing? If Crystal says we need this, then yes!” said Dunn.
“We aren’t going away. We will continue to work and advocate, whether through the
media, protests, or writing to our government in Maine and Washington… keeping it going
so it doesn’t get lost,” Calder explained. “Hopefully, as people become more aware, we will
have more people to join us to support our cause.”

Continued from page 1
us.” When she and her husband met with the young woman, they said, “Why don’t you come
and stay here through the summer, and then we’ll evaluate how things are going. By that
time she was part of the family.”
Meanwhile, Hollander contacted Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project (ILAP) to learn what
legal steps they needed to take for the teen, who was one of many unaccompanied minors
in the Portland area sent to the U.S. for safety by their families. ILAP explained the special
immigrant juvenile status (SIJS) path to permanency for any youth under 18 with a guardian.
While many of these children may not meet the legal deﬁnition of asylum, they are oen in
danger because their parents have been hurt, killed, or persecuted, which could translate
into danger for them. Because of that, there is a separate category to ﬁle for permanency for
children ﬁtting certain criteria, Hollander explained. is is very diﬀerent from asylum seekers, who must prove a claim of one or more of ﬁve reasons they are in danger due to past or
future persecution.
At the time of that ﬁrst email, youth from Central Africa were arriving with student visas
to enroll in schools in the U.S., including Portland, South Portland, and Westbrook. Families
may not have been able to obtain visas, but they were able to send children to live with relatives or friends. Sometimes the potentially permanent plans fell through, and the young
people found themselves in the U.S. alone. “So kids in Maine either got here because they
knew other people who had come to Maine or, aer they arrived, they met somebody from
their country who helped them come here.”
Hollander decided to help ﬁnd host families, and Hopeful Links was born as a volunteerand community-based program that matches unaccompanied minors with potential
guardians, safe housing, and legal resources, and provides assistance with health, housing,
food, and many other community supports. “My background is in child welfare, so I knew
how to screen families and arrange safe housing. I knew what families might need for support, and how to connect them to the right services. So that’s what we started doing,” she
said. “At the time, all the kids we were working with were from Central Africa, and all on
student visas, without exception.”
is was true until the Trump administration when the picture drastically changed. “One
of the ﬁrst things that happened was they stopped issuing student visas,” she said. Minors
who apply for student visas must have a school to attend and a place to live. ese requirements are less rigorous than for those who apply for university-level student visas. Aer the
2016 election, young people stopped coming to Maine directly from African countries.
“Maybe they were coming from another state, where they’d lost housing for whatever reason,
and had to ﬁnd help, and knew somebody here,” said Hollander. Preble Street’s Teen Shelter
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was seeing more of these teenagers. Schools called her when they learned that students were
at the shelter or were couch surﬁng with friends. She found host families and arranged for
ILAP to assess the students’ eligibility for SIJS.
ose young people from Africa who have begun to appear at the southern U.S. border
alone in the last year don’t necessarily start that way. “Oen they came with a parent or another adult and got separated at the border,” said Hollander. e group ultimately housed at
the Portland Expo in 2019, who had taken the treacherous trek through South and Central
America, were almost all families. Until the past year, few older (over 18) Central African
teens arrived in Maine alone. Since 2016, they typically have been stopped at the border and
detained. Now Maine is seeing teens who have been released from detention. is is a much
more diﬃcult route to legal assessment and permanent residency than the path for those
who arrived with visas. While there are also unaccompanied minors of all ages from South
and Central America, Hopeful Links and the teen shelter usually don’t see many of them.
at doesn’t mean they are not in Maine, it means that they access help and support diﬀerently.
Besides housing, she appeals to her many supporters for donations to cover costs of essential needs. “We use it for whatever urgent need they have. We pay for things for families,
too, not just for kids,” she said. One primary consideration is obtaining cell phones for the
young people, a cost not included if they are receiving general assistance (GA) from the city
of Portland. Hopeful Links has advocated for the need for at least one member of a family
to have a cell phone.
Hollander described a typical story that brings young people here: A family member
might be involved in an organization opposing the ruling government. ey may be ﬁghting
for freedom and democracy, and are targeted for being perceived as anti-government –
whether that’s true or not. “Sometimes they come and say, ‘You need to stop doing this, or
else.’ In some countries, youth militia start harassing young people who are active in any
kind of liberation work.” at may trigger an assault of some sort against the child or the
family, so the family starts the process of trying to get their kids out of the country.

e origami, art, and Black Lives Matter signs were all made by youth receiving services at
the Preble Street Teen Center.
Photo courtesy of Preble Street
e ﬁrst student who came to live with Hollander in 2013 was the only girl in her family
of ﬁve children, and they’d decided she was the most vulnerable. Girls oen are vulnerable,
both to violence and because they are not valued the same way in any society, Hollander
said. “at’s why we were initially seeing a lot more girls than boys. We didn’t see a boy for
three or four years.”
Many of the youth – and their families – thought the families would follow soon. “But it
is much harder for a family to get a visa.” she said. “e one stipulation for special juvenile
status is that they cannot sponsor their families, ever.” And the families aren’t necessarily
sending the students because they expect to come themselves. “ey’re doing it to save their
children.”
e young woman who joined Hollander’s family in 2013 graduated from high school
two years later with a full scholarship to Wheaton College in Massachusetts. “She started
dating somebody she actually grew up with in Burundi and found out he was here. ey got
married, both now have U.S. citizenship, and they recently had a baby. It’s the perfect story,”
Hollander said. She and Hopeful Links are working toward as many more happy endings
like this one as they can.
Contact Hopeful Links, c/o Lucky Hollander, lucky.hollander@gmail.com.

